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NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE Hl,JMAN!TIES 
WASHINGT.ON, O.C. 20506 
November 4., 1975 
Material prepared in response to the September 23, 1975 
memo from Stephen Wexler to Joe Hagan. 
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20!506 
NEH Reauthorization Information 
The attached material has been prepared in response to requests from 
staff of the congressional committee considering the reauthorization of 
the National Endowment for the Humanities. The material consists of the 
following: 
.. ·1 ·' • , 1. A summary of NEH programs -- their purposes, types of grantees 
. . . . 
..... " 
and funding for FY 1974-75. 
2~ Responses to questions concerning the NEH volunteer "state-based" 
prog.ram committees. 
3. Description of activities funded directly by NEH compared with 
those. funded through the state-based programs. 
4. Information about NEH media grants. 
5. A list of members of the National Council on the Humanities. 
Office of Planning and Analysis 
November 3, 1975 I 
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NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
Progra~/Purpose 
PUBLIC PROGRAMS 
State~based Program: To 
support local projects 
engaging hull!anists and 
adult public in examin-
ation of important pub-
lic issues (i.e. land use., 
economic growth, .taxation, 
raci•l problems). 
Media Grants: To support 
high-quality television, 
radio,and film product- . 
ion .1for broadcast over na:.. 
' - -
tional public television 
or tta·dio · Activities. have 
included "The Adams Family" 
and a series on American 
history designed for child-
re~;both to be shown over 
PBS. 
Grantees 
Volunteer humanities 
corrnnittees of citizens 
operating in each state and 
regranting NEH funds to lo-
cally initiated projects 
developed by libraries, mu-
seums, schools, colleges, 
other educational.and cul-
tural institutions~ and 
bu~iness/labor/ civic groups. 
Organizations with production 
facilities; institutions con-
ducting pre-production re- · 
search; public television 
stations. 
Museums and Historical Museums, ranging from small 
Organizations Program: community to large metropoli-
supports museums and tan, historical societies, and 
historical organizations . non-profit organizations and 
in their role -as public edu- institutions that have collec-
cators through exhibitions, tions. 
interpretive programs and 
personnel training. 
':"*·"''"'*' 
. ·-------:=--.,--,----- ·-.-- --
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- _____ .1_ - IFun.dfog/Examples - --
FY 1974 
$7,702,599: Operational 
·programs in 42 states, 
aiding approximately 
3,780 corrnnunity projects 
involving 5,670 humanists 
and reaching over 10 mil-
lion citizens direc·tly or 
through the media. Plan-
ning in 8 states. 
$5,885,419 for production 
grants and •cquisition of 
series such as the highly 
acclaimed "War and Peace!i 
Viewing for that produc• 
tion alone is estimated. at 
15 million. 
$2,943,891 which supported 
60 exhibitions and inter-
pretive programs including 
the ''Masterpieces of 
Tapestrie.s" and allowed· 
for 32 personnel develop-
ment grants which affected 
approximately 300 museum 
professionals, volunteers 
and students. 
. FY 1975 
$13,689,834: Operatio.nal 
programs in 49 states 
aiding approxitflately 
7 ,350 community projects 
involving 12 0 250 humanists 
and reaching iJVer 20 million 
citizens direetly or through 
·the media. Planning in l 
state and 5 jurisdictions. 
$5,315,017 for production 
grants including a series 
on the American ·short story 
and the currently running . 
"Classic Theater -- the 
Humanities in Drama." 
$5,265,176 which provided 
grants aiding students and 
professionals ln internships 
and training programs as well 
as supported 65 interpretive 
programs and exhibitions 
viewed by over a million 
citizens--including archaeo-
logical finds ~m the People's 
Republic of China and the 
Scythian Gold Exbibit. 
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:·-- .·· _P~ogram/Purp~se 
P.UBLIC PROGRAMS (con't) 
Program development: the 
experimental arm of the divi-
sion, identifies patterns of 
grant making which complement 
other areas within division 
and supports activities 
designed to encourage and 
develop imaginative approaches 
to public humanities programs. 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
Institutional Grants: To 
provide support to colleges 
and universities.seeking to 
improve the quality and 
effectiveness of humanities 
instruction within their· own 
institution. 
Grantees 
Educational instituti~ns, 
associations, public ~-­
libraries, non-profit na-
tional, civic, and profes-
sional organizations. 
Colleges, universities, and 
other educational organiza-
tions. 
.ruuuJ..u0 1 i::.xampl.eS 
1974 
-
$2,528,586; which sup-· 
ported 23 projects 
across the .nation 
including several 
which explored the 
ways in which libraries 
can use their existing 
resources to more 
effectively·make the 
humanities available . 
to the adult~ non-
student population.· 
$9,377,177 which per-
mitted 24 planning 
grants for institu-
tions to test and eval-
uate their plans on a 
pilot basis; 30 grants 
. to institutions to 
develop and implement 
a related group of 
courses or a program 
of study focussing 
upon a particular 
region1 culture, era, 
theme or leve 1 of cur-. 
riculum; and 22 devel-
opment grants for the 
reorganization of de-
partments of instruc-
tion1 and basic ~evision 
of curricula:. Estimate 
134,000 students bene-
fitted. 
•' 
·' ·---:~:. 
$2,008~043: which supported 
.27 pro.}ects including 
··grants to 5 major cities 
for urban humanities pro-
jects, .and a planning .grant 
for the League of Women 
Voters to work with 
historians, political 
scientists, constitutional 
lawyers and classicists to 
assist citizens to consider 
the on-going significance 
of political thought as 
expressed in the Federal-
ists Pa·ers. 
$5,481,547 for 59 planning 
grants to schools such as 
F~rris State College in 
Michigan; 13 Program grant~ 
to such schools as the 
Universit'y of Wyoming for 
a "Humanities Semester;" 
and 23 development grants 
for schools such as the 
University of Florida to 
relate the humanities to 
their five professional 
schools -- law, engineerin~ 
medicin.e, business admin-
istration, arid the graduate 
school of arts and sciences 
Approxi*ta~ely 139,000 stu-
0.dents benefitted from these 
programs. 
....... 
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EDUCATION PROGRAMS (can't~) 
Project Grants: to promote 
development, testing, and 
dissemination of exemplary 
approaches to humanities 
education (from e lemeritary 
to graduate)'which can be 
-used throughout the nation. 
Humanities Institutes: to 
encourage interdisciplinary 
study and teaching by estab-. 
lishing regional university 
centers where senior and junior 
fellows from institutions 
throughout the country may come 
together to engage in interdis-
ciplinary study of specific 
themes or topics. Fellows 
devote a full year to inten-
sive study, discussion, and 
curriculum materials devel-
opment and testing. Upon 
·return to their home institu-
tions, they incorporate new 
interdisciplinary courses into 
their !;;Urriculum. 
----1 ;.'.'f: - F' "" -
Grantees 
Colleges, .universities, 
educational organtza- ···>.. < 
tions, and elementary and 
econdary schools, 
. Universities, with individ 
uals subsequently .apply-
i~g to the grantee for 
fellowships. 
_J,: u.uu .LUQ I J,;,,Af.UUt' .Llli::.:J 
::s .. 
$4,947,001 for 60 
higher educa~ion pro-
jects which were 
planned and imple-
mented by groups con-
cerned with improve-
ment of courses or 
programs, training of 
faculty iq new 
approaches to their 
disciplines, and educa-
tional uses of li-
braries; 26 awards 
for projects to improve 
curriculum materials 
offered in elementary 
and secondary schools 
or providing short-
term training insti-
tutes for elementary 
and secondary school 
teachers. 
$2,759,223 for the 
four-year Humanities 
Institute located in 
New Hav~n, with fellows 
attending from such 
schools as: Emory Uni""'.· 
versity in Atlanta; 
Hope College, Holland, 
Michigan, and the 
University.of Wiscon-
sin at Milwaukee. The 
Institute is concen-
trating on the theme, 
"The Humanities and 
the National Life." 
1975 
$8.,270,036 for 68 higher 
education projects which 
included ~ants to Western 
Michigan University and the 
University of Utah libr.aries; 
34 elementary and secondary 
grants to groups such as the 
Hoopa tribe in California 
for the development of an 
archives artd tribal history, 
as well as a grant to the . 
Children's Television Work-
shop (creator of Sesame 
Street) for a.feasibility 
study of a Bicentenriial 
program for school children. 
· $2, 769 ,356 for the four-
year Humanities Institute 
located in Chicago which 
will enable 60 American 
scholars from two and four 
year colleges and univer-
sities throughout the 
country to participate. 
The theme will be "Tech• 
no logy and the Humanities .. " 
Among the subjectj to be 
·studied a'l"e:bureaucracy, 
myths, mass media, adver-. 
tising, and their implica-
tions for humanistic 
education. 
-Program/Purpose 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS (con't) 
Cultural Institutions: to aid 
libraries and museums in pro-
viding formal and systematic 
educational programs designed 
both for students and the gene-
ral public. 
FELLOWSHIPS 
Residential Programs 
Fellowships in Residence for 
Grantees 
Museums and libraries 
Individuals. 
College Teachers - for teachers Universities apply for 
at smaller 4-year and 2-year operational grant; individ-
colleges, who are primarily con- · uals apply for fellowships 
cerned with increasing their know- to attend the special resi-
ledge and understanding of the dential program conducted 
subjects they teach, to study at by the university. · 
universities with distinguished 
faculties and facilities. 
Sunnner Seminars for College Colleges and universities; 
Teachers - for teachers at smaller individuals apply to the 
4-year and all 2-year colleges to 7. grantee institution 
·work during the summer with distin 
guished scholars at institutions 
with libraries suitable for advan-
ced study 
I ... r··· r 
Funding/Examples 
FY 1974 
Not operating in 
FY 1974 
Not operating in 
FY 1974 
$1,361;841 funded 
34 seminars with 
408 participants 
from such schools 
as Brescia College, 
Ky; Quinnipiac Col-
lege, Conn; and 
Panola Junior 
College in Texas. 
FY 1975 
$543 ,602 for two multi-ye~r project 
The Boston Public Library will 
explore Boston and its environs 
as a political,cultural, economic, 
literary, and soci.a 1 center- -its. 
uniqueness and its typicality 1as 
an American urban center. The 
Chicago Public Library will focus 
on writing in the city, studying 
its talented oast and present. 
$2,570,586 for 160 teachers to 
study at designated universities. 
Grantees came from such schools 
as the University of South Dakota; 
Abraham Baldwin Agricultural 
College, Georgia; and Concordia 
College in ~innesota. 
$2,484,861 funding 61 seminars 
with 732 participants from such 
schools as Kearney State College, 
Nebraska;~Phoenix College, Arizona; 
and St. Francis College, Maine •. · 
..... 
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FELLOWSHIPS (con't.) 
Residential Programs (con't.) 
Fellowships and Seminars for 
the Professions - for pro-
fessionals outside teaching to 
study t;he humanistic dimen-
sions of their professional 
interests; ~resently ~ffered 
·to journalists, law teachers, 
practicing lawyers, and medi-
cal practitioners, but other 
professions may be added. 
Fe lowship Support to Centers 
for Advanced Study- for 
scholars in the humanities to 
attend centers for study and 
research in their own fields· 
and for interchange of ideas 
with scholars in other fields. 
Independent Study Programs 
Fellowships for Independent 
Study arid Research - for 
scholars, teachers, writers, 
and other interpreters of the 
humanities who have produced, 
or demonstrated promise of pro 
ducing, significant contribu-
tions to humanistic knowled e. 
Sununer Stipends - for college 
and university teachers, junio 
.and community colleg_e teach~rs 
and other humanists for 2 con-
secutive months of fuil-time 
study or research. 
•+Y "':". 
.;- Grantees 
Institutions; indiv-
iduals apply to grantee 
institutions. 
Centers 
Individuals, usually. 
teacher-scholars. 
Nomination by institution; 
if individual unaffiliated, 
applies directly to NEH. 
Funding/Examples . 'jj." 
.-FY 1974 
$1,050,505 for 36 
year-long fellow-
ships and five sem-
inars with 12-15 
participants each. 
supporte one 
center with 16 fellows 
in residence. 
$4,055,741 supported 
389 individuais from -- · 
schools such as Porter-
ville College, Ca; 
Harvard in Mass;- aria . 
the University. of Neva-
da. 
$400,000 supported 
200 individuals in 
study or reseatcli~t 
such schools as Ohio 
State; Purdue in India-
na; and Northwest Com-
munity College in Powel 
W}roming. 
.. ; 
· FY 1975 
$1,132,663 providing 36 
year-long fellowships and 
_ seven seminars with 
12-15 par~icipants each. 
. grants 
45 
$2,663,015 supporte~ 159 
individuals in study or 
research from schools 
such as: Brown U. in Rhode 
Island; Columbia in N.Y.; 
and the Unive.rsity of Wis-
consin at Madison. 
$408,000 supported 204 
individuals in study or 
research from such schools 
as the University of Hawai~ 
Washington University in 
Missouri; and the Univer-
sity of Washington. 
t--' 
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Program/Purpose 
RESEARCH GRANT PROGRAMS 
Research Tools- to support 
major research reference works in 
the humanities, e.g. dictionaries, 
bibliographies' guides and ca ta logs. 
Centers of Research- to heip 
;ignificant re~earch collectioni 
and institutiorts, e.g. research 
libraries, make their humanities 
collections more accessible to 
scholars and focus collaborative 
scholarly efforts. 
International Conferences ·for 
the Biceritennial-to support 
international scholarly confer-
ences in the U.S. during the 
B.icentennia 1. 
·-·--- -- -
General.Research-Projects-to support 
-collaborative or long-range 
research projects .in.all human-
istic f;i.elds,. 
Editing-to collect or edit 
his~orical, literary, or philo-
soohical pa.pers or works. 
State and Local History-to support 
the location and organization of 
historical resources and the writing 
of state and local histories in 
America. 
,--~_, ... .. t:. : i(\i.A= .<, > 
Grantees 
Institutions and 
individuals 
Institutions 
Institutions and 
s~holarly associa-
tions. 
Institutions and 
Ind i vidua 1. 
Institutions and 
Individuals. 
Institutions and 
Individuals 
I Funding/Examples 
$1,884,224 for 40 $3,065,769 for 51 tools 
tools projects including projects ·including a biblio-
a Navajo/English die tion- _ , graphy on early American law 
ary. and an atlas of early Ameriean 
history. 
$887,489 for 8 research 
center grants. 
$362,160 for planning ten 
conferences and congresses. 
. $7,9b2,143 for. 127 origi-
p.al_ research projects. 
$2,107,718 for editing 
projects. 
$252,102 for 14 state 
and local histories in-
cluding histories of Sil-
cott, Washington and 
Manchester, New Hampshire 
$1,953,389 for 27 research 
center grants, which included 
a grant to the Society of Ameri 
can Archivists for a program to 
improve archival security. 
$879,116 for planning or con-
ducting 21 conferences and 
congresses bringing distin-
quished scholars from abroad 
to the· U.S • 
$4,362,035 for 106 basic 
research projects including 
archaeological piojecti in 
Arizona and New Mexico. 
$1,528,931 for editing pro-
jects such as the papers of 
Darwin and Jane Addams. 
$615,162 for 12 projects 
including a study of the 
early American fur trade in 
Nebraska and the contributions 
of labor to the state of Ohio. 
Program/Purpose 
PLANNING: to remain open 
to new ideas and methods which will 
apply humanistic knowledge to involve 
larger numbersof individuals in human~ 
istic study. In fulfilling this 
mandate the division houses the Youth-
grants program, the program of 
Science, Technology, and Human Values, 
evaluation and analytical studies, and 
experimental projects. 
... 
-,---·--·- -----1 F''·"·""' fl.WWW -·-4<t• 
Grantees 
Institutions, organiza-
tions, individuals 
1974 
$2,012,166 which supported 
development grants such as 
the Courses by Newspaper, 
offered ·i_n 200 newspapers 
and reaching 20 million 
readers; analytical studies 
which included analysis of 
humanities education in the 
two-year colleges; and 35 
Youthgrants influencing ap-
proximately 150 individuals 
with topics ranging 
from archaeological project 
to a study of American 
jazz. 
1975'" 
$4,543,552: Projects 
include Courses by 
Newspaper now running 
in over 400 ·papers. 
reaching 45 million 
r_eaders; dissemination 
· f All' related' ma teria 11 
and an analysis of 
foreign· languages in 
American life. Youth-
grants were awarded 
to 41 individuals and 
as of October 1975, 
9,500 high schools and 
colleges are partici-
pating in the · -
Bicentennial Youth 
Debates • 
·' t 
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2. Questions concerning NEH State-based Programs· 
2a, How much money goes to the states, and how much is matched by 
state committees? 
Over the five years of program operation, approximately $28 million of 
Federal funds have been provided; these funds have been matched by at least 
$30 million private and local dollars. Since FY 73, the Endowment has al-
located approximately 20% of its annual appropriation to the state-based 
program -- making it by far the. largest single program funded by the Endow-
ment. 
In FY 1975, $13,689,854 was granted to the state comm:i..ttees which were 
op,erating in 49 states with the .final state completing its planning and 
ready to begin operation. Since its inception, the program has required a 
one-to-one match in private and local dollars. In FY 1975, as in each year, 
state committe·es more than matched the $13.6 million awarded by NEH, and it 
is expected that the $15.6 million to be awarded i~ FY 1976 will ~lso be 
matched. 
The following chart shows the growth of funds and operating state com-
. mittees since the inception of the program in FY 1971: 
FISCAL YEAR TOTAL GRANTED 
41 STATES 
·OPERATIONAL 
FY 1971 
FY 1972 
FY 1973 
FY 1974 
FY 1975 
FY 1976. (est.) 
$ . 654, 900 
2,346,022 
5,354,545 
7 ,407,458 
13' 689' 854 
15,600,000 
6 
17 
32 
42 
49 
50 
The average grant to state committees has almost tripled in the five-
year period --~ from $100,000 in FY 1971 to over $280,000 now. State com-
mittees have had no difficulty in matching these increased funds, ·and in 
fact the volume of high-quality applications received by state committees 
has out-paced their capacity .to fund them. · 
',• 
The scope of the program remains as it was in 1973, when the Congres-
sional committees reviewed the program's purpose and procedures extensive-
ly. State committees have a specific developmental mission: their activ-
ities aim exclusively at the general adult public, and all of their funded 
projects relate the humanities to broad public concerns of the adult citi-
zens of the state. This purpose reflects the urging of the House author-
izing subcommittee in 1970 that the Endowment expand its activities aimed 
at the adult public, the Senate authorizing subcommittee's concern in 1970 
thatthe Endowment experiment with programs within each state, and the con-
cern of both subcommittees that the Endowment give.particular attentton to 
relating t_he humanities to "current conditions of national life." 
In 1973, after .thorough review (including the testimony of four state· 
committee chairmen), neither subcommittee found reason to change the 
-
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pi-og+ftm'1 p:rocedure or scope. At the end of FY 1974, the End.owment con .. 
ducted a review jointly with all state committees and concluded that the 
program was achieving important results under existing procedure and with 
the existing focus on the adult public and on issues of broad public con-
cern. 
~: . . 
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2b. -NEA and NEH funding of state groups 
L~sted below are the amounts of NEA and NEH funds provided through 
their respective state programs for 1975. 
It should be noted that all NEA state.arts councils receive grants 
for,and operate on, the Federal fiscal year schedule·(July 1-June 30). 
The NEH state-based programs, however, have been developing over the past 
five years, and only this year has the last state (New York) become oper-
ational. Because of this phased development and because the Endowment has 
attempted to be responsive to the particular needs and most efficient 
operating schedule determined by each state group, the humanities programs 
do.no~ all run on a uniform July-June basis in all 50 states. 
In addition, as the humanities committees have gained operating experi-
ence, the National Council on the Humanities has welcomed requests from 
them for 18-month grant periods (rather than 12 months) in order to facili-
tate longer-range planning·. (This procedure also makes for a more efficient 
Council review and agency administration of state-based grants; but it should 
also be noted that most state committees have not yet requested to change 
to an 18-month basis.) Thus, some state groups received 18-month awards in 
FY 1974 which extend through 1975, while others have received 18-month grants 
in 1975 which extend into FY 1976. 
In order to permit comparabilit~ between the two agencies' funding for 
their state programs, it has been deemed desirable,while presenting the · 
actual NEH grants, to express these grants in terms of a 12-month period re-
gard less of the date awarded and regardless of the total amount actually 
granted. Therefore the t~ble below shows the following for each state: 
1. The actual current grant award made by the Humanities Endowment to 
each state-based program committee. Grants for more than a 12-month period 
are noted with an asterisk. 
2. The amount available from the NEH grant for the 12-month period com-
parable to the period covered by the Arts _Endowment's grant either actual 9r 
pro-rated from an· 18-month grant. 
3. The FY 1975 Federal-State· program grants made by NEA to state art 
councils. 
·The data reveal that total funding available to NEH state ... based programs 
amounts to $14.1 million. Correcting for the grants covering more than one 
year, it can be s~en that slightly ov~r $13 million.was available to the 
state-based humanities programs for a 12-month operation. Ona comparative 
basis: 
NEH -- average current grant: 
NEH -- average grant for . 
12-month period: 
NEA -- average program grant, 
FY 1975: 
$283,214 
260., 509 
240,633 
t 
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It should also be noted that both the Arts Endowment and the Humanities 
Endowment programsrequire that Feder~l funds be matched on a one-to-one 
badi:;; the total matching amounts required are, therefore, the s•me a.s the 
totaia listed io~ each state. 
Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Ar~ansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
. Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Ramps hire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Is land 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
NEH State•Based 
Current 
Grant 
$163,300 
300,000 
161,000 68,ooo.~/ 
540,000* 
262,660 
262,500 
220,000* 
. 400,000 
325,000 
255,000 
202,442 
484, 340 
602,400* 
231,934 
240,500 
215,000 
246,000 
200,000 
280,000 
400,000* 
200,000 
275,000 
275,000 
410,000* 
297,500 
200,000 
180,000 
166,500 
300,000 
200,000 
646,000 
367,000 
27'5' 000 
340,000 
250,810 
250,714 
300,000 
200,000 
240,000 
445,000* 
Program 
12-month 
Grant 1/ 
$163,300 
300,000 
161,000 
116,000~/ 
359,640 
262,660 
262,500 
146, 520 
400,000 
325,000 
255,000 
202,442 
484,340 
401,198 
231,934 
240,500 
215,000 
246,000 
200,000 
280,000 
266,640 
200,000· 
275,000 
275,000 
273,060 
297 ,,500 
200,000 
180,000 
166,500 
300,000 
200,000 
430,236 
367,000 
275,000 
340,000 
250,810 
250, 714 
300,000 
2.00, 000 
240,000 
296,370 
NEA Federal-
State. Program 
Grant 
$246,300 
. 280,500 
236,500 
216,000 
252,000 
223,565 
271,000 
212,500 
274' 922 
211,000 
222,500 
235,760 
270,845 
230, 796 .· 
235,218 
259,791. 
242,800 
200,000 
222,900 
325,500 
283,000 
281,900 
272 '000 
224,000 
223,395 
214,800 
221,000 
222' 775 
263,700 
214,950 
250,800 
243,500 
217,350 
210,000 
210,000 
237,150 
261,595 
244,500 
249·, 225 
222,525 
217,600 
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Nii State-Based Prosram 
; 
{Continued) 
NEA federal-
Current · 12-month State Program 
Grant Grant Grant 
Tennessee $2i8,233 $278,233 $263,995 
Texas 353,870 353,870 229,000 
Utah 280,ooo* 186,480 226,500 
Vermont 200,000 200,000 213,075 
Virginia 200,000 200,000 208,250 
Washington 375,ooo 375,000 377' 327 . 
West Virginia 220,000 220,000 200,000 
Wisconsin 200,000 200,000 239,300 
Wyoming 175,000 175,000 218,050 
Total 14, 160, 703 13,025,447 12,031,659 
Amount available for 12-month period. 1/ 
2/ 
}/ 
8-month grant to complete planning and begin operations. 
Extrapolated on basis of 8-month grant; actual subs·equent grant 
* 
will be higher. 
18-month grant. 
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2c. Membership of state volunteer committees 
All 50 operating state committees have autonomous responsibility to make 
their membership broadly representative of their state. Typically, .mem-
bers serve staggered three or four year terms, so that one-third or one-
fourt·h of the committee changes ·each year. As the membership rotates, 
state committees make serious and elaborate efforts to consult broadly 
within their state. For example, the Oklahoma committee in advance of 
adding a group of members asked for recommendations from over 5,000 people 
in Oklahoma, including the leadership of every state agency and state or-
ganization in the state, as well as of media, religious groups and commun-
ity organizations. Each committee is required by the Endowment to maintain 
br'oad representation of the many viewpoints and publics found in each state,· 
and to maintain roughly proportional membership drawn from three categories: 
leaders of community groups and organizations (including business, labor, 
minorities, farmers, civic organizations), leaders of educational and cul-
tural institutions, and scholars in the humanities. Nationally, the break-
down among the three categories is: leaders in the community 42%; leaders 
of educational and cultural institutions 29%; scholars in the humanities 
29%. At each grant period, the National Council on the Humanities reviews 
the breadth and· repr.esentativeness of the membership of the state committees.* 
The state-based committees now have more than 850 members and are richly 
diverse in both geographical representation and background. For a few 
examples: 
* To initiate the program in each state, the Endowment surveyed the state's 
demography and cultural resources, and invited four or five leaders, known 
to have interest and experience in the humanities and public education, to 
.. consider developing a program within the state. (The Endowment consulted 
the most reliable sources available, within and without the state, in order 
to identify the~e four or five initial representatives from each state: in 
New York, for example, over 150 leaders· in the State were personally con- ·· 
tacted, many of them in state government or public life in the State.) In 
each state, as this "nucleus" of four or five people agreed to carry the 
idea forward, the Governor was notified while they went about expanding 
themselves into a committee of fifteen to thirty people, by consultation 
with academic and cultural institutions, community and civic organizations, 
and public leaders throughout the state. Thus each state committee came to 
exhib.it its own character, reflecting state needs, available expertise and a 
broadly representative nature. After the Endowment's initiation of the idea 
in each state, the state committee proceeds autonomously in the manner 
desc~ibed above. · 
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The Alabama committee includes (of 22 members) _.,: 
a rabbi, a judge, a newspaper editor, the president of a business 
college, the director of the state library, a woman bank president, 
a member of the state labor council and a university president who 
ts presently on leave from the committee to serve as Secretary of 
Health, Educat_ion and Welfare of the United States. 
The New Mexico committee includes (of 22 members) --
a woman rancher, an editor, a banker, a bishop, an attorney, 
a state legislator, the president of the University of New Mexico,· 
and the executtve secretary of the state AFL'-CIO. 
·The Hawaii committee includes (of 18 members) --
'the superintendent of Catholic schools for the. state, a rancher, 
·.labor attorney, the president of the Dillingham Corporation, -the 
editor of the.Honolulu Star-Bulletin, and the· state archivist. 
a· 
The state committees have no political or partisan criteria for membership. 
The state committees have ·more ·than 100 ethnic minority members throughout 
the nation. There is an Indian woman chairperson in one state and a black 
chairperson in two _s-tates. More than 250 women serve on the committees. 
From the public sector on the committees there are representatives of the 
media, labor, banking, agriculture, industry, civic. organizations, churches 
_and synagogues, secondary education, local government. There are housewives, 
.owners_of small businesses, writers and ranchers. Other public. membership in-
cludes such fig1ir-es as Ambassador EugenfeAnderson ofMinnesota,-novelisf ___ _ 
Fletcher Knebel, foundation president Nils Wessel, rancher David Acres of 
Texas, Indian author Vine Deloria, and Owen Cooper, former President of the 
Southern Baptist Convention. 
Scholars in .the humanities are represented on every committee.'. They come 
from institutions throughout the state and r~present special training in a 
wide variety of areas. The committees include distinguished scholars such 
as Martin Marty (Religion, Univers.ity of Chicago); Abraham Edel (Philosophy, 
Pennsylvania), Russel Nye (American Studies, Michigan}, Robert Leflar 
(Jurisprudence, Arkansas), Erling Skorpin .(Philosophy, Maine), and Edgar 
Shannon (English literature, Virginia) • 
Each committee also has leaders of the cultural and educational institu-
tions of their states. There are pr~sidents of universities, colleges, and 
junior colleges, both public and private. There are librarians, archivists, 
directors of state historical so.c ieties, and museum directors. Representa-
tive.s from this group include Steven Muller (President,. Johns Hopkins), Fr. 
Paul Reinert (Chancellor, St. Louis University), Timothy Costello (Presi-
dent, Adelphi University), Robert Clarke (President, University of Oregon), 
Russell Fridley (Minnesota Historical Society),· Dorothy W. Nelson (De~n, Law 
Center, UCLA), Ben Fountain (Director of community colleges for the State of 
North Carolina), Michael Kennedy (Director of the Alaska State Museum), and 
Allie Beth Martin (Director of the Tulsa City-County Library). 
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2d: Was discussion held in those states which do have a designated state 
humanities council with that designated body before a volunteer C9Jmni.tt.e~ 
was eas~blhhed°? = "' "· 
. . 
Yes, in every instance. There are twelve state arts councils which bear 
"humanities" in their title. Although the work of these agencies has 
focused almost exclusively on the performing.and creative arts, the Endow-
ment did engage in both informal and formal discussions with each one prior 
to the establishment of a ·state-based humanities program in their· state. 
Of the twelve: 
-- two were asked to receive grants for the program, and.to serve .as 
the body responsible for the program; both subsequently advised that 
their judgment was that the program did not lend itself to state 
agency operation,· and recommended the formation of volunteer corn-
. mittees independent of state agencies. 
-- four were invited by the Endowment to participate in the estab-
_ lishment of the program in their state, and to have membership on 
the volunteer committee. 
•- the other six were briefed in advance; and they usually suggested 
names of people who would serve usefully as members of a volunteer 
committee. 
It should be noted further that the governors ·Of all fifty states were also 
notified of the program, as were other relevant state agencies, and that in 
no instance, either in states with "arts and humanities" councils or in 
states without them (38), was objection raised. In all instances, the gov-
ernors indicated enthusiastic endorsement. 
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3. Activities funded directly by NEH compared 
with those funded through state-based conunittees. 
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ihe ~ndowment is open to applications from any. American citizen and !nsti• 
tution de$1ring to carry out work in the humanities. However, to assure 
att_ention to the most pressing needs and to provide for the most efficient 
agency operation, NEH grant-making activities are organized -- guided by 
recommendations of the National Council on the Humanities -- into operating 
programs, each with a specific purpose and serving a defined target 
audience. As such,. -each NEH program tends to attract, and accordingly pro-
vide grant support to, ce~tain kinds of applicants. The purposes and 
grantees--oF-each-program are ·described in section 1 above. Briefly 
summarized: 
·-- Research Programs ·aid scholarly groups and re.search institutions 
(e.g. research libraries possessing humanities collections and resources) 
desiring to p.roduce new humanistic knowledge~ 
-- Fellowship Programs support individuals (teachers, scholars, and 
non-education professionals) who seek to engage in some aspect of humanis-. 
tic study in order to improve their skills, expand their knowledge, or make 
a contribution to humanistic thought; 
-- the NEH Education Programs, designed to improve teaching and update 
curriculum in the_ humanities, provide support to educational institutions, 
i.e. schools, colleges, universities, and groups develop:!.ng educational 
materials; and 
-- Public Programs aim at bringing humanistic knowledge to the general 
adult public, the two-thirds of the American population not enrolled in 
educational institutions. 
It should be further noted that Public Programs fall into two categories: 
(1) the volunteer-operated State-based programs, designed specifically to 
support local proje.cts which attempt to relate the humanities to broad 
public issues of concern to citizens of that-community and (2) programs 
supporting national, regional, or experimental projects. Projects aided 
under the second category include the -production of media programs 
suitable for broadcast nationally or regionally, the design and mounting 
of exhibitions and _educational programs in museums and historical 
societies, and the development and conducting of large-scale models of 
adult-oriented pro$rams. 
With the exception of the State-based programs, all of the NEH programs use 
national competitions to· allocate. the limited funds available. In this 
process applications are judged (1) by nationally distinguished experts and 
(2) in terms of national criteria in order to assure support is provided 
to the projects promising to make the most valuable contributions to the ' 
nation's stock of humanistic knowledge, to maintaining high levels of 
humanistic education and training, or to providing quality programming to 
national or regional audiences. 
. ...... 
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It should be clear that the kinds of projects supported through the 
state-based humanities committees are therefore categorically different 
from those supported directly by NEH. State-ba.sed projects: · 
(1) are oriented to adult citizens (rather than to scholars, educators, 
or stu~ents); 
(2) focus on relating humanistic knowledge to specific societal issues 
or problems like economic growth, land use, taxation, governmental operations 
(rather than on literature, philosophy, archeology, or some other humanistic 
discipline per~); 
(3) support informal education, that is, discussion between humanists 
and citizens designed to enlighten the general public about the humanistic 
aspetts of public policy problems (rather than supporting schola~ly re-
search, formal education courses, teacher training, or expansion of library 
or research collections); and 
(4) are developed by and addressed to residents of a specific community 
(rather thandeveloped for national or regional audiences). 
Because of their nature and purpose, the projects supported by state-based 
programs are small in scope (average regrant per project is $4,000-~5,000) 
and require review by persons familiar wi"th the con.ditions witht'n a ci'efined 
geographical area (rather than review by panels of nationally distinguished 
experts regarded as leaders in their field and using criteria of national 
importance and contributions to the humanities nationally). 
It should be noted that the conceptand operations of state-based programs 
are ·now so well establish.ed that the Endowment rarely receives inquiries 
about support for· proj.ects which are more appropriately supported by· 
state-based committees. Thus the distinction between projects eligible for 
direct support by NEH and those eligible for funding through the state-
based grou~s is clearly perceived by potential applicarits. 
The attached table shows the· amounts of funding provided to state"".based 
·programs in FY 1975and direct NEH grants made through other programs. The 
direct grants-are-broken down between- grants for-(1) individuaf and insti- r 
- tutional projects (primarily fellowships, research projects., grants for 
college and university development, and museum and historical society 
projects) and (2) grants for national and regional activities. (media programs, 
regional seminars, model humanities curriculum projects designed to serve 
many school districts and institutions, and activities serving educators, 
_scholars, or the general public nationally). · 
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NATIONAL ENDO\%lliNT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
FY 1975 Grants 
. State 
Grants for 
State-based 
Programs 
Grants for 
Individual/Institu-
tional Projects 
Grants for 
National and Regional 
Projects Total 
t . ' 
~abama $163,300 
Alaska 310,000 
Arizona 161,000 251,715 
Arkansa~ 68,000~ 6,000 
California 568,400 3,824,091 
Colorado 295,953~ 470,059 
Connecticut 262,500 1,149,500 
Delaware 220,000 Jll,583 
D.C. 11,652~ 6~3,518 
Florida 400,000 683,434 
Georgia 325,000 162,496 
H:l.wafi 255,000 32,000 
Idaho 202,442 40,560 
· Ulinois 484, 340 2, 568, 704 
Indiana. 967,900 728,037 
Iowa 231,934 226,750 Kansas~ 10,500 266,908 
Kentucky 215,000 294,976 
Louisiana 246,000 86,596 
Maine · 'JI. 114, 933 
Maryland 308,9B4V 560,077 
$ 15,200 
Massachus·etts 400,000 2,80!,667 
Michigan 200,000 867,673 
Minnesota 307,040 1,097,684 
Mississippi 275,000 269,038 
Missouri 410,000 1,1821100 
Montana · 297,500 54,703 
.Nebraska 200 1000 87,580 
Nevada 180,000 . 65,465 
··New Hampshire 166, 500 115, 000 
__ New Jersey . Y 595,545 
New Mexico 200,000 447,103 
__ _N~w York ______ _ _!t_?__,oooY 4,468,523 
North Carolina 367,000 379,972 
North Dakota 275,000 21,164 
Ohio 673,263 1,478,-076 
Oklahoma 250,810 17,928 
Oregon· 250, 714 254 ,084 
Pennsylvania 300,000 1,314,013 
Puerto Rico 14,000 
Rhode Island 200,000 341,875 
South Carolina 240,000 93,088 
South Dakota 445, 000 91, 342 
Tennessee 278,233 165,433 
Texas 353,870 1,435,366 
Utah 300, 000 89, 7 37 
·Vermont 200,000 59,331 
Virginia 200,000 542,794 
Washington . J75,000 580,002 
West Virginia 220,000 39,980 
Wisconsin 200,000 725,567 
Wyaning 17 5 ! 000 180 ! 000 
$ J7 ,987 
1,987,591 
225,606 
174,098 
651~562 
43,109 
41,104 
J,234,450 
119,845 
108,343 
42,518 
66,963 
37,584 
64,814 
886,921 
448,167 
36,928 
30,000 
100,000 
325,000 
82,312 
361,404 
-~--5,204,861 
307,133 
595,433 
43,336 
38,842 
342,050 
116,166 
41,394 
419,211 
310,753 
132,925 
Total 13,689,835 32,292,970 16,658,410 
National Organi-
zations 9, 599. 567 
· Grand Total 11,689.815 32.292.970 26,257 .977 
l/ Eight month grant to complete planning and begin operat5onal program. 
~ Includes contract funds for State-based national review conference, 
JI FY 1974 grant provided funding through FY 1975. 
"{;/ Planning grant, 
$ 178,500 
:uo,ooo 
: 450,702 
74,000 
6,380,082 
991,618 
1,586,098 
·. 531,583 
1,286,732 
1,126,543 
528,600 
- '287 ,ooo 
243,002 
6,287,494 
1,815,782 
567,027 
319,926 
576,939 
'510,180 
114,933 
933,875 
4,088,588 
1,515,840 
1,441,652 
574,038 
1,692.100 
352,203 
612,580 
245,465 
363,812 
956,949 
647,103 
9,715,384 
"1~054;105 
296,16~ 
2,746,772 
312,07~ 
543,64C 
1,956,063 
14,00C 
658,041 
333,08t 
536,34~ 
485 ,06C 
2,208 ,44~ 
389, 73~ 
. 259 ,J3J 
1,053 ,54'i 
955 ,00~ 
259 ,98C 
1,058,49; 
'.355 ,ooc 
62,641,21! 
9 I 599 ! 56~ 
72 ,240 ! 78; 
2/ Supplemental award on FY 1974 grant which provided for funding through FY 1975. 
.. · 
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4. NEH Media Grants 
Coor:din~Uoo with other agencies 
The basic purpose of the Endowment's media (television and radio) program 
is to provide high-quality programs in the humanities for the general 
adult public. Just as the National Science Foundation supports television 
programming on the sciences and the Arts Endowment aids the telecasting of 
programs on the performirig arts, NEH television grants are made specifi-
cally to further public ~nderstanding and use of the humanities. 
In carrying out this purpose, NEH responds to applications from non-profit 
organizations who wish to develop humanities programs for television or 
radi9. In all instances the Humanities Endowment supports media projects 
origf..nated and developed outside the agency; the Endowment itself does 
initiate, produce, or commission television programs. Thus, .the Endowment 
does not duplicate the role of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 
whi~h is ~ssentially to strengthen the 6verall capaciti~s of public tele-
vision and public radio as intrinsically valuable social assets. 
To insure careful coordination of grants for the media, close liaison is 
maintained between the Endowment, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 
and the Public Broadcasting Service, as well as with the Arts Endowment. 
Funds for Foreign Producers 
Since FY 1967, the Endowment has made 103 grants for media projects; of 
these, only four involved funds leaving the United States. Total Federal 
funds spent on the 103 projects over the past nine years are $14,866,524; 
funds which left the United States toialled $641,500 (4% of the total) 
in the four projects in question. These funds went to the following 
sources:. 
Humanities Film Forum . 
War and Peace 
The Japanese Film 
Classic Theater: the 
Humanities in.Drama 
$~50,000 to American distributors of English, 
Russian, and Italian films. 
13 7 ,.500 to BBC 
94,000 to American distributors of Japanese 
Films 
160,000 to BBC 
$641, 500 
i 
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5. Memb~rs of t.he National Council on the Humanities 
.. 
I 
;. 
Current members of the National council are listed on the following 
• 
pages according to their term. The Council consists of the Chairman 
of the National Endowment for the Humanities plus 26 persons appointed 
for six-year terms. There is one vacancy on the Council at the present 
time. 
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NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE HUMANITIES 
Mr. Ronald S. Berman, Chairman 
Terms Expiring in 1976: 
Mr. Robert 0. Anderson 
Chairman of the Board · 
. Atlantic Richfield Company 
515 South Flower Street. 
Los Angeles, California 90071 
Mr. Lewis White Beck 
Bur,bank Profe$sor of Moral 
and. Intellectual Philosophy 
University of Rochester 
Rochester, New York 14627 
Miss A. ·Louise Blackwell 
3945 N. Monroe Street 
Tallahassee, Florida 32303 
Mr. Leslie H. Fishel, Jr. 
President 
He ide1 berg College 
Tiffin, Ohio 44883 
Mr. Leslie Koltai 
Chancellor 
Los Angeles Community College District 
2140 W. Olympic Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90020 
Mr. Sherman E. Lee 
Director 
Cleveland Museum of Art 
11150 E. Boulevard 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 · 
Mr. Herman H. Long 
President . 
Talladega College 
Talladega, Alabama 35160 
Miss Rosemary Park 
University of California 
407 Hilgard Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 90024 
Mr. Arthur L. ·Peterson 
Department of Political Science 
Ohio Wesleyan University 
Delaware, Ohio 4.3015 
Terms Expiring in 1978: 
Mrs. Hanna H. Gray 
Off ice of the Provost 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 06520 
Mr. Jeffrey Hart 
.East Thetford, Vermont 05043 . 
Mr. Sidney Hook 
c/o Lou Hoover Library Bldg. Rm. 2~6 
Stanford University 
Stanford, California 94305 
Mr. Martin Kilson 
Professor of Government 
Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 0217J 
Mr. Irving Kristal 
THE PUBLIC INTEREST 
10 East 5Jrd Street 
New York, New York 10022 
Mr. Richard R. St .. Johns 
Richard R. St. Johns & Associates 
4024 Radford Avenue 
N. Hollywood, California 91604 
Mr. Sheldon H. Solow 
Nine West 57th Street 
New York, New York 10019 
Mr. Frank E. Vandiver 
·Provost 
Rice University 
Houston, Texas 77027 
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Terms E~Piting In 1980: 
Mrs. Caroline Ahmanson 
Beverly ·wilshire Hotel 
· 9·500 Wilshire Boulevard 
-Beverly Hills, California 90212 
Honorable Luis Alberto Ferre 
G. P. 0. Box 6108 
San .Juan, Puerto Rico 009 36 
Mr. ·William A. Hewitt 
John:' Deere & Company 
John Deere Road 
Moline, Illinois 61265 
Mr. Robert Hollander, Jr. 
I)epartment of Comparative 
Literature 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
Mr. Truman G. Madsen 
Professor of Philosophy 
Brigham Young University 
Provo, Utah 84602 
Mr. Robert A. Nisbet 
220 East 72nd Street, Apt. 20B 
New York, New York 10021 
Mrs. Blanchette Rockefeller 
1 Beekman Place 
New York, New York 10022 
Mr. Ted Ashley 
22012 Pacific Coast Highway· 
Mal"ibu, California 90265 
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INTROPUCTORX REMARKS 
by 
Dr. Rorialq Be:pnap 
Chainnan 
National :Endowment for the HUiil._arlit~~s 
November 13, 1915 
Mr• Chai:rman, I have submitted a fo:rtnal statement. It. speaks 1:.o 1;he 
needs o~ congress; ~o~ infonnation pertin,ent tQ re~wthor4,_zatton. W:j;tll. 
;, 
yQUr pemi,ss,i.on, I !;lhould :J_ik~ now to offE:lJ:' a br:i,E:lf, info:r:inal statement 
as prologue to your questioning. 
The NFAH Act became law ten years ago. Passage of that law was an 
act of national leadership reflecting great credit on you, Mr. ChaiJ:1nan, 
and others in tbe congress who sa:w and responded to a need for Federal. 
cert:ainl¥ there has }::)een ,ProgJ:"ess. Ini. tA,all¥ the Hyµl@_i tl,es En,d~t 
was able to support a small number of. projects. Today, our programs 
reach millions of Americans. This owes a great d,eal to your guidance 
apd oveJ:'i?:ight; to the he.l,P of your staffs; and to bipartisan support 
in both Houses of Congress and from successive Administrations. 
May I take just a moment here to pay public tribute to the late 
Stephen Wexler whose tragic death deprived not ohly the subcommittees 
o_f whi.¢:h he wa~ counse:t. but also the Arts and Humanities throughout the 
~~tion of a dedicated advocate and staunch friend. 
The tenth anniversary of our legislation calls up the perspective of a 
much greater occasion: the 200th anniversary of the Declaration of 
Independence. And this ought to be instructive. ou:r nci.tion owe~ l,ts 
being to thinkers and leaders who were truly great huma,nis:ts_,exercisin<j 
public responsibility with a deeply conscious reference to history and 
philosophy. 
After two centuries of turbulent history we stiil possess the vital. 
legacies of liberty arid democracy. It i,.s t-Oese whic::ll enE:lrg:j.ze our 
detennination to tnaster the crises of our own ti.mes.. The chief reS01J_rce~ 
2. 
in tjlj_13 search for the public go()d are--as they were 200 years ~g()--
the h\Jmanities, t;tie 1,.nstruments of judginents l:lii:J~ry, literature, 
philosophy, ethics, jurisprudence, anci the study of religion and the arts. 
The ptiq>o13~s served by the Humahiti,e1:1 ~ndowment, as you intend.ec;l, ar~ 
J~ff~rsonian. We know that T;hqmas .:;refferson was a phiiosophe;-, iP.~rested 
in new knowle4ge discoveries; and that he also c:llcunpioned the diff_uQion 
of knowl~dge to inform pti.blic opinic;>n. r,i'hose twin purposes define wh~t 
the Endowment does: it aj_ds the production of humanistic ]QJ.ow]..edge, and 
it pramotes i~s c;lis13emination and use by the cit~zenry at large. 
The humanities have a;Lways been a set of d_isc:i,.p],.ines 1 given life '.by 
schoiars and teachers. Their institutj_omil resources-•the humanit:i,.e:;; 
d(!partments of universities, major. research collection::;, l,.~rary systemS 
and museums---have always been sought out by speciaJJsts and a minoti.t'Y of 
the coiie~e-educated. These are the bed-~oc'.k assets of the hUma.nities, 
aria this Committee first authorized the :Endowment to support woi;'.k within 
such instit:Ution_s--so that the nation's e~te?ls:i,.ve program. for s~c_i¢n~if:-ic 
research and education should be c~piemented by advancing Rnowledg~ in 
tlle humanities. But the pt9bl,.(!m that really challenged Federal leadership--
ip. both the congress Cll)d the :Executive--was to iric~ec;se public ac_c_ess to 
the humanities, to achieve an interaction betw~~n the thousands of 
professi6nai :tuµn.a,nists and the millions of adult citizens. 
The need ang the c;>bjective were spelled Q\lt by your cormnittee 
th:toug"ti ~endments to our Act iP 1968 and 1970. It is a cha],.J..enging 
m~date., and an unprecedented one. Yet the result 
:,3 • 
has been an. efflorescence of P'll?li~ humanities activities. Today 
about so percent of Endowment funds qo into programs mak-ing the 
b~~itie!3 ava~li¢le to al,.l sectors of the American people••as 
a'\Jainst 20 percent for production of humanistic knowledge; and I 
this area. 
The Endowment's Research Division operates the smallest of its programs--
supporting works of scholarship which, although they redound to the 
' benefit of the nation as a whole, can qnly eiil.ploy tl_i~ nli11ds of a few. 
Yet even this highly specialized Division has recently supported, for 
example, the preparation of popular histories of ev_ery_~~a1:e in the 
union, written for the ~enerai :i:-eader by distingi.iished w:i:-:i-te:r;s. 
our Di~iisio11 of Feiiowsh,i-ps, ~l~o ve??:f s~ll, has s~rved basically 
t:o el)J.arge the competence of scholars and teachers of. the humanities. 
But it now. also.maintains programs of fel1owships fo_r non-acad~c 
people-""for j ourna_li!3ts, lawye:r:~, I!ledica_l, pra_ct:I. t;i.oners, and public 
;;i.~_j,nj,.~trators--enabling them to assess the ethical and social 
implications of their professional work upon the cdnuhonweai. 
Our Education Programs have always supported projects in a vast number 
of educational institutions, reachi.Ilg ti_li:iho:ps of students. But they 
h~v~ now al,so, l;>y a series of experimental grants to major metropolitan 
museums and libraries (like the Boston PUblic Library and the Chicago 
Public Library), begun to tap the resources of these institutions to 
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4. 
provide coherent, year.•long educational programs for the enormaus, 
interested public of our cities. 
~t it is ultimately our Division of Public Programs that is designed 
specifically to serve the American adult public which has ho fonnai 
associat~on with the t:raditic;>ria;L wc;>rld of schola_r13hip or educational 
institutions. Almost half of our total funding is spent in this area: 
the outreach has been astonishing, and the association with community 
and professional groups throughout the country has proved nl.QE;t g;-.,.tity:l.ng: 
--we support the production of programs for public television; 
and the Japanese Film series, for example, is estimated to have reacheq 
.... ...we support cfare_flJ.llY design_ed E!xh:!-bition~ in museums•• 
both ~all exhibj,.tion~ exploiting local collections, and major, traveling, 
international exhibitions; and the exhibition of Archaeoi~ical Fil)d$ 
from the Peopies Republic of (jl_ipa, for ~xa_,in.ple, ~upported by the 
E11dowm,ent, in Sa.p, fr@ci~co .. attracted a larger daily attendance than 
had ever before been recorded by any museums in this c6un'try or elsewhere. 
--Most. unique of all our activities are the sta:Ee-.based 
programs. They began as an exper-:iii1eiit, }?:tcnnp'l;ed :by th4,.~ committee, 
M_r. Chainnan, :i.n 1970; they are now an ongoing, dynamic fact of life 
in all 50 states. indeed, five years ago there were n_Q pilblic ac1iivities 
in the hmnani ties: to cia t_e tl::iere have ):)een ~,SQQ l?~Qj ~cts, in 9, ooo 
iocalities, in 50 states, -:i._l).yc;>lv_ing mpre t]lan 20 milU._on Aine:i:.'icans a~ 
participants or audieJJ.ces. 
5. 
~~ pe:r;h~J;>S art \:L:J.t~at~--and vecy timely••measure of the .Endowment's 
@:i.l:i.ty to se;ve the American public at large, ih ali. econc:mdc 
sectors anc;. in all gec;>gr~pq:i.c areas, may be found in the success 
o~ that national pJ:"ogram for the Bicentennial, designed by the 
Endowment, called the AmeriCan Issues FQJN.Ill. 'l'h~ Forum is basically 
a ca;J.~ndar of fundamental isEiues in American life, designed to invite 
the nation's thoughtful discussion month by month thr~gl} t}d,.1;1 
Bicentennial year. And it has been ad,optec:l by 9'J;O\:J.PS ~1;1 w~d~_l.y 
ciif~e~~nt f-~Oill ol)e anc;>th~r as the League of women voters and the 
American council on the Aging, the council on urba.n Ethn::i,c A~ta;i.r~ 
and the AFL-CIO • 
... ~he AFL.,..CIO, in fact, adoJ;>teid th~ fo~ as its central 
Bicente@ial pJ;ogJ;~. :rt has issued pamphlets on each of the issues 
.. 
for all member locals and affiliates1 and the Q.em~g fo~ those ~at~rials 
has become so ~reat th~t ~~e A._fL-CIO has been forced to increase its 
pJ:~!;-:rl;t! fQr e?ch one from 50,000 to 75;000 copies., 
- ... The NAACP, joj_nj_ng the Forimi; is publishing articles 
Qn the i~~u~s each month in its monthly magazine, Cri~:i,S.; and I 
Ul'ld~rstand that subscriptions t_q _:t:l:l.ELm~g':~-ii:'le i:ricf~eil.se~ du~]JJ.g the 
first two months of the Forajn, .!:)eptE;!mber and October! 
--The National As:;;ocj_at;i.on for the f3lind, with the support 
of the End~e!l1;, qas put the calendar and discussion materia-i.s ·for 
the American Issues Forum on talking discs which are available to 
all of the J:~l_:i.:nQ. in "this c9untry. 
6. 
--The ~icenteoo:i,al,, Youth Debate Pregram, created by the 
E_pd~eiit through the Speech communication Association of America 
(and overseen by a board wh4,ch ~ncl~qes among its membership members 
of the congress, as well as such distinguished pr;i.vate 9:f.t:i.~e~~ ~s 
Mr. George Meany c;i.ng M:t. waiter crorikite) is now operating µi almost 
10,000 high school,,~ and cQlJ.e~e$ t:hroughout the united states. 
' 
--iren thousand rel:i.g:i.oui;i leaders, coordinated by the Inter-
Qi~~C::b center, are organizing discussion groups to addres1;1 1:;.h_e tQp:i.cs 
of the Ame;-:i.q@ Iss~es Forum fram religious and ethical points of v;i.ew. 
--cou~$es by Newspaper (now in l.ts third year) is prei;;enting 
essays by noted schol~~f3 an FO:r:1.lltl topics each week in_{2~~newspa;eers. 
Eighteen mi11;on _ ne~~papeE__~~~~~ make up the aµd:i.e_m:::e f07" th.is asl>ect; 
of th~ FQ~--ang 9,000 Americans are taking the course for credit 
through some · 250 col,_J,,ege$ as$Qci~ted, with the p:t6gram. 
-·A monthly in-school te:Lev:i.f;!:i,on p:J:ogr(lm, accompanied by 
p;r;int materials on each Forum topic, is now in u~e :i.IJ 200,00Q of t:he 
n~ti9?l 1 .IS cl~SIS~QQinS • 
-•severa:L state$, a,nd a large nUinbet of cities, have adopted 
the Forum program and are u:;;ing gi.ater-i~ls created through Endowment 
support. In one of them, for example•-san :FranciscQ--I unQ.erstanc:i 
th~t evez:y eQ.ucational institution, and every cultural instituti.Qn, 
and_every estabJ..:i.$h.ed <::OJ:llI1IU.Ility organization, and ev:ery church is 
participating in weekly or monthly dlf3CU$S:i.Qn of 'these Forum issues, 
basic to the American experience. 
7. 
I must confess, Mr. Chainnan, to some pride in these achievements--
a pride which I hope you will share with us, since they are the 
result so larqely of your vision and that of this camnittee. BUt 
we must remember that the work of the Humanities Endowment is a form 
of Federal response to expressed and verifiable needs and interests--
of the scholarly community, and of a large public constituency which 
until recently lacked access to the knowledge of the humanities. 
Notable gains have accompanied the growth of Endowment programs, 
which have also stimulated the flow of millions of dollars in private 
donations. :eut t~· remains a troubling short-fall. In the past 
fiscal year, the Endowment received 6,800 applications and was able 
to fund only 1,300. The total resources available for develoi;:anent 
in this sector of America's knowledge resources are far short of 
demonstrable needs. The i.mhalance which prompted congressional action 
in 1965 is still largely evident; and of the funding levels in the 
bills before you, therefore, I would ask only that they be considered 
in a framework of national needs. 
The responsibilities of the Humanities Endowment, defined and guided 
by your Conuni ttees, ha'Vlf been tested in a decade of action. We have 
come through a lot, accanplished a lot. But we meet on the eve of 
America's third century: and the goal of a "more perfect Union" is 
no less demanding for us today than it was for the Founding Fathers. 
I hope congressional reauthorization will affirm that as our common 
purpose for the years ahead. 
statement of 
Ronald s. Berman 
Ch~:i.~~ri, Nat:i.9rial ~J:ldowment for the Humanities 
Chai:anan, National CO'!.mG:i..l- on tb~ a\l,1'.llanitie~ 
Joint Hearings 
be:f'o:ye the 
Special Subconnnittee oh Arts and HUinanities 
of the 
Connn:i. ttee cm Lal:;>o:r; a._11ci P~Plic:: W~lfare 
of t:he 
united states senate 
and the 
Select Subconnnitte~ on :EQ.ucat:i.on 
of the 
connnittee on Education and. Labor 
of the 
Vnited States House of Representatives 
on 
Reauthorization of the National Fotiildation 
on the Arts and the Hwnanities 
November 1_3, 1975 
statement of Dr. Berman 
TC> come before this joint. meeting of yqq_r two Committees 
is an honor; a11d an opportunity. It is an honor to speak 
oh behalf of t.he P:i:;esi,Q.erit'~ ~ecqrqrnendations for re-
g_\~;t;J:iqrig;ation 6·f the National Endowment. ;fo:i.;; tbe :EI~a:nities 
and to address t.be particuiar needs of Congress for infer-
mation pertinent to the ext.ens.ton of the National Foundation 
an the A~t~ a..nd the HUina.fiities Act. And it. is an oppo~t-gn:i,ty 
for a dialogue on t.he cont~:i.l:>u,tion c;>f the hUina.nities to the 
enrichment of life in America. 
Tep years ago, as an act of nat,io11al leadership, the Congress 
chartered the Endowment in rec::ogni1don af a need, for federal 
11 support of ·national p~og~es;; arid scholarship in the humanities. 11 
Far-sighted members af these two commit:tees were troubled by 
the inlplic::g.tiops of a national policy that. subsidizeg tl:le 
development. of sci:§nti:fic: - l;>u,t not humanistic = knowledge. 
In tbe w9rds of the Act's Declaration of Purposes, 11 a b_i9h 
civilization mu,~t :nC>t limit its efforts to science and 
tech:hology alone but. must. give f\lll value and support to the 
other great branches of man's schoJa~ly and cultural activity 
in qrder te> achieve a better l.ifiderstanding of t,he Pi3.~1::., a 
bett.e~ i3.naly§i;; of the present, and a better view of the futu,~e." 
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The H~anities Endowment quickly $1:::r;-gck a responsive chord, 
. . 
first among ~c;:bol,.ars and the teachers of ou:r yotID<J. aut 
then, more :temar'Kably, it :rapj.gl,y gained a constituency of 
adult. c;:.i:t:;i..?:~s who proved anxious t.o serve the country• s 
well-being when humgnistic;: :i::-e~9urces and programs were t:.h:row.ri, 
open to them. Beg1.nning with a few p:rofes~~onals, Endowment 
progra.mf:> have <:;:9Ille to involve hUnd:teds of thousands direc:tly, 
with a reach to mill-ions. 
Through earl-ier re-Ciu.tn9r;i.zation heari.ngs, congress has tg.ken 
stock of these developments, re-Q.e:finin9 and enlarging the 
Endowment'$ mi~~;i.9p. At the same time it has establ-isheQ. 
funciing level~ within which the agency might consolidate 
and build on early progress. The :rec;:Q;rd i~ one of steady 
growth, ~ltbou.gb ;i.p the past few years ap:propriations 
have fallen below the Adrttinistra-tion's ~eq'IJ.est. 
The integ:r;i..ty 9t tbi!? Federal venture in .support of the 
humanit.-ies is at.t.esteq in the bj.pCi:rti!?aP support it has 
~eceived ;in the Con9ress and from successive Administrations. 
A hi9h standard is imposed through periodic congressional 
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ove~sigbt and through the safeguarding mechanisms which 
congress wrete -into th~ A.ct. Chief a~Qn<;J these is the 
N~'f:j_Q11al council on the Hurttanit:ies, whose 26 disti.ngi.iisbeg 
membe:i:;~ GQDdl1ct a contin:uing oversight. of program divisions 
and the whole grant ... making process, to wb_:i,.c'll. over 1, 000 
i:ridependent expert reviewers conbribute. Besides o~fe~:lng 
Policy advice to tbe Chai:qnap, the council meets quarterly 
to perfonn the taxi.fig labor of reviewing applic:g.tions, 
ailg Jira.kin9 reconunendations thereon, before awards are made. 
This insures -tha'h the work supported is of high ~ality, 
weighed against national c-.riteria. rt also insures tha-t 
the Endowment $1:a,ys withi:ri its proper limits - that is, to 
:function through and in response to humQ.nis-ts an<i their 
j_pstitutions rather than encroaching on their fields or 
dictating their act-iviides. 
The. American P_ersp_ecti'V'_e 
our time :perspective here today has some int~resting ex-
tensions. Monday, sept.ember 29, was -the tenth annivei:sary 
9f ]?resident Johnson 1 s. signing of the Act creating t.his Endo-wrnent. 
Mo~e d~amatic::ally, the 200th annj.versary of the Dec1aratj.on 
of Independence is at;; ha,nd. The Alt'le:r .i,~ari R.evol.'IJ.t.ion wet.s, 
.. 
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of ceurse, already a culmination of histeric forces ,,.. 
e:?CPloration a~d §ettlement under colonial tutelage extend±ng 
over three centuries. And its filll intellectual heritage 
erg.b~aced Wlgna Charta, Roman law, and Greek philosophy going 
back to Plato and Socrates. 
Wj:t;.b~n the 200-year life of the united states, the Endowment's 
brief span engenders a necessary modesty. St:iJ,.l, we n:i.ay have 
come in time to help win a wider public appreciation of a. 
thinkers and leaders who were 'Eruly g::i:;-eat. humanists. TQ c;::i,t~ 
a modern appraisal, "there was no period in our hist.cry when 
the public inte~ests of the pe9ple were so intimately linked. 
to philosophical issues. It is amazing to see now fg~ intQ 
the pc;tst ~p.d fut:"Q.~e Mne~j.can men of affairs looked in order 
to understand their presen-tt. Nevei; was h;istoIT n:i.ade ro9re 
cqnscientio'Q.§1,y, and i:;eldom since the days of classic Greece 
has philosophy enjoyed a gre~te!' oppQ~tlJP.ity to exerci$e 
p-qblic responsibility."* 
*"'A H:i.§tQcy Qf N::nerican Philosophy, 11 by Herbert w. 
Schneider; dolumbi9. UniveJ::sit:y P~e§§, 1946. 
·. 
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:In t.he founding of the united States, tbe p:r:i.nciples of 
·English liberty a¢bieveQ. ct. new democratic eXpression that 
bas survived - and helped others to survive - in a world 
of a<J<Jre;:;§ive tyrQ.nnies. I1: b.C!.s also survived internal 
trapf)fo:c:mation, from a diffuse agrarian society to one in 
which 70 percent of q-gr 215 million q:i;ti?en$ live in ci:tieso 
,And .:j..t ha!? gone so because the national character has been 
:further shaped by great .minds - :i:: think of ~e:r§<:>n, Wllitman~ 
Melville - and because in tim_e§; C>f ugly Gr;isis new leaders 
arose tQ i;r.pbe>lq tbe "Wlalienable rights" asserted in 17760 
The cons:tib:i-tional process, and the st.p;iggles thQ.t. go with 
it, co:r;it_inue to unfold. .Meanwhile we have entered an era of 
ex·traordinafy scientific, technoioc;rl,c::al apg economj_c cemplex-ity. 
A French philosopher; Raymopd ~~9p,has aptly remarked on the 
burdens which today are thrown - at least in a Q.emoc:rct.cy -
on voters ancl political lect.qe:rs who c;re, necessarily, amateurs 
ip. Wl,de:rsta-nqing even the te.tminology of these techpic:al 
matters. what enables such a $Y§;ten:t. to work? Only, one 
supposes; the intepti<:>n Qf ;],aw-makers to employ their powers 
in ~~1:t they see as t.he public good. It is prec.:j..sely tbct.t 
''good" which is the C::Q!\Gero of the humanities -- of history; 
-' 
l;i.terature, :philos9:phy, ethics and j-q.~j_sprudenge, tc;> pa,me 
tbe ItlQre pertinent d;i.:;;c:i.plines. A~Q:;;t '.by defipitiop, <JOOd 
goverrn:nEmt ;i.$ tbe ~est1.lt: Qf j'1clgments wh;i.cll flow, consciously 
or not, :from the pool of humanistic learning which is the 
nation's ultimate treasure and strength~ 
irh.omC!,s Jefferson unqerstooq this, and exemplified it. He was 
ainofig other things President of the American l?hiiosopb_:i,gal 
society j keenly ip.teres-1:.ed :i_I1 new knol4leclge discoverJ.es. But 
he sgw, too, that; judgments made in government must show a 
decent respect for the opinion$ gf Q~diI1CiIT cit.i~e.ns.. "f 
tbirr~ tbe m<nrt :i.mpQr1;:ai:it b;i..11 ;i.._I1 ot1.:i:; whole Gode,•! he wrote, 
''is that for the diffusion of knowledge among the pe9ple. :N9 
other s'q.re fou:ridat;i..QJ:J. 99-P. :Pe gevi;;eq fo:r the preservation of 
f:i;eedom and happiness." 
It :j..s these tw;i..:P P'll.fl>Oses - the produc"Eion of humanistic 
'knowledge g.ng source materials, and their dissemination and 
use for the public good - that the Erid,Q~errt;: serves, under 
yot!.r I_na]:J.date. 
Majo_r_Pro_grams _and Emphases 
We 9~gg.p;i..?e Qt!.~ w9~k Ci:i:;9l.ID<l f0UJ; m~in activities - research, 
fellowships, education, and public programs~ Their :purview 
.. 
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Itl~Y ~e~ i;;elf-eviQ.ent, but experience has led to certain 
emphases which govern our present thinking and f1,;1.ture 
planningo 
Research 
Research epitomizes our concem wi 1;:.b t_lie pJ:7oduction of 
knowled9'e - t:.b_at is, t.he discovery, refinement and inter-
p:r.etg.t_ion of humanistic knowledge, old and pew. It i_s a 
world of serious scholars - 9f bQoks, archives, art:ifacts 
and (>1:;her dQC'IJrneIJ,tat_ion Of man 1 S histOfy afid thought. Qpe 
P:t"irna~-IT focus is the support of America's IDC!.j<:>r re!?eaPGli 
collections, Upbfi whose needs you:i; Committees heard witnesses 
in 1973. The dem:i.~n(].s on many of these centers - fr9ro 
scholars but also local 9'overJ;UIJ,em,t ag~cies, business and 
the general :publ;l.c - have outstripped private financial 
_suppo.r-t. Thus, three years ago, the New Yo~k Publie Library 
was forced to reduce aGGess to its research collec€·iofis, 
which are, in fact, a :i:;esource of national importance. 
Through challenge grants of $2. ~~ million, "the Endo'Wfilent 
hei:ped geperate a $4 m:iJ.;;t.j_on public respanse which has 
:re.stopec1 these vital services., country-w;l.de, t'he~e are some 
150 impartant center$ 9f .r-esearch in the .humanities. While 
most are 9f lesser magnitude than the New y9rk P~liG Library, 
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each is indispensable in it.s region as ail ai;senal o·f 
American culture and intellectual power. Among them = to 
n~e j-gst th~ee - NIDI hai;; made <Jr~ts 1;Q the Newberry 
Library in Chicago, the Appalachi~n Oral History collection 
at Alice Lloyd College in Kentucky, and to the Huntington 
:i;.,i:Qrary i:p caiifQrn;ig,. 
we are, of course~ Goniro:i,tted to support. basic., or 11 :Qew 11 , 
re§earc:b wb.J..cb ;i.1? e$seI1t_i9.l tQ maintain the woi;J.d eminence 
of .Ame:ri~an scholg,rship. Grants are made to individual 
schgl,:ars:;; in the 't:raditional p~tte:r:n_. At the same t.ime, witb. 
;i._Ilc~e~_i?ed fv.nding ;i.p the 1~74-76 pe:rioQ., the EnQ.o'Wltle~t bg,s 
supported collaborative projects of broader scope, requiring 
several professionals~ ,Much of this work is dj.rected tQ 
1;:.be Clevelopment of J;"esearch tools - of dictionaries, hist.orica.l 
a.t:la.ses, bibliographies, et:c. - of wide and lasting value 
to scholars and ~rt'l,lde;n.t:.1?. S;i.xty-<;me §l:l.C:b p:rQj ect§ a:re 9~­
gQ,tng at present. 
An allied intere1?t ii? in the editing of historica,l 
d.oclJ.IIleptl? ~nq literacy texts 11 J::p fact, the first big 
grant .made by NEU was tQ the Center for the Editions ()f 
American Autbo:rs. Now, 10 years iater; the c~nt~:i::'s 
monum.en~al task of prepar;i.ng a'llthen"tic editions of Ameri-
can literary classics is nearing completi9p, apq ou;r; 
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last grant has been made. The project- is a model of 
§c;:bol~rly p:r:9c;:edu.~e wb.icl:l ~J.i:-eg.dy is i11f lu.er:icing s,imj..l~r 
work in the Soviet. Union ~nq ~l.§ew}le~e. O?lE! h'l,lPdred ten 
volmnes have so fai: been produced - including the works 
of Hawthorne, Emerson, Thoreau and Twain. Published ih 
bei_l:"d C::QYE!~S }:)y university p:i::-esses, t.hese books hCiVe (in 
allil6st biolical authority in textual accuracy and the 
al:!,tbc:>r':;; ;i.J)t~:ptic:>n:;;, wb.ic;:b °b?,VE! too o:ften l:>ee:i::i d_i:;;tol:'ted PY 
editing abuses. Moreover~ they will h?tve a :t:u~t_he~ life, 
running into millions of copies, in paperback editions~ No 
NEH ~UIJ.Q.s, :t sbouJQ. aQ.Q., a_:r:-e useg to meet: these pul:>lisl:ling 
costs. 
The~e is one other research pre>ject: that qese:J?Ves you~ sp~c;:i~l 
attention, as it. was only an idea when I came before trnese 
Corranitte~;; iri 1~73. T-hi_:;; j.:;; the p;r.eparation of a ~icentenniai 
history series of 52 books, under an Endo"Winent: grant. te the 
.M.te:r:;i.cap 1\$§Qc;:iatiQP fQ~ state anq Loc;:g.l Hi§tqry. The nation's 
best his'Eorians are engaged in writing indivic1uc;i.l histo:r.ies 
of each of the st.at.es, for publication in 1975~76 bo'Eh in 
ba:i:-d-COVE!r apd papE!i;back. edi t;i.qn_s. E;vecy AJn,er;i.cap will thu:;; 
have at hg:nd an up-to-ciC1.te, popular, but CiCCidemic::aJ.,J.y soqnq 
ac:;:count of his ;;tate';; 9rigins and develqf®ent, and its 
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Fellowships 
The Enclowmen.1;'$ Fel_l.ow$h;i.p program ha$ from the beginning 
enabled outst~nding ac_~gemic:: bwna_nists to deepen their 
knowledge and increase their teaching excel-lenceo It b_e1,$ 
~espqnged to these needs in every state, at the most ad~ 
vanced leve_ls and also in c::onu:g.\lll,:i,1;:.y a_:n.c:l ju.piQr colle<Jes~ And. 
it. has reached out, beginning three years ago, with fellowships 
and school adminis"t-ration. tn t:h~se l~t:t;e~ innov?.tions, 
successful applicants take part in special study programs 
p~sed, j_p, leadi_I19' qp,j_ver§i tiei;;, enablin9 them to better per-
ceive, sharpen, and apply humanistic perspeetives in their 
'key sectors of American society. 
Fellowships are vi tally important for inte;J.l~ctual growth 
in the humanistic professions, but the ntimber of such 
opportunities has always been d_ispropo~tiongt~ly smg.l1. 
There are approximatei:y 140,000 college and ttniversity 
established, there were fewer than sob postdoctoral fellow-. 
ships anpuall:y available to humanists, and this number has 
not increased since then aside from those offered by this , - . 
- - - ----- ---------
... 
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for 1967-68, the first year of such supp6:tt. As of FY 1976, 
~n esti_rnat~Q. 3es fellowi?lii:p grapt$ apd 1,160 awards for 
summ.e~ i;;tygy a~e 'l:>e:i.Pc;J It1ade. This growth has beep, justified 
by a. parallel growth in both the quantity and quality of 
individual applicants, whose number has jumped from about. 
1,200 in FY 1967 to an expected 5,200 -in FY 1976, :kn aQ.Q.ition 
to 5,000 others who will apply to Endowment.-sponsoreQ. pJ:og~ams 
conducted by universities and learned societies. 
Education 
In the catec;Jory of g:ducatj.9n pr9g~aI'(I.$, the ~cloWitlen1:: SYPPO:i:71::s 
t.he upgrading of t:he t:eaching..,..learning process in "the huittanis,,,, 
tic disciplines. one aim is to design curricultim projects -
fo:r: example in Ame1dcan st.u<lies - that may be w.iG.ely :i;epl:iGated 
:in colle9'e§ a:r:id \J.PJ.:Ye~.$i 1;:.;i.e.s. Another aim is to assist. study 
p:i;:-ogz-am§ Qf d:i§t;i.nqt;i.ve e~cellence })a§ed :in the partj.cular 
needs of individual instit.U:tions. Altogethet", 146 colleges 
and universities (including two-year schools) have in the 
past th::i:;ee years received such planning, program, o::i:; Q.evelop-
ment grants. 
Iii a rela:tdvely new departure, we have begun an experiment. 
t9 hel:p leadiP.<J libraries, mui;;E;n~$, and 9ther cultural 
institutions become centers for fonnal education in t.he 
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hum~nit.:i,eso Anc:l anothe~ new p:r:ogi;~m - the Nci.tionci,l Bo<:!J;ci 
of consultants - lias won a strong resp6nse from a large 
number of colleges. The Board enables any higher-education 
insti"tution te engage the services of outstanding teci.ch~:r:s, 
scholars, and administrators to help c:levelop o:i:; st:r:~ngtll~ 
b.uman_itief? gu,rr:l.gu,la. ']:'he consultancies are of tep. to 20 
days, low in CQ$1;., a_nd are of special intere~t tQ ~aller 
colleges whose resources require special planning to keep 
ci.'b:r:ea$t of :pro9'ress in the larger ipf?titutions. 
A tll.ird initiative dates to about the time of the 1973 r~­
authorization, and has ied to collaboration with the National 
Science Found.at-ion in encouraging proposals unde:r: tbe heci.c:lirig 
of Science, Technology and Human values. Through this program, 
NEH has mac:le g. number o~ impo:r:tci.!lt g:rarit!? to ;i.;o,crease the 
humanities component in the curricula of leading medical 
anQ, enginee:ring $ghoQ1$. 
Promoting Public Use of the Humani:ti_es 
This brings me to Publ~ic P:r:ogJ:"amso w~ bg.ve seen tb.ci.t 
Re!?earch is focused on k:hoW:ledge production, Fellowships 
on both p~od'll.c:::tion and dissemination, and Edtica'tion on tra-
ditional forms of dissemination in s~hooJ.., Cl.Pd QQJ.lege Q],.a$$-
rooms. 
Public Programs is g.t ~he ep.d 9f this spectrum, concerned 
with humanities dissemination per, se, by 119n-1::.~adit:..:j.9p.al 
means,.and addressed t.o the aQ.'Q.J..t p~lic;:. Wl:i~ re::;-qlt is an 
inte~-a.Gt.iQD betweep. thousands of professional humanists 
and .millions o~ o:rclim~,cy c;i tizens ! There are two principal 
approaches in this effort. One is thr,ougb .imp:i:;ov:kng a.11d i_p-
crea.s.:i,.11g 't:be h~nities programs of public service institu..,,. 
tions such as musemns, hi$1;0:ric;:g.],. ~o~ietiel?, public libraries, 
ap.d television and radio production centers. The ot.he:i:; is 
through ::;ta.te-pa.;;ed cornroittees of private citizens which act 
as re--g:tant. agencies for Endo'WIItent funds, w'bicb m'1~t be 
loc;:a.lly matched, in support of state-wide programs in which 
the humanities a:YE:! );):youg}Jt. tc;> bear OI'l public policy issues;; 
Before goin9 on, let me note that dissemination programs 
this year command, over--all, c;i.bout. HO pe:rc;:e11t of .End,9wroe.nt 
funds, as against 20 percent for product.ion. And that public 
prog:c;ams alone a.cc;:Q'IJ,Rt f()r 47 :percent of totai funding.. This 
provides a yardstick of NEH response t.o the u:yg:i,.-ngs of cong~es$. 
t:.owa:i::-d a!;)$Urin9 the widest possible. access to the humanities 
by all Americans. I refe:i:: here t:o the a.men~Emts to O\l:r Act 
:i.11 1968 and 1970 1 and to the strong interest: expressed during 
the 1970 reau.t.hori~a.tion i_n ha.vj.ng t.be ~:nd9wment experiment 
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with state-based programso The experiment has proved it-
self. Public activities in the humanities, previously 
uncharted. are now a dynamic fact of life in every state 
in the nation. 
At the last reauthorization hearings I mentioned several new 
or proposed innovations in progrannning~ a number have since 
been translated into realities. At that time I reported on 
a program, then one year old, of Youthgrants in the Humanities. 
This is open to young people in or out of school who come 
up with projects of humanistic merit, and in four years has 
resulted in 152 NEH grants. The sums awarded are generally 
quite small, but the results are often gratifyingly large. 
I also spoke last time of a pending venture, Courses by 
Newspaper. This has gone from strength to strength, and the 
new "term" has just begun with a further series of lectures 
prepared by outstanding scholars and appearing in over 350 
newspapers all across the country. The present course is 
synchronized with the Calendar of the American Issues Forum, 
which I shall describe in a moment. Nine thousand Americans 
have taken all or some of the Courses by Newspaper for credit 
in 250 colleges associated with the program, while several 
million newspaper readers have been reached in their own 
homes by this innovative form of continuing education. 
-1.5-
This br-ings me to a new, major enterprise of disseminatdono 
I ~efer tQ the ~erican l$$'Q.e$ FQ~ supporte<:i by the 
~gQW!JlE;mt (wi t_b the co-sponsorship of the American Revolution 
Bicentennial Administration), which ltas :just 9ottep -gnderway 
all across the co~tcy aild begQI_Ile, i_n effect:., tbe 11~1:.io11al 
:Bicentenni~l program. Members of this congress helped with 
the launching, at a reception sponsored by congresswoman 
Li11dy l3Qgg-$ lc;i$1; QV.;J..y. The idea~ suggested by Walt:er 
cronkii;.e in 1973, is to gener-a.te a national dialoc]\le Qn 
:fundamental issues ip, l\rneric:~.:i:1 b.isto:cy- ~s pa17t O·f ~ se:r:ious 
obi?ervapqe Qf tb.e Bicentennigl. A National Planning Group 
of distinguished private citizens frQI_tl tbe megj.a, l:>U§iI1eS$ 1 
lal:>Q:i;-, ed'll.C:9.tiQP, c:i,nc:l tbe humanities last year designed 
the Forum Calendar which has been widely disseminated as a 
fJ;"~ewQ~:k fQ~ 4is~§l:?:i.<:>ns to l:>e cg.rried out l::>y ol:' th:r;ough 
·schools, colleges, cultu:i:al institutions, unions, service 
clUbs and the national organizations·, and the med;i.a. Il'.l 
extended to every 
American it1.dividtial, organization, and community -- to 
:participate in orderly p'IJ,Jil,.ic: d_i$C0'1.1J?~e focusec:l on ni-ne 
hist_oricg.l themes, one each mont.h from this past September 
through next May. 
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The Enc:lowment • s role 1:iCis 'been GQIJ.ceroecl wi tb tbe start-up 
of the Forum, wi t.h preparation and distribut.ion of the 
Calendar and modest grants to a spectrum of supporting 
organ-iz;ations with their own national cl-iemteles, anQ. wit'h 
supp6rt t.6 a related program of Bicentennial Youth Debates. 
Major natie>11al mentberi?hip organizations -- like 1\E'~-CIQ, the 
NAACP, the National Grange -- a:re providing matler:ials on 
Forum -t;opics, and over 1 1 soo eommtinities, and more than 7,ooo 
§Ch<;>qls and college§ are part;i.cj,p~t.:i.ng. Tl:le p~-.ivate secto~ 
is sv.ppo~t:i.ng this unique national Bicentennial pregram at 
both the national and local levels~ Literally thousands of 
events c;i_I'.ld scores of ra(lio and television programs are 
clustering around the Forum Calendar, and it is '-already 
clear that a very hi':Jh pro:p9rti9:g Qf tbe WP'lJ.lat:ion will 
t:aJ~e p;a_:!71; in tll§Dl a_s stuc:Ients, <}i scus sants, or ;au<lienc:es. 
The American Issues fQ:r;'"t:1.m is a framewotk, 1191;: a C'lJ.~~iG'lJ.ll.:IItJ., 
and has only "the force of its appeal to a widespread interest 
l.n ~erican hi§tory a_nd tbe qqality of lif~. /\ppenQ.ec:l to 
tlhis stat.emen-t is a liseing of the major AIF projects now 
underway. Here I might note simply that the Fo~ will 
succeed: accor<;iing to what it.s millions of participan"ts ma.Re 
of it. I aitl optimistic that a year hence we shaii iook back 
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on it as a distinc1dvely Ame~iCc;tJl e~e:t."<;::.:i.§e of our d.emo.cratic 
be:r;itage. And it is an example not of wha,t Fed.e:t."al fu,nding 
may achieve, but of what Federal leadership Il'@y eff~Cto 
Museum and Media .Programs 
I think we can a9'ree that museu.ms and the media both have 
~ p'Q.bl.:i.c :t."Qle C1S ec1:gc;c;tt;.ors, which i§ or can be significant 
for the spread of hmnanistdc knowledge. 
The_:i:;e c;t:i:;e l,,821. mv.f?e'l;l1Ilf? in tbe tJn.:i.teQ. Sta,tes, Qver 1, 200 of 
them devoted to history, art, or a combination of the two. 
The~e C1~e c;tl,.§Q s;ome 3,500 1lii;;toric;::C11 or9'anizations. It is a 
fair estimate that 50 percent of the adult public vist;s a 
history museum or historical site at least once a year, and 
thcit almost a$ many v:i.._sit cin C1Xt m\lseu.m. !\.§ t):l_~§ patrgna9'e 
has inc·reased, museum directors and scholars have seen both 
ci, need. a_nd. oppQ:r;tttIJ._:i. ty tQ use t:.bei:r; ,:i..pvaluaple collections 
in a mo.:i:;e active, j_nstruct.ionc;tl. mannE!:i:; - for ~xa,mple, t:.o 
arrange exhibits on themes of regional or local, as well as 
ng. tioncil, inte:t."est, and. to .:i.nt:.e:i;:p:r;et:. th~ mo:r;e eftect:..:i. vely 
through filins, lectures and printed materials., Members of 
these committees will perhaps remember having enjoyed the 
National Gallery's eXhibitdon of Impressionist painidngs fr~ 
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tbe SQviet un_ic;m. I mention this because - characteristic 
Qf its h~lp t.o museUills - a11 E!ldQW{llEIDt. gra11t we11t to help 
the Gallery explain anq .inte:q>ret t.he paintings an<;l tbei:i; 
historical importance :for the 316,ooo visitors who came to 
see them here in wa~hingt<;>n. 'l:1his wa§ done throu9h ah 
illushra:bed guide, lectures, and a half--hour color fil.Iil 
Which was shown hatiohaiiy on public television~ with 
EnQ.owment. a;iQ., the exhibition was also seen in New York, 
Chicago, LOs Angeles and Fort war.th. If time allowed I 
WJuid hold forth Qn tbe §plendg~§ of two ot_bel:' pati911_al 
museum even~s we have assisted~ as it is, let me simply 
mention that all attendance records were broken at the 
Tapestry Masterpiec;:ei;; e~il;>:i.tion a.t NewYo:i;;k's Metropolitan 
Mt1.§eUI!l of A~t, and at the showing of Chinese archeolo<Jical 
treasures in San f~anc;:i,i:;c;:o ang Kansas dit:y. In San Franeisco 
I am t_old, for example, more people, on several successive 
days, attended that carefully inte:tpJ::'eted e~it>ition than 
have been i:-eco:i::-Q,eO. ci,t any other museum, anywhere in the 
worlc1. 
I must. agQ. that NEH responds also to the heeds of museums 
and historical societies in ~llel:' cities an<i towns where 
gr9wi,11g (luQ..iences are anxious to learn ab6tit their local and 
.• 
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re9ional history. We have, for ~~ple, ~"Q.ppo~teQ. t.be 
Milwaukee Public Muse'lllll's exhibit. on 11 The Urban Habit.at. 11 
And we hcive lat.ely made a $380,000 three~year grant to the 
Mu!?e'lllll of Texal? Tec'b U~iversd. ty at ~\l):)bc;:>c~ ;e<;>r deveJ.,oproept 
of its R~nching Herit.age denteE. The dente_r has at.t.racted 
over $1 million in :p~;i..vate sup~rt, and thanks to archeoiogists 
a_pd hii;;torian._s its 2i 'histo:i:d.c ranch st_:ruct;u:res wiJ .. -1 authent.i-
cal1y :i,-nt.e~i:;et. t.h~ g·rowt.h ~p.q character of the ;ra.nchi:ng way 
of life. If it all sounds somehow like a Hollywood stag-e 
set, ;it is ;n<;>t: ;i..ts affin;i..tie~ lie moi:e wi-th- Colonial 
WilliC!Itlsburg g:nd. Old st.urbr-idge Village. I.t is one example 
of the more than 185 9rants the Ende>-wrnep.t has made ip the 
past two years to assist local muse'llll\s and sites more 
effectively to harness their resource!? for public ed'Q.catl.<;>n 
and enjoyment. 
The powerful influence of telev.ision and radio is wit.h us 
e.o stay. donunei;eial eh~nnels co:rit:i.nue to be largely 
~:pervious to cultural enticement, although t.he g~eat. 
corporg,t.e g,Q.ve~tise!"? bave i:nade gifts of $3 million 
for ma tchifig. iri: NEff-·sJ:)Onsored prog:rams 011 p.a t::.:j.opal pu,_blic 
television. :rt is throu9h that network, comprising 246 
stations. able t.o reach 76 pe:i:cent. o~ tlle pop11Ja:t::.iori, that 
the E;ndowment has been able to present a growing number 
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of hi~hly successful programs of h~anistic content. SQ~e 
of tbe$e -- "The W~igbt B:i:7otbeJ;s 11 ci.ncl "To Be Y<;>WJ.g~ Giftec:t 
and Black 11 -- have been wiQ.ely acclaimed ord:ginal produc-
tions. Others have presented 9alleries of film classics, 
fo.J::" e~~pJ,.e, "Hgnt_a.n.itj.es Fi~ :Fo~" c;i.ncl, mo:i::-e :t:"E!centJ.y, 
''Tlie Japanese Film: Insights to a culture. 11 And most 
striking of al.1, perhaps; was tll.e nine-epi$ode "War aJ:lcl 
Peci,9e, 11 wb.~911 wa.s seen by mo~e than 15 million people. 
Ahd now the most ambitious public televisl.0n series ever 
attempted iri the un_j.1;:ed sta.t:e$ - "The ]\dgms Chronicles'' -
is ne_gring completion, for showing over 13 weeks beginning 
in January~ s~nsored by the ~ndow:merit, wj:t;'b a.ssistan(!e :frem 
the Mellc;>n Fo~qa t:ion a.no. A tlantdc :Richfield, i"t is being 
produced by WNET in New York!' Its historical accuracy 
will stem from the CQQpera.tion of tbe Ma.ssa.c:husetts Historical 
society, the Harvard Universi~y Press, and the Adams Papers, 
a family archive (organized with the hel,.p of a.n NEH .r:esE!_a.rch 
grant,). The lives of four generations of Adamses -..-.. two of 
them Presidents -- will be traced tlirough fgm,:bl,.y vi~issit;u<ies, 
p-q.liLic t:i:"i'qI[lphs, a.ng p:t".iva t:e tragedies. The series should be 
a superior contribution to the Bicentepnial yea.i::-, c;incl set Cl. 
new :pattern for the p:r-odgqtion, in thj.._s ceuntry, of progr-a.rtts 
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wbich are at once educational, serious, info.med and enter-
t.ainingo Other gri;l.nts in both TV ~d :r;adi<;> will support 
local and :i;egional p~odv.c::t:ions. To n~me just two,, a 
telev:i,.~ion doG'1IDentary on William Faulkner's Mississippi is 
i,n p~epa~ation: a,pg a 54-week radio §;ez-l.es is in production 
in rtort.heaster.n Pennsylvania cm the history of i.Imnigrat:i,.on 
to the area and the problems and accomplishments of existing 
ethnic communi;tieso 
The State-Based Programs 
This brings me to the Endowment's state-l:>?!$eQ. programs. An 
OUt<]rOwth of the prompting of your Committees, tlley a,:r;e 
something new unQ.eJZ' the $~, a_nd qu_i te certainly a great 
assert for our national life. Through tli~, o:i::-Q.in?!IT citizep.s 
in every state are abie to draw tipon the .hllifianistic resources 
I have describeQ. above-- the i::-ic::he$ of our 9reat libraries, 
IDU$eums; universities, and most of all, t.he intellect ang 
knowledge of Ame_r-ica 1 s 140, 000 1r~a_ni ties scholars and 
teachers .-- to enlighten their own discussion of public:: i~$Uel? 
( "t.he cur~erit: conQ.i:t;:.:i,.ons <;>f national life, 11 as the legislation 
phrases it.) in a state ... wiQ.e conte~. 
The sta:te~b~seQ. p:i:og~Clltl,_$ are µnique in concept and function. 
They had to be. unlike the situation in the art.s, where 
official state arts cotificils were well--established in a 
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n~e'.¥ of st.at.es prior to creat-ion of the Foundation, 
there were (and are) no state agencies concerned quite 
clearly and specifically with supJ;>ort of :public hu;nan:i.tie!? 
programs. why _sb,ould the_~e have been? ""'"'" local individual 
arid cc;>mroµ,nit:y art.s a.ct.ivi1:des were traditional, b1,1t: t:.be very 
concept. of public humanities p.:i;-9g~?tms was it.self 1:5rand-new. 
The Endowi:nent t}J.u_s began by bringing academic h~ani_st:s 
together with civic leaders to coll,~:i,.Q.e~ ways and means of 
creating suitable rneGha.nisms ~or receivi:ng and. re .... granting 
federg.J,. funds fo:t programs in the huqiap.;itie~ qevelopeO. at 
1;:.l:ie g~ass-reots level within the i;;tates~ :Participants in 
"these discus_sion!? included universi'Cy and museum adulip.i_st:i;Cit:o~s, 
l:i._b:i;c;t:i;ians., lawyers, judges 1 editors, dQGtQ:t:'S, ministers, 
business people, f13,:r;gu~ps ang t._rade unionists - sometime_s a_s 
re:presell,t:.g.tives of t.hei:t professional orc;ra:n;i..gations, often 
as individuals .. 
This across-the-]:)oa::i:-Q. l;'epresentation of co~u,n;i,.1;;y int.e:J;'eSts 
wa.!? q-q.i,cl(!.y seen as the i:ndispensable ~eY t:.o the whole 
experiment of bringing the humanities out of the acad~y 
and intQ p@l.ie circulation and use., Acc9rdingly, NEH en"'" 
couraged the fonna tior:i Qf volunteer committees whose rner_i:lbe!7-
_s hip generally had three elements: :i.pdividu~l humanist: 
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e;choiars, 'Uni versi 1;:y apd otbe~ iil~t.i. tut_i~mal . a~in_:i..f?t~c:tto;izs, 
c:tn9. gEroe!;'a,l public members. I am pleased to report there 
hqs neve~ :Peen a shortage. of volunteers ef the very highest 
caliber. 
:tn 1;.be plan_z:i_ing pbase, tbee;e <;:Qll]:Ilittees, qonsulting with 
institutions, civic organiza:t:ions and state goverp;roents, 
developed central them.es of special importance ,j,._p tb~i.~ 
st.ates, on Which a variety of humanities resources could be 
fOQUf?eQ for public discussion. "Private Rights and the Public 
I:nte~ei?t" :i..f? a,p. example of $\l<;:b a tb~e, chos~m (in vc:tcyi-ng 
foans) by seve:i;al stateso As these proposals have won ap,... 
proval from the Endowment and its National council, the 
c;:Qmm_;i. ttee~ - §till mc:tde up of vol1111:t:ee~e; - have l;>eqome ope:i;a-
tional and engaged in re--c~franting NEH funds ea non-profit 
orgapizat~QD_$ and g:i;-o\lp§ w}Jic;:b provide lec;:tµ.:i;-e§, exb.il::>it;.iQil§, 
media events, and 11 town~rteet-ing 11 debates en the chosen theme. 
The committees have been alert to involve ail interested 
organizations~ to reach all sectors of "the population in-
cluding minorities and the handicapped~ and to insure that 
:pro9ra.mntin9 extends to· the ipper citiee; a$ well a§ the :rtlral 
grass,..-roots. 
such programs have been brought into full operation in aii 
so states (although six at:e still in their first year) -
a task involving tremendous crea"tive energies. About;. one,... 
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fifth of. NEH :funding is allocated. to tbel?e prQg~~s. 
Every dollar of these funds ~§t be J:ngtc::lu~Q. :from :non-federal 
sources ih the states, and he~e we see anot.her proof of 
effectiveness: NEH contributions (total.ing $28 million) have 
been more than matched~ And this really add§ up. Non-
fed~ral. fun<is so generated by st.ate-based cOillIDittees; fo~ t::,bei:r 
use in grant prograins totais over $30 million to daee. 
The state-l;>as;ed comm.it:t.ees, I should make clear; have th,eJIL-
selves played a full part in develQpi_ng the criteria upon 
Which the Endo'Wltlept ~elies in this area of its activities. The 
cha:i,.:rmen of nine of these volunteer bQd,:i.e$ gC::t as a Program 
Advisory committee~ whep t;:heY meet:, any St.Cite chairman. may 
§;it with them and vote: and their detenninatio!ls o:p. nationgl 
grant.,-filakifig standards are considered gl}!Jqg.llY by t.he 
committee bead,§ f~om all the stat.es. The requirements set 
by NEH ~ apart from fiscal and acc91Jnting p~oc::eQ.u~e~ 
are minimal: :pro9ra.JJL~ mv.st cW9.id advocacy, involve 
academic humanis"Es, draw oh humanistic di§c:l.pl_;ine§, ~nQ. be 
addressed to adults. 'l:Jb,e c;::9I'Clmitt:ees themselves determine 
w11.at g:r;CiP.t_s to mgke within the s"Eat.e, although t.bei,i; 
9veraJ.l: plans year by year are regularly scrutinized -
a§ a:i:e c;JJ,. applj,;c;:ations "to NEH ,,,. by the advisory National 
C9unci 1 on the lJgroan:i,. t.je s. 
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~ prief description of one of these state p:i::Qg~~~ seE![ns in 
order here. 
When the $6uth Dakota :proc;rram completed :i. ti;; thi~q yea.:I'.' last 
June, J,60 b1.1ID.croi.sts - a.pp~o:;,c;i.m~:~ely two.-thirds of the tot:a.l 
m,13:g;beI:' i:i;i tbe sta.1:e - bad, ta._~en pa.~t i.n open-forum dis~ 
cussions with adults in 112 communities on issues of land 
use and education. For exam:pie, in l-fa.:pdersQP., a villa.9e 
loc:a.ted on the Pine Ridge :Reserva,tion, scholars in .literature, 
languages, philosophy, and religion e~~ned with local 
citizens questiOP.$ :i;-egal;'di~g 1:1le <;:UI:'~~i.cu-lum of the school 
system a.s i"t relates to Indian culture. Of the 109 partici-
pants in the two-day meeting, 81 were :meil:IPer$ qf tbe Oglala 
s:i,o'qx tI:'il;>e. on other occasions, historians and scholars 
in literature joined in po:puiar diE?cus~;don of the implic:at:.i9n~ 
o·f techn<;>lo9¥; ta~a t:.i<;>?l pol.icy, an<i la.nd use planning on rural 
life in programs held in Yankton; Rapid City, watert.Qwp., I:Iu~Qp., 
aJl.9. 1;:ep. §Itl.aJ.J .. e~ c;:ormnun:i..ties. The series attracted overflow 
audiences, including farmers, ranchers, business leader9, 
and p$lic ofi:ic:i,a.l.$. 
When this kind of actdvit:y is projected nationally, the 
f;i.gllre§ roa]{e c::lea:i:;- t:.na.t "the opinions of mankind" are being 
expressed with a new force and rati<;>nality, on a scale 
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unprecedented in the United states and - vecy likely .-
the world. Ifi four years NEH state-based programs have 
generated same 3, soo p~oje9t~ iJ1 9, ooo l.09eili tiee, witb 
~n. estiinated 20 million Aitlericans ~s papticipants or 
~:g.Q..i,emces. A g;i:;ea't. cieal of credit is owing, I think, to 
the 10,000 scholars, and, t.be bqnc:l.:i;ecls of volunteer committee 
of,"Een seen a·s preoccupied with the past, can. ~PeCi~. to the 
issues of today and tomo~:i:;ow. 
I .bope this is a sufficient smclihafy of the growth; uniqµe 
character, and public µ~efuJ,,r1ess of the Endowmen"ti • s state-
based progra.m~ anQ. t.hei-.i; volunteer-committee mechanisms. 
A Proposed Amendment 
A proposal for a change to programming through official s-tate 
tained in s.1800 as in-troduced, and in H.R. 7216. Although 
I qQ not support the proposed amendment, ~ welcome the cali 
to discussion: it typifies, to IIlY 1ll;i.nd; the evefi-.handed ang 
- -- -
thought.fu1 way in which this Cortlrtlit:'tee, over ten years, has 
<;JUided our shared, nation~! enterprise in. the humanities. 
'W'hat I have s~ic:l above ~akes plain my thorough, p~ofe§~ionai 
satisfaction witb. the ;integrity and achievemen'Es of the present 
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state programs, and their conformance with national standa:i;-d&J 
wp_ich eP~l>l.es me to feel seC::'llJ;"e .:in these judgments. In nearly 
fo11~ yeCi~s ~§ Ch,ei_:i..;i;;.map, CiJlQ. a$ Ci sc_holg.J:! by profession artd a 
populist by inclination, I have been cQnstant,i:y sqi;p:i;-i,$ed a_pg 
reassured by the creative evolution of the ~nd9w1_1u~pt' $ §t~te­
ba~eq p~og'.¥ams. I eannot keep abreast of all their activities, 
but I have come to know many volunteer committee members and 
have devoted a due p9rtiop 9f :roy Q. ay~ to their policy questions 
and the ma;i..p l;i..ne$ o;f program development. I think I know 
shoddy work when I see it1 I have §E!E!I1 little of it in this 
many-sided, widely dispersed, and idealj.$1;.j.c;:allY ~j.t.i,ous 
eptei;p:r:j.s;e. It is Ci good show altogether. 
This is my personal sense of the quei:;t_icn1. YQ'll 'heive Cilso a 
quite detailed exarn.1-riation ariQ. Cinal.ys.:i.s of the questions poseO. 
by the amendment in a b:tief ing paper prepared. by the National 
Co\lficil on the Humanities and w'Qich I will also append as a 
p~~t of th.:i.s statement. I cortttnend this to you (I had. no 
hand ih it) as the only p:i;ofes;i:;ion~l stuQ.y that has been 
made of t}Je c::<:m.s:i.deJ:"ations entering int.a state programs in the 
humanities .,,. the actualities of what has beeIJ. }J-g;i.l.t -gp by NEH 
and the Councii it.!;)elf at tbe })ehest of your two Comm.:i.ttees; 
g,nd the implicat.ions of the proposed aIDen~ent. 
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The Council's report impresses me in its attention to the 
distinctions between the arts and the humanities, which 
have always been a source of some confusion. In defining the 
humanities, the language of our Act includes the study of 
11 the history, critic ism, theory, and practice of the arts, 11 
which usefully suggests the cultural affinities of the 
arts and the humanities. But the distinctions between the 
two fields must be understood. The arts are concerned with 
completed works, statements, compositions, portrayals of 
fact and fiction, and performance, with the end of aesthetic 
reward, solace, or inspiration. (Man does not live by 
bread - or even the humanities - alone.) The humanities, 
as the above statutory definition indicates, may validly 
undertake to interpret these works, but are more directly 
concerned with a context of research and knowledge addressed 
to philosophical questions (including those raised by science), 
connnunication, rational discourse, and value judgments. The 
humanities are different in nature from the arts -- sometimes 
just beginning when the act of creation or perfo:anance leaves 
off -- and they work through different mechanisms. Your 
connnittees recognized the difference ten years ago, when 
they did not establish state humanities councils: and they 
did so again in 1970, when they encouraged the experimental 
approach which produced the state-based programs. By 1973 
these were already an established success, winning your en-
dorsement during that year's reauthorization. 
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Tbe co~cil's b~iefing paper is ~§tv.te also in pointing 
1:;9 t_}J.e p~:t"c:tllel be"Eween the Humanities Endowment and 'the 
:&at.ional science Foundation in thei~ pµ:r;§-g_;i...t 9f nc:ttional 
Objectives in the increase and diss~ination 9~ e§§ent:i,C!,l 
'Knowledge reso~rce§o In botb fields, the validity of re~ 
§ea~Gb anQ. J:."elate(i activi·t.ies arises from dis.c~plines, from 
empirical and philosophical inq-q,icy, discove~, g.nd the 
refinement of ]gi_9wleQ._ge g,p.Q. unQ.erstanding thaii is documented. 
for continuing study and development.. iro §\1.PW~t sel:'ious 
work in either field, as the CQl.lncil suggest·s, requires 
evaluation apq jµQ.gment by the best minds available accordipg 
t9 nat.ional .,.. even. international - stap.dard_§ 9f me~it:o The 
CQu.nciJ,. feaps a falling-away from $\1.C::h Griteria, and my 
feeling .is they are ri,glrt. 
This said, I may sun:qnar;l?.e l;>~:i,.efly my view. 
Lilte its counterpart in the scienc;:e§, t.he busi-ness of the 
Endowment is with the devel<;>pmel1.t and dissemination of k:howled9e. 
This ep.d ;i...$ l:'eached someddrnes through institutions 
whose product -- a television p:r;99'~gm or a ma~or €raveling 
eXhibition, for example -- se:i:;ves the whole of the nation 
di~~ectl.y; sometimes it is reached thr9µ_9'h an inCiividual 
schola:r; :..._ per'bap§ in a $tate which boasts onl¥ one in-
stitution of higher education and few scholars, perhaps 
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in a state blessed with many: sometimes it is reached 
through a curriculum -- developed perhaps at a relatively 
obscure community college, perhaps at a major university 
which will be exemplary throughout the nation: sometimes 
it is reached through a single institution -- a research 
library, for example -- which despite its geographic location 
is a national resource: and sometimes it is reached through 
the cooperation of a large number of individuals and a large 
number of institutions. 
These purposes are defined under Sect~on_7(c) of our authori-
zation legislation. Like the nation's def~nse, health and 
foreign policies, they serve national priorities, are 
measurable by national standards, and maintain our national 
eminence. There is just no way, in my opinion, in which 
they may be effectively served by fragmenting the responsi-
bility and the funds of the National Endowment among 50 
separate jurisdictions. 
But the Congress also gave the Endowment another responsibility: 
that of bringing the humanities to bear upon "the current 
conditions of national life." And in consultation with 
this Committee of the Congress and others, my predecessor 
(Mr. Wallace B. Edgerton, during his Acting Chairmanship) and I 
.. 
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were persuaded that this could most effectively be 
dare ih state-wide contexts. After a nuroJ:>er e>f e.Jq>e~i-
mants with state ai;"ts and. humanities councils and 
university extension units, we aii came t9 ~ec:;:<>gniie 
that the goai could most surely pe ac:;:h.tevec::l by relyicng 
in each state qp9:g. a mi:>e: of citizens who had direct 
~cc:ess both t.o the various strata of the state'$ c:;:.:i-ti-
zenry (Who recognize what are tbe gur,ren:t issues of 
public pe>lic:;:y w:i,thin the state) and to the human and in-
- . 
sti tutio:p~l ;'eposi t:o:c"-ies of knowledge which cap be l:;>~ought 
to bear upon important is@"Qe$. 
:t do ~e>t ~ow thg.t. "this is t.he. o!l_lY way in which human~$1;.$ 
~~n join with the whole ran9e of $1;a.1::.e c:ltizens t.o ad,,. 
dress "current condit.:i-cn:ii;; of national life 11 7 but I do 
know that .:i-t b~s worked. 
Wisely, your conunittee leade~s have sought discussion 
of pO$$ible ~ltemat:ives: I (like you, :J: SU!3pect) b~ve 
been on the listenin9 end of such discussion over the 
past few ~ntbs. To the best of my knowledge;. however, 
- ---- --------
-------------------- --- - -
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pc;me of those enc;J'a9ed in the humanities (whom tli:i,.$ 
EnClO'W,[(l.@t Wei_§ c:i:."e~ted tQ serve), 11C> state governors, 
and none of t.he exist.-ing state-ba~ed ~Q~ttees (who 
almost alone have working exper-ience of this kind of 
pgpl;j..c pro9ranuning in the humanities) believe that. 
fille amendment woul!fl improve -gpQil. the c;:µ,:r;rep1;:. ~1;:.rg~tl;l_l:'e. 
Iil all that I have heard, no case has been made for 
:r;eplacement of the existing volunteer-committee system 
in conducting st.gt.e hum~nit_ies p~ograms. fndeeq, tlle 
overwhelming evidence is t.hat. the volunteer committees 
~re :politicaiiy non-partisan, fiscally responsible, 
g, creCJ.-it to tbe cit:.i~enIT of thei:r: states, and a fQrce 
far good in promoting the national cortlmonwealo 
The impact. of Federal Support 
:i: should iike, her:e, to illustrate the cumulative 
impact: FeCle:i:."g,l assi,.st_g,nc:;:e can hC:!.ve in tlie h'l.Jl'I@nitie§, 
based on actual grants. 
The :r;ap.ge of direct, immeqj,~1;:.e beneficiaries cove:i:s {fqr 
example) the junior college t.e~che:r; who receives a smmne:i:." 
• 
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13ti:pend f<;>~ inQ.ividl2al study of Americ-a.n Indian culture: 
the 139ve~ci.l scholars who are preparing ah historical 
at.las of the united states: a gr<;>"Q.p of college faculty 
who are integratin9 ethical ~rt;:qQ..ies into their engineering 
and p~e-:roeQ. cur.i:-icula: a t:ea:m of scholars and ed;i:t;:Q~l3 
designing "Courses BY Newspaper" on c;:~j.tic;:al, p~l..:1.c issues: 
and a. museum exhibiti.<:.>n o~ a television film program~ 
In ;all these cases, however, the irnrn,ed,:,i~te g~antees have 
received ~H :fqnd13 beca'IJ.se theii; work will serve ultimately 
'Qu,nd~ec;1_$, even millions, of Americans: the junior college 
teacher's knowledge. of Americap II1Q.ian cu-ltui;e will benefit 
hundreds <;>f 13t;:gqEµits during his or her teaching career: the 
bist.orica1 atlas will be used by hundreds <;>£ otbe~ scholars 
and in thousand13 <;>f classJ:ooms and libraries, enriching 
egucci.tj.on and the future acquisition of knowled,C]e: the 
revised college curriculum will :Pe emulg.te<i by other insti-
tutions and. help train thousands of young people for 
• 
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:professionai work of broad effect among the general 
PQP1.1lc;t1:.iQ:l'.H CQ\1~$~~ By New~paper will appear in hundreds 
of city newspgpe~~ ~nq be read by millions: and the m1.l~e~ and 
television projects will be viewed by other millions in 
smali toW'ns as weil as major urban areas. 
In addition, the effects of one small grant can be spread 
out. over different time periods and :felt by ever la~ger 
p~er$ of people at e~c::b stc;tge. Thus, fo:y e_~ample, a 
Youthgrant of $2,910 to an 18--year-old youth in southern 
Nevada helped her qrgal'li~e a lqcal histo:i:y pJ:"ojec;t wh:i.ch 
directly inv<;>lved 35 4-H club members, resulting in four 
television presentations and an historj..cal ~~.i.l>i t, at the 
Nevada st~t~ f~:j_~, whieh helped thousands of people gain a 
g:Jieater unc1erst;anding of t.he development of their state. 
Givep th~i:; m:i,.x of p,t'ogpam purposes and irnm:ediate and long-
t~:i:m ~uc;}iences, it is nae possible to quantify for any year 
what a particular budget author~ty 1.E;!vel. PE'OQ.1.lces in ''number 
<;>f iPc1ivic1u~ls servee1." :But; fact.s and conservative estimates 
yield this picture of the .reach of NEH programs .in the present 
:fi_~cal. yea:r;. 'fhe:y will support the work of 1800 individual 
• 
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'btgna.nist $<;:llola,~1?, fo~ ~EH~e~~gb, fellowships~ a,nd youth-
grantso They will fund educat.ionc:J,l development in 200 
schools, colleges, and universities. They will assist 250 
re1?earcn coiiectiops, museums, libraries and other hUJna.nities-
related institJJtions. "m!ey will §\lppo~ ~,~SQ p~Qjecti;; 
developed in all 50 states through re~grants of the state-
bat;1ed proc;rrams. inv91vinc;r 12,400 'htima.nists and reaching an 
adult audience of 21 mill-ion • And they will ;i:-ec:i,gb 2:3 lllillie>I1 
people through national and regional television. and radio 
programs: 18 millions th~O\lgh Cou~ses By Newspape~: a:i;id a 
further mult;.-i .... mill-ion audience ... - surely the l~~gest ;;iuQ.i,ep,ce 
ever engaged in a nation-wide program --- through the American 
!ssu~s FoPJJIL gnQ. Bic~teMia:i Yo\ltb Pel:>a,te. 
':[hei;;e are .pot just $tatistics. some are. grant rec-ipients 
pushing back the front-iers of sqhol~~sbip, leaminc;r to 
become better teacher.s, or organizing and presenting humanistic 
knowlegge fo~ ;;tGa,g~g Qr 9'enera1 use. Many are actiive 
part-icipants in community Q.isco\l~se a,ddre$sed to life's 
d:i.~ficult decisions: many more are seeking out those few 
hours or pages ;Ln whi¢b the roed_ia have begun to explore 
the ideas and works of histo;i.;y's g~eat ro_:j..nds. 
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Another measure of the Endowment's stimulus is in gif-ts 
reqeiveQ. f~om tbe p;i::-iv~te !?eG'l:;:Q~ in i:?QppQrt gf grant 
~ctiv:i,.ties. La.st ye~_r f?'llGh dQD~tio!ls tot~lJ.eQ. n,E:!g.i;;ly $E? 
million. since NEH began, over $26 million in private 
9ifts has been received - releasing an equal amount in 
Federg,l 1tlCl tchicng funds- - in aid of hlnllani ties programs. 
(This is a.part from the $30 million in non-Federal :funds 
generated by State-based projec;:t$, ~:ml f~om p~j.vg.i:;e c9p1;.~i­
l:>'lli::ions made directly to N'.EH grantee o:tganiza'Eions.) 
Funding;_Leveis_ail.d_Na~tional_Needs 
The fore9oin9 accoqp.t gf NEH wg~k :i,.s -~ reco:z;d of that 
11 suppart of national progress and scholarship in the 
h'ilmanities 11 which the f9widip9' l\,ct call..ed fgr ten yea~$ 
ago. Essentially, i.t is a record of Federal response to 
verifiable needs and interests - the needs of the schqlarly 
comm.unity ap.d .:i, tf? .tn!?ti t'llt.ion_s ~ _ anO. the g,wgkened int.el.'eSt 
among an adUl t ptib.lic hi thertb lacking access t<;:> tll.ese knowl~ 
edge resou_rce$. Wi th9'llt the $1;.im'lll'lls P:i:.'OV:i-qeQ. by the 
End,owrnent, w~ might not have witnessed this efflorescence. 
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The Administrationus bili now before you proposes an 
authorization of $113. 5 million {plus $12. 5 million in 
matc;:b_j.p,g fun4s) for the EnQ.pwment. in fisc~l years 1-977, 
1978, and 1979. I can assure you that current and 
developing heeds in the humanities wili fully ju§tify 
'those levels. 
At the half-way poi:ot in t'.he :e:P.4Qwmei:it's life, ~§ te:;;t_j.-
mony for the 1970 reauthoriza1don showed, the agency 
received 2,135 applications! It made in that :year 503 
~~_rgs t:.9 ~ 1;9tal Qf $1.Q.S 1_nj.J,.l,._i.oi:i. ay contrast, durin<3' 
the year ending June 30, 197 5, the Endowment recedveQ. 
6 1 824 applications and was able to fund 1,330 {or one out 
of five) of them, totaling $73.l million. {!n ~Q.d,iti9Il 
tboui;;a11ds of applications were made to organizations con-. 
g:ucting NEH Ste!:t:.e-l:>~~ec;l p:r;9gra,ms, ~pd u_nder several 
fellowship programs aided by NEH.) 
What this balance s'tleet record§ i;; a continued conmtitmeht 
on the part of the Adfitinistration and t.he Congress to 
;;t1:pport this l.mportant work. '11:le agencies and individuals 
present.ly receiving NEH fungs ~~p~esent. ~ l:>~oad l:!Pec::::tl:'t!ID 
of the constituency to which we respond. Bt1t of t.h~ 3,000 
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inst.itut.ions of higher educa,tion, l,SQQ ID~se~s; ~ 1 200 
pqbiic library systems, 246 p:liblic television stat-ions, 
~nd 140 I 000 f?qhQ:l,~U;~ ;i._p the humanities I fiOfle is ineligible 
for support from the National Endowment. fo~ tbe H~anities. 
we are, inevitably and properly, highly seleetive in 
funding only the best. proposal:s. In tb_:i-l? way, we assure 
that the appropriations requested by t.he :Presi(ient ang 
p~Qv;i.(led l;>y 1;:1le Conc~·ress are used to achieve the greatest 
possible "prog:r:e~~ g.nq s¢]J9lar:;;b_;i.p in tbe h~ni ties. 11 I 
therefore urge you to support. the requested author-ization. 
A gep,e~atign agQ George Santayana wrote that "to be an 
American is a moral condit,ion, q.n eO.ucg.tion, ('.mg a cg.:r:ee~." 
He saw and admired µ!? as optimists~ But he warned O·f 
11 un:pleasant surprises and. morai impoverishment'' if we 
disregarded the lessons of the pg.st and a rational approach 
to the pre~ent. His warning was apt. :rt is echoed in the 
Arts and Hurnaniides Act whe:re it d.ecle'3.res tb~t United. 
states world leadership "cannot rest solely upon superior 
power, wealth, anc:l technology," l;>µt l1\'µ_l?t l:>e ·fou,nded <;>n 
"respect and admiration for the Nation's high gU.ali ties 
as a le~de~ in the ree'3.:Lm ot ,igea~ an(! of 1;:11e l?Pi~;i.t." 
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Facing America's Third Century 
The Bicentennial is very much with us. I:nevitg.bly 1::be~e'f3 
an air of celebration, of bands tuning up for parade. We 
c~n exp~ct: ~COilJIJ!.Qil O'lltl:J\lrf;ts <;>f rhetqric and oratory, and 
whole industries of sloga,ns and fads, to the out:r;age of 
certain il'l.tellectqal~ and others of a sensitive and ir:t1~ 
tg,ble tE![tlper. But if g. gooQ. time c;:a,nnot be 'had PY all,., 
it likely wiil be enjoyed by most. 
Iilitially,the Fede:r;(il. Government itself beca,me j__nvolveq il'l 
promotion of the Bicentennial, but the mechanism chosen 
p:i:;-oveq. Vlllne~al;>J,.e to c;:Qimnercial and political :Pressures 
and was discarded. As a result, as you will perhaps :r;eeall 
frgm tbe 1973 reauthorization, the Arts and Humanities 
Endowments were a,ssigned 9' substa,ntial ~ole - not of 
promotion, bti-tt of responding to proposals from individuals 
c:i..1'1.d, im?t:i:.t:'lltiori~ eq'll.ipped to contribute to a serious 
observance of the Bicentennial, through projects of last_ing 
vg.J,.µe. The ~l'l.d<;>W1t1.ent~ were already supporting the nation's 
cultural development, -~ including numerous projects with 
B_:j..c;:eptennial aspects - on program lines requiring no new 
departures and no change in their st::i;ict applica,tion a,n(l 
~eview p~oc;:ed,µre~. 
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This turn of events, I think, has proveq fo~tiJ.itQiJ.$. GQ<::>d 
pi;opos~l.s bave cqme from all sectors of our qonstituency = 
the scholars, tbE::! :j.p$tl.tutions 1 the media, from young people 
and national organizat,j_ons, and (in the st~t~-b;::i,seQ. p~og~~$) 
f:r;orn civic bodies, minority groups, and plain cit"1g;en_s i:r1 
every co1"11er of 1\Ine~:i,ca. Wile ~qQ\IJl1\~t staff has been kept 
more than busy~ so has t.he :Na-t-ional coun~il. on t.he Hg111ari,~t,l.e$, 
whose ove:t"sigbt ha:;; :j._:psured against any lowering of the Endow ... 
merit.' s non-pa.rt-isan standards. We have a.lso enjoyeQ. e~c;:ell~:nt 
~elations with the American Revoiutiofi Bicentennial Adminis-
tra1don a-ng the Presic:lent; Is Domestic;; Cgu.p.g:j.i aicente?lnial 
Connnittee1 which endorsed a large number of NEH projects as 
spec;;;ial Federal efforts undertaken for 1975-76. 
I bave already highlighted a variety of otit.s-tanding or 
tY.Pical Bicentennial..,.related grants we have made. Allow ICte 
here to add mention of Endowment support for scholai;ly work 
on the state pape~s a?ld private journais of great Americans. 
The papers of Washington, John Jay anO. DQ,niel. Wel:>ste:r;, fe>r 
e}(;aIJlple, are already being collected and prepared for publi..,. 
cation, anQ. we shall }:)e sl,lppc>rtinCJ sim_ilar studies on 
Frankl.in, Hamilton and the Adams family. Of more :r,ecent 
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eras, the papers of Freder~ck p9u9iaf;s; .Jane Addams, and 
LOU.is Brandeis are being prepared wi"th NEH grant ~E>siE>tange. 
I $bQqld also note, ih. reiation t6 the Bicentennial, that 
the Enc;lowrnEIDt :j.!ll helpipg meet the cost 6·f several inter-
national oonferences that will bring many ot the wqrl,d'!:! 
tu.Ost distinguished intellectuals and cultura,l leaders to 
the tJnit.eQ. State!? .:i.~ 1~7$-76. WbeE;e forms o.f international 
exchange help insure an access to foreign schola:J:"s Cil'.l& 
scholarship which is essential to American leadership and 
progress in the hmnan-it:-ies. 
I believe these activities, and those cited earlier, make 
Up ctn impo:i:-ta:nt C:OJl,'t:J:'i:tn~.tj.()n tQ the pation IS 200th afii'l.iversafy e 
Their ef·fect.s wi-11 be felt. CiS incentives l:>y all b~apj.§t 
scholars, and in all cultural institu1dons, invigorating 
t.Jleir fut.ure work. And f think they will a:i:-ouse the intel:'est 
of countless ordinary citizens to the larger meanings of 
Whctt ~s so pi;oqctty ba;i.l,ed apd :f91J.9bt fqr :j.11 the American 
Revolut.ion. 
•· -.: .. 
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In the euphoria of the m6tnei'lt, it is ?l$ well 1;Q ~a:r;q a.g~inst 
adulation and. piety~ To speak of a. serious re-e~j.riat:j.op of 
our pg.st is to look at human fa.llibilit.y as well as genius, to 
observe our heroes in the full regalia of their selfish 
interests, p~~s;i.Qns, anCJ wea.]glesses as we_ll as their st.reng-ths 
(~d in the c~se of -the villains, their strengths as well as 
weaknesses) o It is to look at where, amc;mg our t:[";i:qm.pbs, we 
have failed. in the 1,opg pe~i:;pec;:t.:i,ve of time, this land but 
yeste~Q.a.y was "terra incognita 1 and in the round perspective 
of t.he great globe itself, we have pever been - n<:>:r; c;:c;:n we 
be - "indepepdep:t" in ~ny f.i_ng.l semseo our power in the world 
is gree!,t;, :Put tlle ~J.se a._ll.cl fall Q~ c::ivilj.?atioris :makes' a 
cautionary studyo 
The pul:>lic-spi~iteCJ concem a.rouseQ. 'by tbe Bic:;;entennial will 
reach a peak on July 4, 1976 .... and it will be a great deal 
mQ~e than a rne:r;e :r;-het9rj.cal self-indul9ence. It wiii produce 
a momentl.ml of heighteneQ. e~e~tat_ions as to tll.e nati9ll 1 !? 
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well-being, an!i a readiness to serve that weil-bein9. 
the challenge of consolidating and. bq;i.lding c;>n 
these gains: certainly, the Bmn~nities En<;lowment 
will be an in§lt~ent for meeting that responsibility. Indeed~ 
the E:ndo"Wment's legislative charte:i;- il? e1,ggressed to the long-
haul buttressing of lll.~na.J1 v~lues in American society, nc;>t to 
tra_n§lient c:>ccasions. 
Ten years of Federal suppo~t to the humanities is, I think, 
a bright I?age iIJ. the reeent history of this CQ\ID.tnr. What 
we have still t.o write ii;; tbe continuation and crossing 
over into America' l? Tbi:i;-Q. century. I hope that congressional 
reauthorization will also be a reaffi:qn~t:i.on of the lligh 
purposes which the Humanitiei;; Endowment has so far been 
privileged tc;> i;;e~e. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper the National Council on the Humanities presents an 
analysis of a proposed amendment to the National Fotmdation on the 
Arts and the Humanities Act (Section 102 of R.R. 7216 and S. 1800) 
which would establish an official state government agency in each state 
to dispense Federal monies in support of the humanities. The resulting 
appraisal deals with the likely effects of the amendment on the status 
and progress of the humanities in the United States. 
The National Cotmcil, charged by Congress with advising in the 
formulation of national policy in the humanities, considered the pro-
visions of the bill in meetings on August 14-15, 1975. It did so having 
in mind Senator Pell's comment, when he introduced the bill in May, that 
the proposed amendment was presented in order to elicit .discussion. 
The National Council believes that the matter is important, and discussion 
timely. It has therefore welcomed the occasion for a thorough survey of 
the National Endowment's purposes and methods. 'lllis briefing paper is 
the result, and is intended to be helpful to Senators, Congressmen, and 
the Chairman of the Hurnani ties Endowment as they approach the formal 
process of reauthorization. 
'llle issues raised are complex, and a matter of fundamentals; for 
the Council perceives that the amendment would significantly alter the 
development and dissemination of humanistic knowledge in this cotmtry, 
with important repercussions on the ability of the National Endowment 
to carry out the mission assigned it by the Congress. 'llle Cotmcil felt 
obliged, therefore, to go back to definitions, to the nature of human-
istic knowledge and the roles played by the arts, the humanities and 
the sciences in advancing the national well-being. It re-examined the 
distinctions made ten years ago by the Commission on the Humanities, and 
then by Congress itself, between the humanities and the arts; the 
parallels recognized then between the humanities and the sciences; and 
the various means which are needed to nourish them. It reviewed the 
means by which national progress in the humanities is secured, and 
exemplary standards maintained nationwide; and it bore in mind the nation's 
role internationally as a leader in humanistic scholarship and education. 
It took stock of just what humanistic resources the nation has had avail-
able; how they have (or have not) been developed; and the progress made 
to date, especially in broader~ of the humanities which Congress called 
for when it amended the Act in 1970. 
In this framework the Cotmcil considered carefully the degree to 
which, and the means by which, the administration of Federal funds may 
be--or has been--most effectively decentralized to support different 
kinds of humanistic work. This has entailed scrutiny of the growth, 
purposes and operations of the Endowment's state-based programs, which 
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in five y~ars have come to involve thou5ands of professional ltt!manists 
and million$ of ordinary ci t:izens, bringing the t~f?ources of the 
b'ii!llanities to be~r upon the current GOpditions of li!e :i.P each state. 
'lb.:roughout, the CoUil.c:i-1 which has helpeQ. to spur and gui@ the nation's 
hi..unan:i_st:fc development, h?S recognized the legitimacy of qu~1?1::-ions 
raised by the sponsors· of th~ proposed amendm~nt, and has addi;e1;1§ed 
th~Iil with what it hop~s is profess:i.()na} rigor anci irtteg:r{. ty. I ts 
governing crciterion has been to search out the am,endment' s c6il.$~quences 
for the humani t::i:el? thems~lves a:Q.cj. for their r.ole in tlte enrichment of 
American socie t·y. 
I. THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT 
Legislative authority for the National Fomi.dation on the Arts 
and the Humanities will expire at the end of the current fiscal year 
unless it is renewed by the Congress. Two bills which would accomplish 
this reauthorization have been introduced. One, the Administration 
bill, seeks simply to extend the current authorization through FY 1979 
and leaves unchanged the language of the Act's other provisions. The 
other bill bears separate designations in the House and the Senate--
H.R. 7216 and S. 1800, respectively--although the two versions are 
identical. 
The latter bill would significantly amend the Act by requiring 
an official state government agency in each state to dispense Federal 
monies in support of the humanities. This change, if adopted by the 
Congress, would be felt immediately in the programs conducted by the 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), and would also affect the 
totality of humanistic activity in the United States. 
The substance of the amendment (which is contained in Section 102 
of H. 7216 and S. 1800) can be summarized as follows: 
1. Each state government would create an agency, or designate 
an existing agency, as its official State Humanities Council. 
2. Each state would submit to the Chairman of the Endowment 
a plan which certified that it would expend NEH monies on behalf 
of any or all of the kinds of activities which the Endowment 
itself may support. 
3. Ten percent of NEH definite fmi.ds would be set aside to 
guarantee each state a minimum of $100,000 annually. (The effect 
of the language on the Endowment's current budget would be to 
set aside approximately $7 .2 million for such distribution.) 
4. Federal money could not support more than 50% of the costs 
of projects fmded by a state comcil. 
Although clearly patterned after current provisions of the Act 
which mandate the state arts cotmcils--(the proposed section is almost 
word-for-word the same as Section5(c) which covers the arts cotmcils)--
the language of the amendment would in fact permit an organizational 
structure and operational concepts quite different from those of the 
arts councils, yet offers no guidance to the states on the nature and 
purpose of such humanities agencies; nor does it establish what the 
Endowment's or National Council's role and responsibility vis-a-vis the 
state councils would be. 
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In the terms of the amendment, therefore, the state agencies would 
have the authority to duplicate NEH programs: to support or engage in 
scholarly research, humanistic education, media cultural activities, 
museum programs, and the award of fellowships and youthgrants. Thereby 
the amendment appears to proceed from assumptions about the humanities 
in the United States which differ sharply from those underlying the 
creation of the Endowment and the shaping of its programs over the past 
decade. 
II. 'IHE CURRENT CHARACIBRISTICS OF THE HUMANITIES IN TIIE UNITED STATES 
A. Establishment of Federal Support (NEH) 
The history of the NFAH Act makes clear that the Humanities Endow-
ment was founded to redress an imbalance in the production and dissem-
ination of knowledge in this country. An elaborate and costly system 
had evolved on behalf of science without any counterpart for the humanities. 
Spearheaded by Federal agencies aiding basic research (such as the 
National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health), and 
reinforce~ by dozens of agencies supporting applied research, an extensive 
national network for scientific research, training, and education, 
claiming $15-$20 billion of Federal tax dollars a year, had become a fact 
of American life. 
Unlike Federally supported efforts in many areas of national life, 
scientific research has not been considered a matter which should be 
left to, or even contributed to by, the 50 states. Rather, through their 
actions, Presidents and Congressmen have indicated that the production 
of scientific knowledge was a national affair, important to the citizenry 
at large; accordingly, the national government assumed a position of 
leadership in fostering the scientific enterprise. It was this precedent 
which guided the 1964 Commission on the Humanities in its report and 
recommendations--specifically, the recommendation that Congress establish 
a humanities counterpart to the National Science Foundation. The 
Commission--sponsored by the American Cotmcil of Learned Societies, the 
Council of Graduate Schools, and the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa--
received wide national support, enabling Congressional leaders, with 
the President's endorsement, to win adoption of the NFAH Act iri 1965. 
B. Similarities Between Scientific and Humanistic Work 
There are a number of key comparisons between the sciences and the 
humanities of which the Congress was aware when the Endowment was 
created, and which remain true today: 
1. A major investment in science and humanities instruction 
is made by state and local governments through support for 
elementary, secondary, and higher education; such investments 
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cost billions in state and local taxes, and reflect the per-
spectives and priorities of each state and local jurisdiction. 
The bulk of Federal support is concentrated on areas where 
state and local governments are not active (such as research, 
and national programs aimed at the general public irrespective 
of place of residence), rather than on "counterpart" Federal 
activities to match or relieve local tax burdens. For both 
science and the humanities, national needs have been the 
criteria. 
2. For scholars and teachers in the hum.ani ties, as in the 
sciences, the prime point of reference in the search for truth 
is not geographfcal or jurisdictional, but rather the informed 
analysis of professional colleagues throughout the nation and 
the world. Accomplishment almost always is based upon accumu-
lated knowledge contributed by hundreds of individuals. No one 
can write a history or literature textbook from scratch, but 
must consult the prior work of humanists spread throughout the 
country, indeed the world. The context of humanistic and scienti-
fic knowledge is national, even international. 
3. Finally, in science and the humanities the United States 
has, in comparison to other countries, by far the largest number 
of trained professionals. The nation thus has a leadership 
capacity at international levels in a number of humanistic 
disciplines: for example, our scholars of Asian history and 
culture are not merely a national asset, they are a resource of 
world-wide importance. Indeed, outside of the study of Europe 
itself by Europeans, American expertise on almost every aspect 
of the human past is tmmatched by any other nation. Maintaining 
that leadership was an important objective sought by creation of 
the Hwnanities Endowment and its National Council. 
C. The Arts and the Humanities 
According to those legislators who worked to pass the NFAH Act, 
it was administrative convenience coupled with political necessity 
which joined the humanities and the arts together in a National Founda-
tion. 'lllat the htnnanities constituted something quite different from 
the arts was, however, written into the original Act not merely in 
definitions, but in the kinds of activities authorized; in the composi-
tion of the two separate Councils advising the Endowments; and most 
significantly, in the mandating of state arts agencies and the omission 
of a similar mandate for the humanities. 
Despite these distinctionsJ the Humanities Endowment--perhaps 
because of the greater visibility of the arts--has in the popular view 
sometimes been seen as a twin of the Arts Endowment; the humanities 
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became closely identified with (some even thinking them another name 
for) the arts. This identification was reinforced as some state arts 
councils, given birth by the NFAH Act, were called "arts and humanities 
councils," although no concrete objectives outside of the arts were 
stated for them in their states' legislation. 
It is thus important to recall that the creation of humanities 
counterparts to the state arts groups was, in 1965, considered 
inadvisable by the Act's framers. The arts were seen primarily as 
performance-oriented activities, springing from the work of their 
individual creators to serve in presentation to the general public. 
Work in the humanities, on the other hand, while also serving the broad 
society, does not always do so directly or immediately: humanistic 
work is in many ways closer to scientific work in that h\Jmanities 
scholars produce knowledge,which may be used as input in the work of 
other scholars or transmitted as information needed to educate the 
young. 
To these two uses of knowledge, the Congress added for the 
humanities a third--an explicit public use, discussed below. 
D. The Endowment, the Nation, and the States 
Given NEH's mission of building up America's humanistic resources 
as the National Science Foundation had done for science, the National 
Council on the Humanities has from the beginning recommended programs 
of national scope and application, Thus the Endowment has always 
fostered scholarly research, better teaching, exemplary curriculum 
development, and country-wide programs to bring humanistic knowledge 
to the general adult public, for example through musetmlS and national 
television. These activities are the base upon which NEH has also 
built up what is now a going concern in all 50 states--that is, the 
state-based, volunteer conmtlttees which share one fundamental purpose: 
to make Federal seed-money available for home-grown, grass-roots projects 
bringing the humanities to bear on "the current conditions of national 
life" as they manifest themselves in state-wide con texts. 
In its advisory role the Council has helped shape the Endowment's 
operating procedures to reflect these national purposes, taking account 
of two factors: (1) the limited ftmding available to advance the 
humanities--a condition permitting only the most urgent work to be 
supported--and (2) the need to assure that all work would add to or 
utilize the existing stock of knowledge--a goal requiring an evaluation 
process involving the most informed and objective judgments in the 
nation. 
'lllis process of competitive application and review--pioneered by 
NSF and NIH--has enabled NEH to achieve new levels of strength in all 
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its grant pro grams th rough a national exchange of personnel and ideas, 
measured against national standards, while still responding to the 
individual public interests of every state. 
III. IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT 
While the full consequences of the proposed amendment cannot be 
foreseen, the Council wishes to note several specific effects that will 
almost certainly occur--affecting the humanities in general, the Endow-
ment, and the volunteer humanities committees now operating in the 50 
states. 
A. Impact on the Humanities 
One of the purposes put forth on behalf of the amendment is to 
extend public interest in the humanities and provide formal institutional 
support in every state for the Endowment itself. But in the Council's 
view this admirable objective is at odds with the context in which the 
humanities operate. The proposed bill assumes: 
-- that humanistic activity is like artistic activity and amenable 
to the same institutional framework; 
-- that institution of new governmental bodies operating at the 
state level will more efficiently channel Federal funds to the local, 
grass-roots level than existing mechanisms do; 
that official state councils will be more responsive to the 
diverse needs of the state's population than a volunteer state committee 
can be; 
that a peer review process which takes the botmds of a state as 
its perimeter will retain the confidence of the humanistic community; 
and 
-- that the nation's need for sound scholarship, for exemplary 
curricula, for quality public programming, and for new applications of 
humanistic knowledge will be unharmed by fragmenting the Federal tax 
dollars available for these purposes. 
Such fragmentation could incidentally result in support for 
interesting activities and for neglected subjects of investigation which 
do not always acquire the highest priority in the national perspective. 
More significantly, however, the calling into being of 50 new entities 
in jurisdictions not traditionally responsible for fostering the 
humanities in the United States (and without that clear focus for their 
activities which is presently held by each of the voltmteer state 
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committees), must inevitably imply the parochialization of research 
and teaching, the duplication of experimental efforts, and the gradual 
dismantling of national strength in the humanities. 1his prospect is 
undoubtedly the reason why no national government in the world has 
fragmented support for the humanities or the sciences in the way that 
the language of the amendment proposes. 
Unlike the arts situation in 1965, no state now has an official 
agency responsible specifically for the humanities*; and it is 
important to note that the proposed amendment would enable any existing 
state agency to be designated as the state's humanities council--
regardless of its orientation. In terms of actual progranmrl.ng, a 
number of agencies within a given state could advance a reasonable 
claim to exercise the humanities responsibility. Claimants might include 
state systems for higher education, state museums, state libraries, 
educational television authorities, or state divisions of archives and 
history--although some of these agencies have missions which lie 
primarily outside the humanities, while others are concerned with only 
a limited aspect of humanistic work. (Recognizing this, the National 
Council has welcomed applications from state agencies for specific pro-
jects, but has advised against on-going general operating support). 
It is unlikely that the cause of the humanities would be strengthened 
if they were entrusted to any such state institutions with already estab-
lished primary goals; nor would it be desirable to divert them from their 
long-standing missions. On the other hand, an all-purpose state human-
ities agency would overlap with, and therefore somewhat duplicate, activi-
ties of existing state agencies like these. 1hus, rather than generating 
favorable attitudes among legislators and the public toward new or 
increased state support of the humanities, a newly created agency could 
have the opposite effect. 
State agencies might indeed appear to be a means of adding to the 
political base of the humanities. But as the Council sees it, human-
istic activities themselves--their quality and extent--are the key to 
a broader constituency. In fact, the Endowment's growth offers many 
proofs of this, in the kinds of scholarly, educational and public programs 
which, in a non-partisan environment with Congressional oversight, have 
become increasingly valued by both the general public and the humanistic 
community during the past ten years. 
* Eleven state arts councils do carry the title "arts and humanities 
councils;" but these groups have--properly, in view of their legislative 
mandate--concentrated their operation and budget on artists and the 
performing arts. It may also be noted here that in two states, arts 
and humanities councils were, on an experimental basis, given the initial 
responsibility by NEH for state-based programming; this was subsequently 
terminated at the request of those councils, and they were replaced by 
independent volunteer committees. 
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B. Impact on the National Endowment for the Humanities 
Among the foreseeable effects of the proposed change on the 
Endowment, this stands out: 
The National Council will remain responsible for affirming national 
priorities, and the Endowment will remain responsible for national 
programs; yet both will be charged with oversight of activities, taking 
place in 50 states, which will not necessarily be focussed on national 
needs nor responsive to conunon standards. The National Council's 
responsibility for review and recommendation on state plans will be 
unclear and evaluation difficult, although by law the Cotmcil must make 
a recommendation before awards may be made. 
At the present time, all citizens and institutions, provided they 
meet certain basic criteria, may apply to NEH programs on an equitable 
basis, knowing that it is the comparative merit of their projects--judged 
by nationally respected experts--which will determine NEH response. The 
criteria for evaluating applications have had a clear logic and resulting 
integrity: projects must, before any other considerations enter in, 
satisfy standards of quality and purpose that are valid because they 
apply nationally. 
Such standards are not compatible with a situation in which--as 
is likely should the amendment take effect--certain state humanities 
agencies determine to concentrate their Federal allocation on one 
particular kind of activity, like research grants or fellowships, for 
example. It would not be wise or fair for NEH to continue its own 
fellowship programs if half of the states instituted fellowship awards 
open only to scholars residing in their state: thus scholars outside 
of those states will be denied the opportunity to receive Federal 
support for projects which would have served the national interest. 
Where state agencies determine their individual priorities in 
humanistic work, the National Endowment will be forced to consider 
where an applicant is from and the relative availability of support 
from his own state agency, rather than simply the relative value of the 
proposed work. In this kind of situation--doubtless further compounded 
by inevitably shifting emphases in the state agencies--the Council will 
not confidently be able to identify for the Chairman (and through him 
for the Congress) the most pressing priorities and the most appropriate 
forms of Federal support; nor will the Endowment be able to assure to 
everyone an equitable chance for Federal funds. 
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These administrative difficulties are not insurmotmtable; adapta-
tion can be made, although at some expense in efficiency. However, 
they must inevitably impair, in the eyes of humanists, the integrity 
of both state and Endowment procedures and criteria; and, in the eyes 
of the public, they will cast doubt on the impartiality and efficiency 
governing Federal funding of the humanities. The development of 
public and scholarly confidence in the capacity of a Federal agency to 
act fairly and effectively was not easily nor swiftly earned. For this 
reason, the National Council is sensitive to any action which can 
undermine the carefully built support of that agency. 
C. Impact on Volunteer State Humanities Committees 
Although the proposed amendment does not require the abolition of 
volunteer state humanities committees and their replacement by state 
agencies, it is difficult to imagine that both approaches could exist 
within the state. Duplication of effort between the two structures would 
seem inevitable and tax-payers at both the state and Federal level would 
properly object to the use of public funds for three levels of humanities 
activity--the Federal, state, and volunteer--particularly when all three 
will seem to have similar objectives and programs. 
Our judgment is that as the Congress resolves this matter it will--
in fact must--face the choice of abolishing the existing structure, or 
allowing it to continue and that to allow it to continue means relin-
quishing the intent, substance, and wording of the proposed amendment. 
For these reasons, and because there is some indication that the pro-
posed amendment intends to replace the state voltmteer effort with a 
state government effort, the following analysis weighs the accomplishments 
of the present volunteer approach. To place this in context,a description 
of the present voltmteer effort is first necessary. 
Purpose of the Volunteer State Effort 
Three related objectives led to the establishment of voltmteer 
citizens' committees for the humanities in each state. 
The first objective was to relate the nation's resources in the 
humanities to the problems and choices which American society faces, 
in a useful and explicit way. It was the perception of Congress, and 
of the humanities comnnmity, that the great issues on the national 
agenda were not resolvable by technical and scientific knowledge alone; 
that they also required examination from the viewpoint of our past 
(history), the viewpoint of human values (history, literature, philosophy), 
and the viewpoint of logic and reason (philosophy, jurisprudence) as 
opposed to emotion and divisiveness--and above all that they needed a 
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deeper perspective than that of the immediate crisis and short-run 
technical "solutions." Thus, in amending the NFAH Act, Congress 
instructed the Endowment to give "particular attention to the rele-
vance of the humanities to the current conditions of national life." 
A second objective shared by Congress and the National Council 
was to make humanistic knowledge available to the general public in 
a useful way--not just in the schools and colleges, but in the community, 
the home, the place of work. It was perceived (correctly, in 1965. 
when the Endowment was established) that a limited number of affluent 
and educated adults had access to the humanities, while the great 
majority had virtually no sustained or useful access to one of the 
nation's striking areas of world leadership--the humanities. 
A final objective was to broaden grant-making in the humanities so 
that the use of Federal dollars would reflect perceptions at the grass-
roots level of our country. 
ni.ese objectives were something new in the national experience 
and in the fields of the humanities. Experiments were thus necessary 
with university extension units, with state agencies, and with broadbased 
volunteer citizens' committees--from which it became clear that the 
volunteer-committee approach was the only one suited to attaining all 
objectives. State agencies had difficulty in dealing with broad public 
issues without advocacy, and in distinguishing between the humanities 
and other areas; university extension units had difficulty reaching 
beyond their traditional clientele to a broader public and establishing 
community participation in grant-making. 
Besides having none of these disabilities, the volunteer approach 
had an advantage beyond price: because they wanted to be involved in 
these objectives, and were free of competing organizational priorities, 
the volunteer state committees could give their full energies and 
attention to realizing the goals set by the Congress--goals which 
required arduous developmental work in each state, and which required 
an extraordinarily broad range of experience among the membership of the 
volunteer state committees. 
The result is that the Endowment has, since 1971, worked with and 
through volunteer state citizens' committees, initially in six states 
and now in all 50. The committees apply to the Endowment for Federal 
grant funds, which they then regrant to local institutions and organiza-
tions across the state. At no level of this process is participation 
coerced; the volunteer committee makes its own judgment about the level 
of energy and dollars appropriate to its state, and requests funds from 
the Endowment accordingly; at the local level each institution or organ-
ization makes its autonomous judgment as to whether it wishes to mount a 
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humanities project focussed on the needs of its community, and applies 
to the state committee accordingly. 
Typically, state volunteer committees include prominent members 
of community organizations throughout the state; representatives of 
labor, business, and other important sectors of the public; geographic 
distribution reflecting urban and rural interests; representation from 
ethnic and minority publics important in the particular state; scholars 
in the humanities from institutions of higher education; and leaders of 
humanities-related institutions such as libraries, museums, colleges and 
tmi versi ties. 
All grants made by the state volunteer connnittees aim at supporting 
projects for the general adult public; they do not, for example, support 
research and teaching activities in the humanities--which receive opera-
tional support of specific programs at the state level and may compete 
for programmatic support at the Federal level. All grants address 
genuine public issues from a humanistic perspective and in a non-partisan, 
non-advocacy framework. 
As each volunteer state committee makes application annually for 
a "new" grant from the Endowment, the National Council on the Humanities, 
aided by outside reviewers from the public and from the world of scholar-
ship, undertakes a careful review of past work--of how effectively the 
general public was reached by the committee's grants, with what emphasis 
on the humanities and objective discussion of public issues, how repre-
sentative the committee membership was in terms of perspectives within 
the state, and how adequate the committee's fiscal and accotmting pro-
cedures were. On the basis of this review, further funds are provided, 
and occasional suggestions are made drawing on relevant experience of 
the other volunteer state connni ttees. 
Accomplishments of Volunteer State Programs 
The above organization and procedures have enabled the National 
Council and the volunteer committees to build--in the brief span of four 
years--a record of accomplishment that the Congress should find gratifying: 
1. Operating volunteer committees exist in all 50 states, and will 
be extended to the remaining jurisdictions in FY 1976; almost 1,000 
Americans serve without pay (i.e., without cost to the state~ Federal 
taxpayer) on these volunteer working committees, in addition to the 
thousands more who volunteer assistance as individual project directors, 
sponsors,. and resource personnel. 
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2. In the four completed years of the program, volunteer committees 
have supported 3,500 projects in 9,000 American communities, reaching 
an audience of over 20 million Americans and involving over 10,000 scholars 
in the humanities. In fiscal 1975 alone, the state committees supported 
over 1,700 projects across the nation. 
3. The volunteer committees have spent over 28 million Federal 
dollars during the past four years without a single criticism of their 
fiscal management; in fiscal 1976 the Endowment plans to allocate over 
$15 million of its appropriation to the volunteer committees. 
4. The above $28 million in Federal funds have been matched by more 
than $30 million of private and local money from individuals, corporations, 
foundations, institutions and organizations--who have borne over half the 
cost of committee-supported projects because they believe they had value; 
not because the taxing power of the state was in use. 
5. Most state committees have incorporated as non-profit groups 
under their state's laws; have adopted charters and by-laws which provide 
for representative membership and rotation of membership according to 
stated terms, and which provide for public access to virtually all 
aspects of their operations; and have established firm regulations to 
ensure financial responsibility and accountability. 
6. State volunteer committees have begun to mount cooperative 
regional programs to use resources more effectively, and to knit together 
the public across state lines; and they have initiated a nation-wide self-
evaluation process which ensures that the experience of all states can be 
available to a particular committee as it reviews its work. 
7. In four years of operation, no substantial concern has been 
expressed at the level of state government, or by the public in the states, 
that the procedure or objectives were inimical to the state, that the 
purpose could be better served by an alternative method, or that the 
volunteer committees were either unrepresentative or one-sided in their 
membership or their grants. To the contrary, the reception of this 
approach in the states has been enthusiastic, and the volunteer committees 
have rather quickly established cooperative arrangements which permit them 
to work closely with both state and private agencies who may share mutual 
interests. 
Thus--the point without which all the other accomplishments are 
meaningless--the volunteer committees have genuinely achieved the Congress' 
objectives, and need only the Congress' sympathetic continued support to 
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serve still further: the nation's adults have been provided access to 
the humanities in a manner and to an extent tmprecedented in this 
country; the humanities have been applied to the current conditions of 
national life in formats which the public (including the leaders in 
state government) have found useful and important; and the perception 
of ordinary Americans keen to the needs of their states has been 
brought to bear upon the grant-making process. ~-
It appears to the National Council that the program of the vohmteer 
connnittees is not merely the most dramatic new achievement in the 
humanities since the Endowment was created; it is also an exemplary 
program of the Federal government which is successfully witnessing to 
and support±ng the traditional American democratic values of rational 
discussion, community participation, and informed individual choice. 
Some Consequences of Oi.anging to a State Agency Approach 
'!he replacement of volunteer committees by state agencies would, 
the Council believes, have a number of undesirable consequences: 
1. '!he Council thinks it unlikely that the energies of voltmteers 
(which seem crucial in achieving the Congress' intent) can be replaced--
unless greatly increased ftmds for overhead are made available--by the 
more rigid approach of a statutory public agency at either the state or 
Federal level; after all, state volunteer organizations were created pre-
cisely in recognition of the inherent limitations of the Humanities 
Endowment as a statutory public agency. 
2. A creative element of the existing volunteer program is its 
independence and freedom from political consideration, however legitimate 
such considerations may otherwise be. '!he present program succeeds in 
dispassionate examination of public issues in each state with the help of 
the humanities--whereas it seems unlikely that a state agency could avoid 
the appearance of advocacy, either in its grants or in personnel appoint-
ments to its board and staff. 
3. Based on actual experiences, it is clear that at least in some 
states existing private funds would be less available, for in some 
instances they would not be legally available to a state agency. 'lhese 
withdrawn funds would have to be made good by the state itself if the 
prpgram were not to reduce its scope and effectiveness. 
4. Replacement of volunteer efforts by a statutory apparatus would 
increase the operating cost of current programs--and this at a time of 
unusual economic stringency. 
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5. At the most practical level, some consideration must be given 
to the fact that each of the existing 50 state vol\lllteer committees 
believes the proposed change would disrupt or cripple the kinds of 
community-based programs which have been developed. !he Endowment's 
advisory group of chairmen of state volunteer committees has unanimously 
and formally expressed both their appreciation for the past support of 
the Congress, and their hope that the program can continue in its 
present form. 
In sum, the likely result of the proposed amendment would be to 
dismantle the structures through which the volunteer committees have 
made such impressive progress in relating humanities scholarship and 
resources to a broad public. To do this would be to adandon an imagina-
tive experiment in government--the establishing of a voluntary partnership 
between the ordinary citizen and a Federal agency, and thus ultimately 
between those citizens and the Congress which gave birth to the under-
lying concept of such communication. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
throughout its consideration of the proposed amendment, the National 
Council on the Humanities has kept in mind the implications for the 
development and dissemination of humanistic knowledge in the states and 
nationally, for all of the current programs of the National Endowment, 
for the existing volunteer state activities, and for the Council's own 
legislated role of advising in the development of Endowment goals and 
priori ties. 
!he Council looked first of all to the broadest context of the 
humanities. !he con text assumes that support for the discovery and 
dissemination of humanistic knowledge is, like comparable work in the 
sciences, a matter of national interest: it knows no state or regional 
bo\llldaries, and is therefore best encouraged through national competition 
and review, to ensure the highest level of progress nationally and the 
most efficient distribution of Federal resources. To proceed otherwise 
would be to invite inequities, to dissipate accepted standards of quality, 
and to fragment humanistic scholarship and education. 
At the same time, the present NEH "state-based" volunteer program 
has quite evidently fulfilled the intent of the Act where it calls for 
bringing the humanities to bear on "current conditions of national life." 
It has done so by linking scholars and the adult public in addressing 
issues of wide concern within each state, working at the grass-roots 
level through independent volunteer bodies representing a variety of 
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connmmity interests. To interpose another level of bureaucracy, in 
the form of a state agency, would counter this decentralization and 
incur additional administrative expense. In many instances it would 
draw off the local funds now being generated on behalf of humanistic 
activities; and, in the last resort, it would disrupt what is a 
unique program of citizen participation and an unusual example of the 
accomplishments of Federal-private partnership within each state. 
The Council is now persuaded that mechanisms developed over the 
past ten years by the National Endowment are extraordinarily effective 
and relatively economical; and that the Congressional reauthorization 
process provides a satisfactory means for scrutiny of the Endowment's 
accomplishment, for evaluation of its methods, and for accessment of 
national progress in the humanities. It is not clear--the Council 
concludes--that the proposed amendment would improve upon present 
practices. On the contrary it could, even under optimum circumstances, 
impair future progress in the humanities--within the states and 
nationally. 
It is a virtue of the proposed amendment that it has compelled a 
review of such complex matters. Certainly, a continuing public dialogue 
is required if "the Nation's high qualities as a leader in the realm of 
ideas and of the spirit" are to be assured. In welcoming that dialogue, 
the Council must, however, conclude that the amendment will not serve 
the best interests of the humanities in the nation or within the states. 
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Executive Director 
Delaware Humanities Council 
2600 Pennsylvania Av~nue 
Wi'l,om;ipgton, Dela.\l/are 19806 
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FLORIDA _ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Cecil Beach, Director 
Library Services Division 
Department of State 
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 
Oneida Carpenter 
Media Consultant 
P.O. Box 843 
Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla. 32082 
*Harold B. Crosby 
Room 411 
John C. Pace Library 
University of West Florida 
Pensacola, Florida 32504 
Richard A. Dwyer, Chairman 
Department of English 
Florida International University 
Tamiami Trail 
Miami, Florida 33144 
Robert Flick, Chairman 
Humanities Department 
Florida Technological University 
Orlando,Florida 32816 
**E. A. Giordano, Director 
Program Development and 
Continuing Education 
Board of Regents 
Collins Building 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
Art Hallgren 
First Vice-President 
Florida AFL-CIO 
216 South Adams 
Tallahassee, Florida 3230 
Faye Harris 
Counseling Director 
Santa Fe Community College 
3000 N.W. 83rd Street 
Gainesville, Florida 32602 
Herman Heise 
President 
Indian River Community College 
3209 Virgina Ave. 
Fort Pierce, ~lorida 33450 
Ward Hellstrom, Chairman 
English Department 
University College 
University of Florida 
200 Anderson Hall 
Gainesville, Florida 32601 
Richard V. Moore 
President 
Bethune-Cookman College 
640 Second Ave. 
Daytona Deach, Florida 32015 
James Parker 
Assistant Executive Director 
Clearwater Chamber of Cormnerce 
128 North Osceola Ave. 
Clearwater, Florida 33515 
David G. Robinson 
President 
Edison Community College 
Fort Meyers, Florida 33901 
Richard Ryder 
P.O. Box 226 
Miami, Florida 33133 
Essie Silva 
Director, Urban Corps 
395 N.W. 1st Street 
Room 102 
Miami, Florida 33128 
*Chairman 
**Vice-Chairman 
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COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES IN GEORGIA 
MEMBERS: 
Mrs. Margaret M. Badock 
3007 Madden Drive 
Columbus, Georgia 31906 
Joyce Blackburn, author 
Rt. 4, Box 287A 
St. Simmons, Georgia. 31522 
William T. Blackstone 
Department of Philosophy 
University of Georgia- Athens 
Athens, Georgia 30601 
N. Gordon Carper 
Head, Social Sciences Department 
Berry College 
Mt. Berry, Georgia 30149 
Dr. Dan T. Carter 
Andrew Mellon Professor 
212 History Building 
Emory University 
Atlanta, Georgia 30322 
Pope A. Duncan, President 
Georgia Southern College 
Statesboro, Georgia 30458 
Mary Hitt 
National Democratic Committee Woman 
245 Williamson Drive 
Jesup, Georgia 31545 
Mrs Margaret Hux 
Second Vice-President 
The 1st National Bank & Trust Co. 
in Macon 
P.O. Box 4248 
Macon, Georgia 31208 
Thomas W. Mahler, Director 
Center for Continuing Education 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 30601 
Benjamin Mays 
President, Atlanta Board 
of Education 
3316 Pamlico Drive, S.W. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30311 
Elliott W. McElroy 
Chairman, Department of Humanities 
Clayton Junior College 
Morrow, Georgia 32060 
Dr. C.W. Pettigrew, President 
Fort Valley State College 
Fort Valley, Georgia 31030 
Eugenia Price, Author 
Rt. 4, Box 287A 
St. Simons, Georgia 31522 
Dr. Vivian U. Robinson 
Chairman, Division of Humanities 
Paine College 
Augusta, Georgia 30901 
William Rogers 
Editor, The Forest Blade 
Swainsboro, Georgia 30401 
Dr. Hanes Walton Jr. 
Professor of Political Science 
Savannah State College 
Savannah, Georgia 31404 
Richard Wiegand 
Director, Dept. of Continuing 
Education 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30314 
*Prince Wilson 
·vice President for Academic 
Affairs 
Atlanta University 
Atlanta, Georgia 30314 
* Chairman 
STAFF: 
Ms. Betty Goodsey 
Secretary 
Georgia Center for Continuing 
Education 
Athens, Georgia 30602 
Mr. David Hall 
Commi tte.e Fiscal Officer 
Georgia Center for Continuing 
Education 
Athens, Georgia 30602 
Ms. Joan Wilson 
Assistant Fiscal Officer 
Georgia Center for Continuing 
Education 
Athens, Georgia 30602 
GEORGIA 
MEMBERS: 
Mr. Preston Prather 
ExE;Cl,ltj, VE? DiJ:"ector 
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C9ngnit:tee for the Humanities in Georgia 
Georgia Genter for Continul.ng Educ::~ti9n 
Athens,Georgia 30602 -
HAWAII COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Shiro Amioka 
Professor of Education 
College of Education 
University of Hawaii 
West Hall Anex 2, Room 22 
1776 University Ave. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
Reginald Carter 
Coordinator 
Evening Programs , 
Kauai Conununity College 
BB l, Box 216 
Lihue, Hawaii 96766 
Agnes Conrad 
State Archives 
Iolani Palace Grounds 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 
Herbert Cornuelle 
President, Dillingham Corp. 
1441 Kapiolani Blvd. 
18th Floor 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Jacl Darvill 
President 
T~e Kamehameha Schools 
Kapalama Heights 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 
Daniel J. Dever 
Superintendent 
Catholic Schools 
P.O. Box 1247 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96744 
Thomas H. Hamilton 
519 Halekauwila Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
P.O. ·Box 3466 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96801 
*Harriette Joesting 
Office of Legislative Auditor 
State Capitol 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
Thomas Maretzki. 
Professor·of Anthropology 
and Psychiatry 
University of Hawaii 
3675 Kilauea Ave. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816 
Herbert Margulies 
Professor of History 
University of Hawaii 
Crawford Hall, Room 208 
2550 Campus Road 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
Mary Matayoshi 
Director, Continuing Education 
and Community ServicP 
University of Hawaii, Hilo 
P.O. Box 1357 
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 
**Brett Melendy 
Professor of History 
University of Hawaii 
Crawford Hall, Room 208 
2550 Campus Road 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 
Edward H. Nakamura 
Labor Attorney 
Bouslog and Symonds 
63 Merchant Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii ~813 
Mr. Herbert Richards 
C/O Kahua Ranch 
P.O. Box 837 
Kamuela, Hawaii 96743 
Dr. Roland Force 
Director, Bishop Museum 
P.O. Box 6037 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96818 
Clyde Sa~ciJt\oto 
Dean of Students 
Maui Community College 
Kahului, Maui~ Hawaii 
Marjorf.e Sinclair 
A~~o~iate P~ofe~~Q~ of 
English 
University of Hawaii 
Kuykendall Hall, run. 616 
1733 Donaghho Road 
. aono].JJl\J I liC!WC1Li 968~~ 
A.A. Smyser (Bud) 
Editor, Honolulu Star-Bulletin 
605 Kapiolani Boulevard 
H6noiu1u, Hawaii 96813 
George A Warmer 
P:r:'esident 
Hawaii Pacific College 
841 Bishop Street, 3rd Floor 
HG:r:iolulu, I:Iawc;i,jj. 961;313 
* Ch_ai:?:"mcin 
**Vice-Chairman 
STAFF: 
}\nnette t.ew 
~xecUtiive Director 
Hawaii comrn.ittee for tne Humanities 
Suite 3H 
26l5 South King St. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR THE HUMANITIES IN IDAHO 
MEMBERS: 
A. L. Alford, Jr. 
Publisher-editor 
Lewiston Morning Tribune 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Judith Austin 
Research Historian 
State Library 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Birdsall Carle, M.D. 
Magic Valley Memorial Hospital 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
Alice Dieter 
Communications Department 
Boise Cascade. Corporation 
P.O. Box 50 
Boise, Idaho 83728 
Christian Eismann 
Department of History 
College of Idaho 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Richard Etulain 
Basque Studies Program 
Gerchell Library 
University of Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 89507 
Dr. Gilbert Ford 
Northwest Nazarene College 
Napa, Idaho 83601 
William Gibson 
Chairman 
Department of English 
Idaho State University 
Pocatello, Idaho . 83201 
Robert Hammes 
Publisher 
St. Maries Gazette-Record 
St. Maries, Idaho 83861 
Kent Marlor 
Department of Political 
Science 
Ricks College 
Rexburg, Idaho 8344.0 
Donald Mitchell 
Legal Department 
Boise Cascade Corporation 
P.O. Box 50 
Boise, Idaho 83728 
Mary Lou Reed 
Rte. 3, Box 687 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Jerry Scheid 
Rancher 
780 Jeri 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
Ralph Smeed 
Publisher - Compass 
Room 3, Harmon Building 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Phyl Smith 
Civic Leader 
2825 Westmoreland Drive 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 
Elizabeth Stevenson 
Assistant Dean 
College of Letters and Science 
University of Idaho 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
*Charles D. Wright 
Department of English 
Boise State College 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
*Chairman 
STAFF: 
Ros~ Bowman 
Exec\ltive Oirector 
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ASsocia ti on :for thf:! Humani tie~ i~I:l J;dg.bQ 
I>. Q. :Sox 424 
Boise, idaho 83701 
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ILLINOIS HUMANITIES COUNCIL 
MEMBERS: 
Ann Ida Gannon 
President 
Mundelein College 
Chicago, Illinois 60626 
Herry W. Holling 
Governmental Affairs Representative 
Caterpillar Tractor Company 
Peoria, Illinois 61602 
*Eldon L. Johnson 
Vice President 
Governmental Relations and 
Public Service 
377 Administration Building 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 
Bryant Keeling 
Professor of Philosophy 
Western Illinois University 
Macomb, Illinois 61455 
Marion B. Lamet 
Former Member, Board of Governors 
of Illinois State C,olleges and 
Universities 
Former President, AAUW 
205 Polk Street 
Warsaw, Illinois 62379 
Michael Maibach 
Graduate Student, (Northern 
Illinois University) 
911 Greenbrier 
DeKalb, Illinois 60115 
Martin E. Marty 
Professor of Modern Church 
History 
University of Chicago 
Divinity School 
Swift Hall Chicago, Illinois 60637 
George McClure 
Professor of Philosophy 
Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, Illinois 62901 
Robert W. Murphy, Of Counsel, 
Schiff, Hardin & Wait (Chicago) 
Former Execu. V.P. & Chairman 
of Executive Committee 
Borg-Warner Corporation 
Manly Acres 
Atkinsen, Illinois 61235 
Thomas Nayder 
President 
Chicago Building Trades 
Council 
130 North Wells Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
Richard J. Nelson 
President 
Northern Illinois University 
Lowden Hall 301 
DeKalb, Illinois 60604 
Thomas L. Nicholson 
Attorney 
Mayer, Brown & Platt 
231 South SaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
Elmo E. Roach 
Professor of History 
Bradley University 
Peoria, Illinois 61606 
George M. Schurr 
Sangamo State University 
Shepherd Road 
Springfield, Illinois 62708 
Winton U. Solberg 
Professor of History 
303 Greogory Hall 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 60615 
ILLINOIS 
Sara Spurlark 
Assistant Principal 
Kenwood High School 
5015 South Blackstone 
Chicago, Illinois 60615 
Lawrence w. Towner 
Director 
Newberry Library 
Chicago, Illinois 60610 
Jefferson H. Ware 
President 
State Community College 
of East St. Louis 
East St. Louis, Illinois 622bl 
Paula Wolff 
Professor 
College of Business and Public 
Service 
Governors State University 
Park Forest South, Illinois 60466 
* Chairman 
STAFF: 
Marvin Vawter 
Executive Director 
Illinois Humanities Council 
314 South Neil Street 
Room 203 
Champaign, Illinois 61820 
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INDIANA COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Mrs. Edmund F. Ball 
1707 Riverside 
Muncie, Indiana 47303 
Alpha Blackburn, Hostess, 
"Indy Today" 
WISH-TV, Channel 8 
William M. Burke 
Assistant Provost 
University of Notre 
Notre Dame, Indiana 
Leonard W. Clark 
Chairman 
Dame 
46556 
Department of Philosophy 
Earlham College 
Richrnind, Indiana 47374 
Mrs. Bennie Mae Collins 
Director Career Opportunities 
Gary School System 
Gary, Indiana 46404 
Eric Dean 
Chairman 
Humanities Division 
Wabash College 
Crawfordsville, Ind. 47933 
Marvin E. Hartig, Dean 
Academic Services 
University of Evansville 
P.O. Box 329 
Evansville, Ind. 47701 
Judith Head 
National Board of Directors 
League of Women Voters 
Columbus, Ind. 47201 
Edward N. Howard 
Director, Vigo County 
Public Library 
222 N. 7th Street 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47801 
Jonas Howard, Chairman 
Division of Humanities 
Indiana University-Southeast 
New Albany, Indiana 47150 
Program 
Mrs G. Irving Latz, II 
1919 Hadley Road 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 46804 
Mrs. Peggy A Loar 
Curator of Education 
Indianapolis Museum of Art 
1200 W. 38the Street 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46206 
William F. May, Chairman 
Dept. of Religious Studies 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 47401 
Nani Ranken 
Assistant Professor of 
Philosophy 
Indiana University 
Kokomo, Indiana 46901 
Marcus Riedel, Chairman 
Department of Philosophy 
Indiana State University 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47807 
Donald Schwartz, Chancellor 
IU=PU Fort Wayne 
2101 Coliseum Blvd., East 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 46805 
*Martin D. Schwartz 
2900 Devon Road 
Muncie, Ins. 47304 
Robert A. Smith 
Ferguson, Berry, Ferguson, 
and Smith 
403 E ast 6th St. 
Bloomington, Ind. 47401 
John Tuckey, Chairman 
Department of English 
Purdue University 
Calumet Campus 
Hammond, Indiana 46323 
Edward Warner 
Associate Professor 
of Humanities 
Indiana State Univ. 
Terre Haute, Indiana 47801 
INDIANA 
M~x Wright 
Indiana State. AFL-CIO 
100 North Madi~on Avenue 
GreenwooQ., J;;nciiana 46,142 
STAFF: 
Martin Sullivan 
Executiv~ Di~ec~or 
Indiana Cofi'iftlittee for the 
Humanities 1 
4200 Northwe$t~~n Ave. 
Ind:j..~n~pol.i.s, Ind. 46205 
*Chairm~n 
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IOWA BOARD FOR PUBLIC PROGRAMS IN THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Robert Crom 
Asst. Dean, University- Extension 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Mary A. Grefe 
Past President, AAUW 
3000 Grand Avenue 
No 9J..7 
DesMoines, Iowa 50312 
June Goldman i 
Member, Iowa Hospital Board 
128 South 8th Street 
Esterville, Iowa 51334 
Peter Harstad, Director 
Iowa State Historical 
Society 
402 Iowa Avenue 
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 
Richard Herrnstadt 
English Department 
203 Ross Hall Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Clemmie Hightower 
1818 Liberty 
Clinton. Iowa 52732 
Duane Mackey 
Sioux City Public Schools 
1221 Peirce 
Sioux City, Iowa 51106 
John P. Nelson 
312 Cloverdale Drive 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501 
Ramond Nelson 
Academic Dean 
Morningside College 
Sioux City, Iowa 51106 
Leo Nussbaum 
President, Coe College 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402 
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*Robert F. Ray, Dean 
Division of Extension and 
University Services 
c-107 East Hall 
University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 
Norman Thomas 
Department of Philosophy 
Simpson College 
Indianola, Iowa 50125 
Edward Thorne 
Speech Department 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50313 
Nat Waterman 
1111 Oakland Drive 
Muscatine, Iowa 52761 
*Chairman 
STAFF: 
Philip L. Shively 
Executive Secretary 
Iowa Board for Public Programs 
in the Humanities 
c/o Division of Extension and 
University Services 
c-207, East Hall 
University of Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 
KANSAS COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
J. Hamby Barton· 
Dean, Southwestern College 
Winfield, Kansas 67146 
Joyce Boone 
Instructor of Sociology 
Garden City County College 
Garden City, Kansas 67846 
Robert Caldwell 
415 East Crawford 
Salina, Kansas 67401 
John Chalmers 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Anderson Hall 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan, Kansas 66506 
Dale Gleason, Chairman 
Department of English 
Hutchinson Community Junior 
College 
1300 North Plum 
Hutchinson, Kansas 67501 
Cletus Grosdidier 
R.R. 31 
Eudora, Kansas 66025 
Harold Herd 
Peoples State Bank Bldg. 
Coldwater, Kansas 67029 
Cora Hobble 
Kansas State Federation of Labor 
AFL/CIO 
Topeka, Kansas 66612 
Prudence Hutton 
310 Morningside Lane 
Newton, Kansas 67114 
Gerald Paske 
Chairman 
Dept. of Philosophy 
Wichita State University 
Wichita, Kansas 67208 
John Peterson 
Dean of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences 
Kansas State Teachers College 
Emporia, Kansas 66801 
Robert w. Richmond 
State Archivist 
Kansas State Historical Scociety 
120 w. 10th 
Topeka, Kansas 66612 
w. Stitt Robinson 
Department of History 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 66044 
Howard Walker 
Dean, Continuing Education 
Division of Continuing Education 
University of Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 66044 
*D. Arthur Zook 
Executive Director 
Associated Independent Colleges 
of Kansas 
515 Capitol Federal Building 
700 Kansas Ave. 
Topeka, Kansas 66603 
KANSAS. 
* Chairman 
STAFF: 
Ma,:ri<:m Cgtt 
Executive Director 
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Kansas Committee for the Humanities 
616 Merchant.s Bank Building 
8th and Jackson streets 
Topeka, Kansas 66612 
Rqberta, G:i,ng~~:i,,c_h 
Administrative Assistant 
Kansas committee for the Humanities 
616 Merchants Bank Build:l.ng 
8th and Jackson streets 
Topeka, Ka,nsg_s; 6661.:~ 
5/28/7~ 
KENTUCKY HUMANITIES COUNCIL, INC. 
MEMBERS: 
Edythe Hayes 
Assistant Superintendent of 
Schools 
Fayette County Schools 
400 Lafayette Parkway 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 
R.D. Johnson, Dean 
University Extension 
103 Frazee Hall 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 
**Carolina Krebs 
Professor 
19 Pawnee Trail 
Louisville, Kentucky 40207 
*Thomas M. Kreider, Chairman 
Department of English 
Box 2351 
Berea College 
Berea, Kentucky 40403 
Jim W. Miller 
Professor 
Western Kentucky University 
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101 
Paul Murphey 
Professor, Department of 
Philosophy 
Transylvania University 
Lexington, Kentucky 40508 
Paul Oberst 
College of Law 
229 Law Building 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 
Allen S. Perry 
Editor 
Paintsville Herald 
Paintsville, Kentucky 41240 
Priscilla Robertson, writer 
12627 Osage Road North 
Anchorage, Kent~cky 40506 
Harold Rose, Chairman 
Department of Adult Education 
Morehead State University 
UPO 1343 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
Larry D. Stanley 
Coordinator 
Faculty & Instructional 
Development 
University of Kentucky 
Community College System 
114 Breckinridge Hall 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 
W. Frank Steely 
President, Northern Kentucky 
State College 
Highland Heights, Kentucky 41076 
Betty L. Taylor, Director 
Child Development Services System 
Louisville Board of Education 
Room 603 
4th & Broadway 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202 
Jack E. Weller, Minister 
Box 337 
Lothair Station 
Hazard, Kentucky 41701 
* Chairman 
**Vice-Chairman 
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Walthall 
2708 Seminole 
Ashland, Kentucky 41101 
J. Kendrick Williams 
Box 47 
Nazareth, Kentucky 40048 
KENTUCKY_ 
STAFF: 
Arthur E. Curtis, EXecutive Director 
Kentucky Humani ti~~ C;':Ql.mc;:il , Inc. 
406 Br~(:ki11;r.iqge Hall 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506 
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LOUISIANA COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Murray Blaclanan, Rabbi 
Temple Sinai Congregation 
6227 St. Charles Avenue 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70118 
Dr. Richard B. Chardkoff 
Professor of History 
Northeast Louisiana 
University 
Monroe, Louisiana 71201 
Judge James L. Dennis 
Second Circuit court of 
.; Appeals 
Shreveport, Louisiana 
Dardanella v. Ennis 
Department of Humanities 
Grambling College 
Grambling, Louisiana 71245 
E. c. Harrison 
Vice President for 
Academic Affairs 
Southern University 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 71245 
A. Otis Hebert, Jr. 
Arcadian Folklore Center 
University of Southwestern 
Louisiana 
Lafayette, Louisiana 70501 
Homer L. Hitt. Chancellor 
University of New Orleans 
Lake front · 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70122 
Dr. Walter M. Lowrey 
Chairman, History Dept. 
Centenary College 
Shreveport, Louisiana 71104 
Mr. Vincent Marino 
Editor 
The Advertiser 
Lafayette, Louisiana 
Jack McCarthy 
Director of Education 
State of Louisiana 
AFL-CIO 
P.O. Box 3477 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821 
Mrs. William G. Mcwilliams 
(President, League of Women 
Voters) 
10021 Smitherman Drive 
Shreveport, Louisiana 71105 
Mrs. Ernest N. Moria! 
Civic Leader 
1101 Harrison Avenue 
New Orleans, Louisiana 70122 
G. Leon Netterville, Jr. 
President 
Southern University 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70813 
Mrs. Edward G. Randolph Jr. 
Civic Leader 
1801 Bush Avenue 
Alexandria, Louisiana 71301 
**Sidney Romero, Head 
Department of History and Government 
University Station 
Southeastern Louisiana University 
Hammond, Louisiana 704~1 
Prof. Robert C. Snyder 
Department of English 
Louisiana Tech University 
Ruston, Louisiana 71270 
Raleigh A. Suarez 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
McNeese State University 
Lake Charles, Louisiana 70601 
Cecil G. Taylor 
2105 Kleinert Avenue 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70806 
LOUISIANA 
*Robe:rt c. Wb:i.ttemc;>~e 
Dean, universi-cy college 
Tulane University 
New O:r:;leaRs, Loµ:i.$:i.~ria 7Ql.l8 
* Chairman 
**do,.,,Chai:rntan 
ST1\fF: 
David Boileau 
~~~c::i.rt:i. ve P:i._~ectol;'. 
Louisiana Committee for: the Humanities 
Box 12, Loyola University 
New O~leani;, LQl.l:i.s:i.~J\Ci. 70118 
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MAINE COUNCIL FOR THE HUMANITIES AND ~UBLIC POLICY 
* Walter Corey 
curti§, Corey, Lipe·z, 
and Stevens 
One Canai Pl~~~ 
Portland, M?.ine 04112 
Robert bow 
Director of Mcirine Re~earch 
Dept. of ~a~ine Resources 
State House Annex 
Capi~ol Shopping Center 
Auglista, Maine 04330 
Gloria s. :Ouclos 
393 §pring St-reet 
Portland, Maine 04102 
Roger Howe.l,l 
P~esident 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 
Perry Hudson 
President 
New England Telephone do. 
Portland, Maine 
Geoff:i::ey s. Law 
l.Q f:r:ye .Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
Albert A. Mavrinac 
47 Winter Street 
Waterville, Maine 04901 
Erling Skorpen 
RD 2, ao~ 129 
Hamden Hills, Maine 0444~ 
Robert Strider 
Pre~iqer:it 
Colby College 
Waterville, ~ine 04901 
Lois c~ Wagn.e:r; 
26 Mountain Avenue 
Lewiston, Mciine 04240 
Robe:t't c. Woodward 
189 Webster Ave. 
Bangor; Maine -04401 
* Cha.irtnan 
Old Executive Di~ector: 
Mg._~y Sleeper 
5 ttighland Avenue 
Camden, Mg.ine 04843 
New :Executive Din~c:;t:o~: 
David Sm:i,th 
E_xecutive Director 
Maine Humanities Council 
497 Main St:i::ee"t 
Lewistown, Maine 04240 
7/11/75 
MAINE HUMANITIES COUNCIL 
MEMBERS: 
Norman Beaupre 
Assistant Professor of French 
St. Francis College 
Biddeford, Maine 04005 
Constance Carroll 
Associate Dean 
College of Liberal Arts 
University of Maine 
Portland, Maine 04103 
Gary Cook 
Maine Federated Labor Council 
133 Park Street 
Livermore Falls, Maine 04254 
Walter Corey, Attorney 
72 Parsons Road 
Portland, Maine 04100 
*Robert Dow 
Director of Marine Research 
Department of Marine Resources 
State House Annex 
Capitol Shopping Center 
Augusta, Maine 04330 
Mary Lou Eaton 
King's Arm Terrace 
Judkins Avenue 
Bath, Maine 04530 
Ada Graham, teacher, author 
Wyman Road 
Milbridge, Maine 04658 
John Hakola 
Associate Professor of 
History 
University of Maine at Orono 
Orono,. Maine 04473 
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Doris A. Isaacson 
President, Maine League 
of Historical Societies 
and Museums 
Lewiston and Phippsburg, Maine 
Alan Karstatter 
President, Unity College 
Quaker Hill 
Unity, Maine 04988 
James McLaughlin, Associate 
Professor of Education 
Nasson College 
4 Edmund Street 
Springvale, Maine 04083 
Donald R. McNeil 
Chancellor, University of 
Maine 
228 Deering Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04102 
George T. Prigmore 
Dean of Academic Affairs 
University of Maine at 
Fort Kent 
Fort Kent, Maine 04743 
John Stevens 
State Commissioner 
Department of Indian Affairs 
State House 
Augusta, Maine 04330 
*Chairman 
STAFF: 
Mary Sleeper 
Executive Director 
Maine Humanities Council 
P. 0. Box 780 
Camden, Maine 04343 
MARYLAND COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES AND PUBLIC POLICY 
MEMBERS: 
George Allen, Executive Director 
Regional Education Service Agency 
of Applachian Maryland 
110 Washington Street 
Cumberland, Maryland 21502 
Margaret Deman Armstrong 
Coordinator of Cultural Enrichment 
Activities 
Department of Education 
Administration Building Annex 
Room 228 
Oliver and Eden Streets 
Baltimore, Maryland· 21213 
Mary Combs Barber, Director 
St. Mary's City Commission 
St. Mary's City, Maryland 20686 
Herbert Cahan 
Urban and Media Consultant 
111~-0ne Charles Center 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 
Mr. Edwin Castagna 
3601 Green 
Baltimore, Maryland 21218 
( 301) 235-2486 
Mrs. Raymond Palmer Delano, Jr. 
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MASSACHUSSETTS FOUNDATION FOR THE HUMANITIES AND PUBLIC POLICY 
MEMBERS: 
Randolph Bromery 
Chancellor, University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst 
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002 
William A. ·Davis, Jr. 
Associate Professor 
Law and Urban Studies 
Massachusetts Institute of, 
Technology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 
Benjamin DeMott 
Professor of English 
Amherst College 
19 Johnson Chapel 
Ambers~ Massachusetts 01002 
Daniel c. Dennett 
Associate Professor of Philosophy 
Tufts University 
Medford, Massachusetts 02155 
Frieda Garcia 
Civic Leader 
158 West Newton St. 
Boston, Massachusetts 02118 
Loren Ghiglione 
Editor, The Evening News 
Southbridge, Massachusetts 01550 
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Carl H. Pforzheimer University 
Professor 
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* Chairman 
**Vice Chairman 
STAFF: 
Nathaniel Reed 
Executive Director 
Massachusetts Foundation for the 
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University of Massachusetts 01201 
MICHIGAN COUNCIL FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Clarence A. Andrews 
Adjunct Professor 
American Thought and 
Language Department 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing Michigan 
William Butt 
Academic Dean 
Bay de Nox Community Colleges 
Escanaba, Michigan 
Howard Dooley 
Assistant Professor 
Humanities Department 
Western Michigan University 
Kalam zoo, Michigan 
Gerald Elliott 
Journalist and Editor 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Gerald Else 
Professor of Greek & Latin 
University of Michigan 
Ann arbor, Michigan 48104 
Morton Gordon 
Professor of Adult Education 
Scholl of Education 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
Charles House 
Executive Assistant to 
President 
Central Michigan University 
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan 48858 
Gloria House, Professor 
Department of Interdividional 
Studies 
Wayne State University 
Detroit, Michigan 48202 
Gertrude V. Huebner 
Civic leader 
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 
Lynn Jondahl 
State Representative 
Michigan House of Represent-
atives 
East Lansing, Michigan. 
Lee Katz 
Director, Special Projects 
and Research Development 
204 Pearce Hall 
Eastern Michigan University 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 
*Raleigh Morgan, Professor 
Romance Languages Department 
4132 Modern Languages Depart-
ment 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
Russel B. Nye 
Distinguished Professor 
of English 
Michigan State University 
East Lansing, Michigan 
Sarah Goddard Power 
Regent 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
Susan M. Quattrociocchi 
Director of Monitoring and 
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Wayne Countu Office of Man-
Power 
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Detroit, Michigan 48202 
Richard Simmons 
Director of Center for 
Urban Studies 
Wayne State University 
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Red Wing, Minnesota· 5506'6 
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Bemidji, Minnesota 56601 
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Carleton College 
Northfield, Minnesota 55057 
Ann Thomas, President 
Metro Area League of Wom~n 
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5792 Lynwood Blvd. 
Mound, Minnesota 55364 
Neil Thompson, Director 
American Studies 
St. Cloud State College 
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Associate Professor of 
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Macalester College 
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General Extension Division 
and Summer .Session 
University of Minnesota 
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* Chairman 
Mrs. Ruth Okarski 
110 West Virginia 
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Lynn M. Smith 
Executive Director 
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Catherine Lynch 
Assistant Director 
Minnesota Humanities Commission 
Metro Square 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 
MISSISSIPPI COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
John K. Bettersworth 
Vice President for 
Academic Affairs 
Mississippi State University 
Mississippi State, Miss. 39194 
OWen Cooper, President 
Mississippi Chemical Corp. 
Yazoo City, Mississippi 39194 
J.O. Emmerich, Editor 
Enterprise Journal 
McComb, Mississippi 39648 
Thomas J. Flynn, Chairman 
Department of Philosophy 
and Religion 
University of Mississippi 
University, Mississippi 38677 
*Porter L. Fortune, Jr. 
Chancellor 
University of Mississippi 
University, Mississippi 38677 
George Godwin, Jr. 
Vice President and Treadurer 
Godwin Advertising Agency 
Jackson, Mississippi 39205 
Jack W. Gunn, Dean 
Delta State University 
Cleveland, Mississippi 38732 
George Howell 
Vice President 
Litton Industries 
Pascagoula, Mississippi 39567 
Robert Mayo, President 
Hinds Junior College 
Raymond, Mississippi 39154 
R. A. McLemore 
Executive Secretary 
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Commission 
Clinton, Mississippi 39056 
Charles W. Moorman 
Dean of the University 
University of Souther~ Mississippi 
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University of Southern Mississippi 
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University of Missouri 
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... Dean 
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MONTANA COMMITTEE FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Earl J. Barlow 
Superintendent of Schools 
Browning, Montana 59601 
Gordon Brittan 
Department of Philosophy 
Montana State University 
Bozeman, Montana 59714 
Louise Cross 
American Association of 
University Women 
1510 East Ames Wye 
Glendive, Montana 59330 
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Chairman 
Department of Philosphy 
University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana 59801 
*Roy Huffman 
Vice President for Research 
Montana State University 
Bozeman, Montana 59714 
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State Librarian 
Helena, Montana 59601 
Frank Kerins 
President 
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Helena, Montana 59601 
William MacKay, Jr. 
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Bradley Parrish 
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Lewistown, Montana 59457 
Hal Stearns 
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Professor of English 
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*Chairman 
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University of Montana 
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MEMBERS: 
*Keith Blackledge, Editor 
North Platte Telegraph 
Box 370 
Ruth Colwell 
Secretary-Treasurer 
812 W. Park Ave. 
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English Department 
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Harry Hoffman, Professor 
220 Fine Arts Building 
Kearney State College 
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Robert Hupp 
Prof. of History 
Northeast Nebraska 
Technical College 
Norfolk, Nebraska 68701 
Edward Janike 
(Ret. Dean of Extension) 
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Asst. Principal 
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Coordinator of Migrant Health 
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Lyle Seymour, President 
Wayne State College 
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Attorney 
Kearney, Nebraska 68847 
William T. Utley, Dean 
College of Continuing Studies 
University of Nebraska 
Omaha, Nebraska 68132 
Mimi Waldbaum 
Civic Leader 
1403 S. 9lst Avenue 
Omaha, Nebraska 68124 
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Ralph Wardle 
Professor of Engli~b, Ret. 
University of Nebraska 
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STAFF: 
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Execu~ive Director 
Nebraska Committee for the Humanities 
RFD 2 1 Box 65 A 
Kearney, Nebraska 68847 
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MEMBERS: 
Bryn Armstrong 
Las Vegas Sun 
121 S. Highland Drive 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Jery A. Blankenship 
University United Methodist 
Church 
4412 S. Maryland Parkway 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
Charles R. Donnelly 1 
Community College Division 
University of Nevada System 
405 Marsh Avenue 
Reno, Nevada 
Robert B. Goicoechea 
Vaughn, Hull, Marfisi & Goicoechea 
Attorneys and Counselors 
Box 831 
Elko, Nevada 89801 
Charles Greenhaw 
Department of English 
Northern Nevada Community 
College 
901 Elm Street 
Elko, Nevada 89801 
Ronald Jack 
Manpower Analyst 
Dept. of Community Development 
City of Las Vegas, City Hall 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
Lavonne Lewis 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Officer 
Reynolds Electrical and 
Engineering Co., Inc. 
2501 Wyandotte 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 
Frank S. Lucash 
Department of Philosophy 
University of Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 89507 
Max Milam, President 
University of Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 89507 
Hazel P. Potter 
Library 
Sparks High School 
820 15th Street 
Sparks, Nevada 
Harriet L. Sheldon, Chairwoman 
Social Sciences Department 
University of Nevada 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
*Wilbur S. Shepperson 
Chairman, History Department 
University of Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 89407 
John M. Townley 
Nevada Historical Society 
1650 N. Virginia Street 
P.O. Box 1129 
Reno, Nevada 89504 
Herman van Betten 
Associate Professor of English 
University of Nevada 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109 
Robert G. Whittemore 
Reno Psychiatric Association 
975 Ryland Avenue 
Reno, Nevada 
* Chairman 
STAFF: 
Elmer Cole 
Executive Director 
Nevada Humanities Committee 
1101 N. Virginia St. 
Reno, Nevada 89503 
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NEW HAMPSHIRE COUNCIL FOR THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Norman Abelson 
Whittemore-Abelson 
4 Park St. 
Concord, N.H. 03301 
Prof. Rose T. Antosiewicz. 
Dept. of French & Italian 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham, N.H. 03824 
Thelma Babbitt 
Prospect Hill 
Hancock, New Hampshire 03449 
Ann S. N. Backus 
167 No. Adams 
Manchester, New Hampshire 03104 
Dr. Warren Brown 
Dept. of Political Science 
Univ. of New Hampshire 
Durham, N.H. 03301 
Prof. Jere Daniell 
218 Reed 
Dartmouth College 
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755 
*Dr. Nancy H. Deane 
Director of Affirmative Action 
Thompson Hall 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
James D. Ewing 
Keene Sentinel 
Keene, New Hampshire 03431 
Robert B. Fahrner 
Canaan St. Rd. 
Box 172 
Canaan, N.H. 03741 
Prof. Charles A. Hildebrandt 
Department of Social Science 
Keene State College 
Keene, New Hampshire 03431 
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William R. Jarvis 
Jarvis Hill 
Claremont, N.H. 03743 
Lewis A. Redding 
Director of Development 
Franconia College 
Franconia, N.H. 03580 
Ron Russell 
74 Beech St. 
Keene, N. H. 034:30 
Ms. Susan Salls 
New Hampshire Times 
Box 35 
Concord, New Hampshire 03301 
Mrs. David L. Stark (Lea) 
2 Auburn St. 
Concord, N.H. 03301 
Prof. William L. Taylor 
R.R. #1, Box 142 
Center Harbor, N.H. 03226 
or 
Plymouth State College 
Plymouth, N.H. 03264 
Gordon O. Thayer 
Mirror Lake P.O. 
Mirror Lake, N.H. 03853 
Ethan Tolman 
R.D. Marlboro (Nelson) N.H. 03455 
or 
Franklin Pierce College 
Rindge, N.H. 03461 
Mrs. Alice White 
Pinkham Notch 
Gorham, N.H. 03581 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Prot. He~uy :e:. V:i.ttlfill 
s Keeble 8-t. 
Plymouth, N.H. 03264 
0~ 
English Dept. 
Plymouth State College 
_Plymouth, N.H. 03264 
*Chairman 
STAFF: 
Stephen H. Taylor 
E~eGutive Di~ecto~ 
103 Fitch Hall ~ KUA 
Box 271 
~eriden, N!H. 03770 
NEW JERSEY COMMITT.EE ON THE HUMANITIES 
MEMBERS: 
Clara L. Allen, Director 
Communications Workers 
of America 
AFL~CIO, Vistrict #1 
355 Chestnut Street 
Union, New Jersey 07083 
Frank Elliot, President 
Rider College 
Trenton, New Jersey 08602 
Jeremiah S. Finch 
Professor of English and 
Secretary of the University 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
Lawrence Frymire 
Executive Director 
New Jersey Public Broadcasting 
Authority 
1573 Parkside Avenue 
Trenton, New Jersey 08638 
Fletcher Knebel 
208 Edgerstoune Rd. 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
c. Fred Main, Jr. 
Professor of English 
Van Dyck Hall 305-c 
Rutgers University 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903 
Lois Marshall 
Dean of, Community Services 
Bergen Community College 
400 Paramus Road 
Paramus, New Jersey 07656 
Joyce Mitchell 
Manager, Manpower Planning 
Johnson & Johnson 
2E Hidden Lake Drive 
North Brunswick, New Jersey 08902 
Richard E. Onorevole 
Assistant Superintendent 
of Schools 
Administration Building 
School Street 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854 
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Dr. Rudolph Pasler 
Chairman, Liberal Arts 
Salem Community College 
Penns Grove, N.H. 
*Bernard G. Peltz, Dean 
Career and Continuing 
Education 
Camden County College P.O. 
Box 200 
Blackwood, New Jersey 08012 
Elenore Cole Pritchard 
Head of Cataloging 
Department 
Haddonfield Public Library 
Haddonfield, New Jersey 08033 
Leah P. Sloshberg, Director 
State Museum 
P.O. Box 1868 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 
Hamilton Stillwell, Dean 
University Extension Division 
Rutgers University 
77 Hamilton Street 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 
Howard S. Vogt, Director 
Bloomfield Public Library 
90 Broad Street 
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003 
Prof. Joseph Walsh 
Dept. of Philosophy 
Stockton State College 
Pomona, New Jersey 
Marie Wanek 
Department of History 
Glassboro State College 
Glassboro, New Jersey 08028 
John Willis History Dept. 
Princeton University 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
*Chairman 
NEW_ JERSEY 
STAFF: 
Miriam Murphy 
Exec:\Jt.:iv~ Dj.rector 
New Jersey Committee 
on the Humanities 
J,.37 Church Street 
;Rut._gers Vniver~:i,. ty 
New .Brunswick, New Jersey 06903 
Diane Goldsmith 
Administrative Assistant 
NJCH 
1~7 Chruch Street 
Rutgers University 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903 
NEW MEXICO HUMANITIES COUNCIL 
MEMBERS: 
Frank Angel, Jr. 
President Emeritus 
New Mexico Highlands 
University 
Las Vegas, New Mexico 87701 
J. Burchenal Ault 
Vice President 
St. John's College 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87701 
Luciano Ramon Baca . 
Director of Evaluation. 
State Department of 
Education Building 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503 
Ms Eva Mae Benally, Director 
Navajo Community College 
Shiprock Branch 
P.O. Box 580 
Shiprock, New Mexico 87420 
Monroe Billington 
Department of History 
New Mexico State University 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88310 
Linda Davis 
c s Ranch 
Cimarron, New Mexico 87714 
*Thomas M. Gale, Dean 
College of Arts and Sciences 
New Mexico State University 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001 
Neal Gonzales 
Executive Secretary AFL-CIO 
6303 Indian School Rd , N.E. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110 
B.C. Goodwin, Jr., Director 
Conference Council on Ministries 
The United Methodist Church 
209 San Pedro, N.E. 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108 
Gordon K. Greaves, Editor 
~he Portales News-Tribune 
Portales, New Mexico 88130 
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Ferrel Heady, President 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 
Robert Hoffman 
American Bank of Commerce 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 
Frank W. Ikle 
Department of History 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 
Katheryn Lee Lawson 
(Research Scientist, Sandia 
Corp.) 
1738 Lafayette Drive, N.E. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 
Mrs. Walter M. Mayer 
Santa Fe Opera 
P.O. Box 581 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 
Arthur G. Ortega 
Attorney-at-Law 
Bank of New Mexico Building 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103 
David M. Salman 
Representative 
State Legislature 
La Cueva, New Mexico 87123 
NEW MEXICO 
Lucille Stilwell 
P. o. Box S64 · 
Corrale~, New ~xico 87048 
Rieb~:r;g T:r;el~a~e, Jr. 
Bishop 
Diocese of New Mexico and 
Southwest Texas 
p., 0. BQX 4130 
Albuquerque, New Me~ieo 8710€) 
Sc;tbipe Ulibarri 
Professor of RQID<iAQe ~~g'J,ages 
University of New Mexieo -
Albuquerque; New Mexico 87131 
.Jack Will.iarn§on 
Depa:rtmen-t of :J;:ngli§A 
Eastern New Mexico university 
Port~le~, New Mexico 88201 
Helen Gibbens Wilson 
Box 7 
Gl9:r;ieta, New Mexico 87535 
DµdleY Wynn 
·1331 Park A.venue, s.w. 
Apt. 302: 
Albuqµ~~que, N.M. 87102 
*Chairman 
STAFF: 
Alien Gerlach 
~xec\ltive Secretary 
New Me~iQQ Hwnanities Council 
300 Scholes Hq.11 
The university of New Mexico 
Alibuq_qe:r;q:\le, New Mexico 87131 
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Dr. Mur ·el Latham-Pfei~er 
Dept. of E.ng:J,.j.sh 
University of AlQ\lqu~rque 
st. JQ~~ph's Place, N.W". 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87140 
or. :Phi].ip <;ook 
Dept;. of B-~~~ory & 
sciences 
We~tern New Mexieo 
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NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
WASHIN._GTON, D.C. 20506 
The Endowment and the Bicentennial 
From its creation in 1965, The Humanities Endowment has sought to deepen 
the nation's capacity for understanding its history and guiding principles, 
and to foster the use of that knowledge in strengthening the fabric of 
American society. That objective, set forth in the NFAH Act and pursued 
under the guidance of the National Council on the Humanities, is reflected 
in all NEH programs, which have supported a broad spectrum of activities 
directed at illuminating the American past, its impact on the present course 
of the nation, and its relationship to other cultures and civilizations. Thus, 
a major part of the Endowment's work is, and will always be, closely related 
to what a·serious observance of the Bicentennial should intend. 
Going beyond the legislative mission of the Endowment, the Federal Government 
is inevitably concerned with the Bicentennial -- not as a promoter or super-
visor, but as a participant. In that role its example and influence will 
importantly affect the over-all tone and quality of the nation's response to 
the occasion. If government support is directed into programs that involve the 
highest ideals of American life, then other public and private observances of 
the Bicentennial should be affected for the good. 
By virtue of its characteristic programs and the standards of excellence which 
govern them, the Endowment has been charged by Congress and the Administration 
with a principal responsibility for assisting Bicentennial-related activities 
of serious purpose and lasting value. This has not required radically new de-
partures in programming, but rather an expansion of support in established 
fields where the Bicentennial stimulus would naturally be felt in increased 
proposals. Accordingly, with the increased funding available during FY 1974-
76 the Endowment has identified certain specifically Bicentennial priorities 
as extensions of normal NEH activities, conducted under standard operating 
procedures. 
The requested FY 1976 appropriation provides for continued funding, as in FY 
1974-75, through which the Endowment solicits proposals within the afore-
mentj_oned priorities: in the public programs, to emphasize American themes 
in film, television, and community projects; in education, to help establish 
American studies programs at all educational levels; in fellowships, to 
address historically important issues and their implications for the present 
and the future; in research grants, to support reference works and new edi-
tions dealing with American history and culture; and in planning and develop-
ment, to encourage young people and other population elements in a deeper con-
cern with the American experience. 
A principal focus for many of these activities is the American Issues Forum 
(AIF), a national program developed under Endowment auspices and co-sponsored 
by the American Revolution Bicentennial Administration. The core of the Forum 
is a calendar of issues running from September 1975 to May 1976 and comprising 
2 
major issues which have continually affected American life from the beginning. 
The calendar was designed to provide a flexible programming framework enabling 
all American organizations, institutions and individuals to participate in a 
nation-wide dialogue about the nation's heritage and goals. 
Public reaction to the AIF was immediately enthusiastic, and it has become the 
national framework for serious Bicentennial observance. A very large number 
of Americans are now and will be throughout 1976 engaged in AIF-related activi-
ties -- and most of these will be carried out without Federal support. Major 
television networks have scheduled programs to coordinate with the Forum's 
topics; national public radio is presenting a monthly series tied into the Forum; 
newspapers, magazines, and corporate publications will feature articles on Forum 
topics; national organizations (AFL-CIO, NAACP, National Grange, Foreign Policy 
Association, National Council on the Aging and others) are developing special-
ized materials for their members; educational institutions have adopted the 
Forum's calendar for classroom work and for outreach activities into their com-
munities; and thousands of local civic, religious, and professional bodies 
will be conducting discussion programs on AIF issues. All these activities 
suggest that a "nation in dialogue with itself" -- the goal of the Endowment 
and others who helped develop the American Issues Forum -- has become a reality. 
The Endowment is charged by the NFAH Act with helping Americans "to achieve a 
better understanding of the past, a better analysis of the present, and a 
better view of the future." It has accordingly welcomed the Bicentennial's 
potential for arousing citizen interest in the nation's well-being, not just 
among academic humanists but among members of all professions and the adult 
public generally. In the years beyond 1976, its task will be to consolidate 
and strengthen this awakened public interest. 
The following pages briefly summarize NEH activities which have received 
funding during the FY 1974-76 period and which relate to the nation's observ-
ance of its two-hundredth anniversary. These include (a) a listing of those 
activities which have been recognized by the Domestic Council's cabinet-level 
Bicentennial Committee as special Federal projects for the Bicentennial period, 
(b) a listing of other activities supported by the Endowment which -- as they 
focus on the development of American civilization and the humanistic aspects 
of problems confronting the citizenry today -- may be of particular interest 
during this period, and (c) a section describing American Issues Forum activi-
ties of especial significance. 
September, 1975 
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES 
Bicentennial-related Projects, FY 1974-76 
(Funding in thousands) 
A. Projects Approved by Domestic CoW1cil Bicentennial 
Committee 
1. State-based Humanities Programs. Operational pro-
grams, administered by State Committees on the Humanities, 
supporting in all 50 states local projects directly 
involving millions of ci~izens in discussions with 
humanists about important public policy issues of 
FY 1974 
Actual 
~oncern to their state. $ 7,569 
2. American Film Review. Production of programs and 
series on the American heritage for television and radio 
including "The Adams Series" (a 13-hour program sequence 
covering 200 years of American history beginning with John 
Adams), biographical series on George Washington and Thomas 
Jefferson, and programs on selected aspects of American 
civilization. 3,540 
3. America's Authors on Filmso Dramatizations of great 
works of American literature -- short stories, plays, and 
writings by such writers as Mark Twain, Willa Cather, Ernest 
Hemmingway and Eugene O'Neill -- which illuminate the American 
character and experience. 265 
4. Perspectives on America. Design and preparation of 
major interpretive museum exhibits, which will travel to 
various areas of the country, and community museum exhibits 
which illustrate the nation's origins, growthu and evolution. 1,217 
FY 1975 
Actual 
$ 13, 690 
2,985 
1,738 
1,880 
FY 1976 
Estimated.!/ 
$ 15, 600 
2,000 
500 
1,500 
5. Skills for the Bicentennial. Training workshops for 
staffs of museums and historical societies relating to the 
designo presentation, and coordination of Bicentennial inter-
pretive exhibits. 
6. National Humanities Series. Humanities programs on 
Bicentennial themes developed by the NEH Program Development 
Centers involving live presentations and audience participa-
tion for the nation's smaller communities. 
7. Great Issues in the American Experienceo Community 
discussion programs -- organized around great historical 
questions and issues in our past which have continuing rele-
vance to contemporary America -- developed and conducted for 
broad-scale participation by citizens in major metropolitan 
areas. 
8. College Courses for the Bicentennial. New humanities 
programs for colleges and universities examining the American 
Revolution, the subsequent development of the nation, and 
America's place in the world. 
9. History in the Schools. Preparation of improved 
and up-to-date curriculum materials in American history and 
development of interdisciplinary American studies courses for 
the elementary and high school classroom. 
10. Scholarship for the Bicentennialo Original research 
on the background and events of the Revolutionary period 0 the 
development of American institutions, history and culture of 
U.S. minorities and regional groups, and America's relations 
with other countries. 
FY 1974 
Actual 
431 
1,241 
330 
1,162 
989 
2,486 
FY 1975 
Actual 
342 
352 
841 
1,054 
452 
2,790 
FY 1976 
Estimated .!/. 
100 
1,500 
1,000 
500 
3,000 
11. Letters and Papers of Great Americans. Editing of 
the papers of American statesmen -- including George 
Washington, John Jay, Robert Morris, John Marshall, Daniel 
Webster, and Booker T. Washington -- and preparation of 
definitive and complete editions of the works of major 
nineteenth-century American writers such as Hawthorne, 
Thoreau, Melville, and Whitman. 
12. International Bicentennial Conferences. Congresses 
and conferences of international scholarly organizations 
bringing the leading figures in the humanities from around 
the world to the United States in recognition of the 
Bicentennial. 
13. Bicentennial Histories for the States. A series 
of guidebooksfor each state, the District of Columbia and the 
territories, providing the general public with interpretive 
essays relating the history of each State to that of the 
nation. 
14. Bicentennial Course by Newspaper. Development of a 
college-level course, using newspaper articles and aimed at 
the general public, examining American Issues Forum subjects. 
15. Good Reading for the Bicentennial. Preparation of 
annotated reading lists -- one series for adults, another 
for young persons -- of books and audio visual materials which 
can be used for individual study or group discussions con-
cerning American Issues Forwn topics. 
16. National Bicentennial Youth Debate. Organization of a 
program involving thousands of high-school and college students 
in every state in research on American history and discussion 
of selected issues and value questions relating to the American 
Issues Forum. 
Total - Domestic Council Approved Projects 
FY 1974 
Actual 
1~776 
362 
291 
85 
159 
22,003 
FY 1975 
Actual 
924 
879 
1,538 
748 
1, 240y 
31,673 
FY 1976 
EstimateaY 
750 
100 
300 
750 
27,600 
B. Other Bicentennial-related Activities 
1. Humanities Institutes~ Establishment of a three-
year institute on "The Humanities and National Life" 
bringing senior and junior scholars from around the country 
together to undertake interdisciplinary research and 
curriculum development for college-level courses which can 
be used in undergraduate programs in American civilization. 
2. Faculty Fellowships and Seminars. Aid for indivi-
dual and group study projects by college teachers examin-
ing selected aspects of U.S. history and culture. 
3. Youthgrants. Humanities projectsdesigned and con-
ducted by students and out-of-school youth on local, 
regional, and minority history. 
4. Special programso Planning and development of new 
programs relating to American themes and aimed at special 
populations. 
Total-Other Activities 
Grand Total 
1/ Based on FY 1976 appropriation request. 
FY 1974 
Actual 
$ 2,759 
1,204 
154 
902 
5,019 
27,022 
FY 1975 
Actual 
1,127 
110 
2,779 
34,452 
£1 Funding in previous year sufficient to assure presentation/operation during 
Bicentennial period. 
II 
FY 1976 
Estimated.!/ 
1,200 
150 
2,oooY 
3,350 
30,950 
Office of Planning and Analysis 9/24/75 
AMER!l!C:AN ISSUES F0RUM 
Active Projects 
September 1975 
The American Iissues Forum is a national ,program for the Bicentennial, ,uniquely d'esigned to engage 
the di!rec,t participation o.f ev.ery c.itizen nati!onwide, as wetl as others !beyond ·Our borders,, during the 
Bicentennia~ year. 
Ailthough d'eve]oped under ,the aus;pices· of the National 1Endowment for the Human:ities andl co-
sponsored by the American Revolution Bicentennial Adm.imisitration, the Forum has been designed by ,a 
smallJ group o.f private citizens, and iJil':itiall!y presents on]y a framework f.or other prog:rams. Its success 
as a national Bicentenp.iai] program (and as, an .extraordinary expe·rimen.,t in the creation o:f a nat:i!onal 
dialogue) depends upon the d'egr,ee to wh·i!ch the nation -- ,through its organizations, institutions, corpora-
tions,, foundations, connnurni1ties, neighborhoods, gro~ps, fami 1 ies'; andl indivi•dua]s -- develops ,programs 
,under the calenda·r o.f ito,pi:cs whkh .the Forum affo.rds. 
''.L'his 'IJist of Activ,e Projects describe·s activities undertaken by vari.ous media, ·organizations,, corpora·ti!ons, 
and state and community :groups as of September 1., 1975. 
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1. DISSEMINATION AND PROMOTION OF THE FORUM CALENDAR 
Sponsor and Project Activity Activity Director 
Exxon Corporation: The Summary ver:::5.on of the Forum Calendar, See August/September issues 
Public's Calendar available for the public in August through of Times, Ladies Home Journal, 
an attractive pull-out insert in leading Ebony, National Geo9raEhic, 
magazines. Reader's Digest, and Scholas-
tic Magazines. 
Screen News Digest/ A promotional 20 min., color film docu- State Humanities Committees 
Hearst Metrotone News: mentary on the Fortun to introduce interested State Bicentennial Commissions 
Film Documentary; Stun- community organizations and groups to the Forum, NEH 
mary Calendar and with Summary Calendar/Discussion Guide. ARBA 
Discussion Guide or Mr. Martin Kendrick, Dir. 
Screen News Digest/Hearst 
Metrotone News 
325 East 45th Street 
New York, New York 10017 
Bank of America: Introduction to the Forum and summary Mr. Duncan Knowles 
Statement Stuffers Calendar in August-September Bank statements, SoCial Policy 
and Special Articles and publication of Forum-related articles in Bank of America 
Bank American. San Francisco, Calif. 
Adult Education "Faro Sob re Temas De Los Estados Unidos Charles Wood, Exec. Dir. 
Association: de America. " Adult Education Association 
Calendar in Spanish Spanish version of full calendar and supporting 810 18th Street, N.W. 
materials for local community groups. Washington, o.c. 20006 
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~E:DIA ACTIV:ET!ES 
sronsor ,and! Pro] ect 
WNET./l! .l PBS In.-Schoo'l! Tel!evi-
siC"m andl P·r.ime Time Broadcast 
Activ:i!ty 
Monthly in-school ,television programs with 
'Supporting teacher and student materials keyed to , 
the nime monthly For1.1m topi!cs based on .a design 1 1 
created by the Chi!l!dren's Television Workshop. : 
: For students in grades 6-9· and for adu!llts. To 
1
' be broadcast by PBS in school districts an<l prime 
time. 16 mm. film prints also availa!:>'1ie. 
, Additional private sector fundin9 is still being 
Dr. Donal!d Fouser 
WNET/13 
30.4' West 58th Street 
New York., New York 1:0019 
or Or. 11!>an ·F a 1les 
WNET/~B 
356 .w. 58th Str.eet 
New York, New York 1!0016· 
--·-------~--...---------_,,i _s_o_u_g_h_t_·-------------------------.,'+-i ______________ __.._ __ _ 
W~ekl!y articles on Forum topics ,diistri!buted .I 
free to participating 1newspapers by t:J;.P.I. ,and the 
Nati'on'al •Newspaper Association,. Credit and non-
credit courses offered through local colleges. 
·un•iversity of Cali!fbrnia,, 
San Biego Extensi!on: 
"Courses By Newspaper" 
Na·tiona·l Publ!ic Radio: 
"'American I•ss.ues Radio 
For uni" 
Readers and Study Guides avai!Lable. 
·I 
George Col!burn/C.A. Lewis 
"Courses 1By Newspaper'" 
4901 Morena Boul!evard 
Sui,te 209 
San Diego, Cal!.Hornia 92117 
Nine monthly three-hour radio for.urns,, incl:u,- 1 Dr .. .:Jack Mitche!Ll. 
ding, pr:esentati!ons, discuss.i!ons, and' hatiional I:>i!:'ector of lnforrnational 
I
, call-in sessio.ns. Broadcast monthil!y, on the Prag.rams 
i first Saturday from il:OO A.M. to 2::00 P.M. National 1Public Rad.i!o 
I ~Eastern Time;) pegimning in September. I 2025 M. s;tr.eet., N.W. 
1 I wa·shi·ngton., o.c. 20036 
~------------------~-------------+-------~--~--------------~-------------------------4--~----------~-------~~~ 
CBS/ABC/NBC: 
For.um-related 
Programs 
Network specials, documentaries, public 
affairs programs, news broadaasts,, taiik/discus-
sion shows, and sit-com/entertai!nMent programs 
will be reiiating their schedules., where~er. pos-
l sibl:e,, to Forum topics. 
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(Informat:ion about these to be 
; provi!ded by ne,two.rks and con-
ta·ined in specia1l NEH bulletins 
i on- .nat:iona 1 televi·s ion 1programs.) 
3. NATIONWIDE PROGRAMS 
Sponsor and Project 
American Library Association: 
AIF Reading Lists 
Speech Communication 
Association: 
Bicentennial Youth 
Debates 
Materials for Schools: 
1. Science Research 
Associates (SRA) 
2. Scholastic Magazines: 
Scholastic Voice 
~ctivity 
Two reading lists--one for adults and one 
for young readers--to support the weekly Forum 
topics. 10 million lists that include books, 
records, and audio/visual materials distributed 
through all libraries, bookstores, and many· 
national organizations. Posters also available. 
Local, state, regional, and subsequently 
national competitive youth debates on the Forum's 
monthly topics. Participation from high school 
and. college-age youth, as well as wide community 
participation. Development of ongoing programs 
for participating youth. Private sector funding 
is still being sought. 
Correlation of SRA social studies materials 
with the 36 weekly topics of the Forum, available 
for purchase l.y elementary and secondary schools, 
and by aduit groups and organizations for use in 
in community discussions. 
Monthly statements, on the Forum's topics 
relating various literary works and trends to 
the monthly issues. 
Activity Directo.r 
Mr. Donald E. Stewart 
American Library Association 
50 East Huron Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Dr. Richard C. Huseman, Dir. 
Bicentennial Youth Debates 
1625 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D,C. 20036 
Mr. Bernard Velenchik 
Social Studies Product Manager 
SRA, Inc. 
259 East Erie Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Ms. Marjorie Burns 
Editor, Scholastic Voice 
Scholastic Magazines Inc. 
50 West 44th S~reet 
New York, New York 10036 
4. NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: SPECIFiC FORUM MATERIALS 
American Association for 
State and Local History: 
Assistance to Historical 
Organizations 
Nine essays by distinguished historians 
viewing the Forum topics from the local perspective 
of city, town and countryside. Suggestions for 
Forum programming for organizations, community 
organizations, and local media. 
AFL-CIO: Labor Perspectives Pamphlets on the Forum's monthly topics 
distributed to union members throughout the country. 
Dr. William T. Alderson 
Executive Director 
American Association for 
State and Local History 
1400 Eighth Ave. South 
Nashville, Tennessee 37203 
Mrs. Dorothy Shields 
Division of Education 
AFL-CIO 
815 16th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
,---------------+------------------------------...l-------------·-----
Educational Film Library 
Association: 
Forum Film List 
Foreign Policy Association: 
Discussion Materials 
Gaylord Brothers, Inc./SIRS: 
Materials for Libraries 
Comprehensive annotated list of films available 
on each of the Forum topics, published at cost for 
use by film libraries and interested groups and 
organizations. 
Discussion materials for the 7th month, 
"America and the World," for use in FPA nationwide 
adult study discussion programs. 
Program package for libraries on the Forum 
topics. Designed for use by librarians in planning 
and conducting Forum community discussion prog~ams. 
Available for purchase. 
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Ms. Nadine Covert 
Administrative Director 
Educational Film Library 
Association 
17 W. 60th Street 
New York, New York 10023 
Dr. Norman Jacob, Dir. 
Foreign Policy Association 
345 East 46th Street 
New York, New York 10017 
Ms. Virgit&ia H. Mathews 
Gaylord Brothers, Inc./SIRS 
P.O. Box 61 
Syracuse, New York 13201 
4. NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: SPECIFIC FORUM MATERIALS (Cont'd.) 
Sponsor and Project Activity Activity Director 
National Association for the Special articles on monthly Forum topics to Mr. Warren Marr, II 
Advancement of Colored appear in the NAACP monthly journal, CRISIS. Editor, Crisis 
People (NAACP): Minority 1790 Broadway 
Viewpoints New York, New York 10019 
National Center for Urban Series of articles stressing ethnic identity Msgr. Geno Baroni, Pres. 
Ethnic Affairs: Ethnic on the Forum's weekly topics. To be distributed Andy Leon Harney, Editor 
Viewpoints to ethnic media throughout the country, including Nationa'!. Center for Urban 
750 ethnic language community newspapers and radio Ethnic Affairs 
stations. 4408 Eighth Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C.20017 
The National Council on the Discussion materials on the monthly Forum Mr. Louis Hausman 
Aging: Older Americans topics for use by organizations and individuals who NCOA - Suite 504 
Materials work. Distributed through newspapers and national 1828 L Street, N.W. 
organizations affiliated with NCOA. Washington, D.C . 20036 
.. 
National Federation of "Talking discs" containing the full Calendar to Mr. James Ga shell 
the Blind: "Talking discs." enable the blind in America to participate in the National Federation of th 
Forum. Blind 
e 
1346 Connecticut Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
The National Grange: Rural Discussion materials on the monthly Forum Mr. David R. Lambert 
and Small Town Area topics for use by member Granges and other orga- The National Grange 
Statements on the Issues lnizations concerned with the farmers and residents 1616 H Stieet, N.W. 
of rural areas and small towns. Washington, D.C. 20006 
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Sponsor and Proiect 
;N'a!t ional Urban Leagi:ie: 
Mi,nori1ty v:i>ewpoints 
Women i!n Comml:lniity S·ervice, 
Imc. (iW1ICS): Women's 
Vlewpo:i!n1ts 
I 
Acitivity 
Discus·si·on materials on itwo spec:Lf'.i:c 
mon1thly topi·cs for ]J(i)i)' local Urban Leagues and! 
the comml:lnities ·they serve. 
Pa111phlets1 on the moh.thly Forum topics fo,r 
use by four na!tiona 1l or,ganizati!ons and two regiona] 
o,rgahizations o.f the \HCS. coalit·i:on ,of women,' s groups 
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Mr~ James Williams 
Direcitor oif Comrnunicat ions 
National Urban League 
5©0 East 62nd Street 
New York, New Yo·rk 10022 
1Mi!ss Mary A. Hallar,en 
Exe cut i!ve Di recitor 
·W':I: C S , Im r: . • 
~]30 Rhode Island Avenue,N.W. 
1Washington, iD• .• C. 200'36 
5. NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: GENERAL FORUM PROGRAMS 
Sponsor and Project Activity Activity Director 
Administration on Aging Agencies on the aging at the local, state, Dr. Clark Tibbits 
Department of Health, Educ a- and Federal levels to address the question of Administration on Aging 
' tion, and Welfare older Americans and their relationship to the Department of Health, 
Community Meetings Forum issues. Education, and Welfare 
Washington, D.C. 20201 
I 
American Association of Information to member institutions, enc our- I Dr. Roger Yarrington 
Community anc! Junior Colleges: agement to convene Community Leaders' Workshops, I Vice-President 
General Community College articles in its Journal, and program ideas for ' AACJC - Suite 410 ! 
Participation community colleges on the Forum topics. One Dupont Circle, N.W. I Washington, D.C. 20036 
! 
American Association of Cooperation with the "Courses By Newspaper" Dr. William Fulkerson 
State Colleges and and adoption of the Forum as official 
i AASCU an program ; 
Universities: for its Bicentennial community outreach program. : Suite 700 
Community Outreach i One Dupont Circle, N.W. I I 
I Washington, D.C. 20037 ! 
I 
National Association of Provision of information about the Forum i Ms. Betty Millsaps 
Manufacturers: and 0pportunities for corporate involvement i Edi tor /Writer 
Corporate Involvement disseminated through articles in Service for I NAM 
ComEan~ Communicators and Industrial Press I 1776 F Street, N,W, 
Service. I Washington, D.C. 20006 
American Association of Endorsment of the Forum and use of its I Dr. Linda Hal·tsock 
University Women: publications to encourage its 1,850 local branches Program Development, AA 
Local Programs to participate. 2401 Virginia Ave. N.W. 
Washington, D,C, 20037 
uw 
I Eisele 
American Field Service: Recognizing the Forum in World Review, 
and Ms. Karin F. 
Student Par·t icipat ion participation in the Forum's community 
programs by Assoc. Dir., Development 
forei n students, Americans abroad, returnees, and AFS/International 
SchC'Jla r-
g 
idomestic program students. ships New York, New York 10017 
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5. NATim\,\L ORGANIZATIONS: GENERAL FORUM PROGRAMS (Continued) 
Sponsor and Project Activity Activity Director 
I 
American Library Association Use of ALA publications to inform Dr. Robert Wedgeworth 
Local Leadership 22,000 libraries of the Forum. State librar- Executive Director 
,ians are taking the lead in stimulating Forum American Library Associati on 
activity state-by-state. 50 East Huron Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
American Society of Newspaper Knowledgeable editors as speakers and Mr. William H. Hornby 
Editors: Resources for resource persons for Forum projects related to Executive Editor 
Projects Relating to the press freedom topics. : The Denver Post 
Press P.O. Box 1709 
Denver, Colorado 80201 
Camp Fire Girls: Local Forum Integration of Forum with Bicentennial Ms. Gwen Harper, Dir. 
Programs activities, presentations in CamE Fire LeadershiE, Program Development 
and encouragement of local groups to develop Forum Camp Fire Girls, Inc. 
Programs. 1740 Broadway 
New York, New York 10019 
Kiwanis International: feature the Forum in Kiwanis Bicentennial Mr. John L. McGehee, Dir. 
General Information to activities and ask clubs to develop seminars around Public Relations Dept. 
Members the Forum's topics each month. Kiwanis International 
Kiwanis International Bld g. 
101 East Erie Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
League of Women Voters: Publicizing of Forum among 1,350 local chap- Ms. Peggy Lampl, Exec. Di r. 
Conununity Projects ters, encouraging participation in the Conununity League of Women Voters 
Leaders Workshops, and stimulating community 1730 M Street, N.W. 
discussions on the Forum's topics. Washington, D.C. 20036 
National Association of Introduction of Forum in a series of regional Ms. Florence Zeller 
Counties: County Programs Bicentennial Workshops and publicizing the Forum in National Association of 
its publications to generate county Forum programs. Counties 
1735 New York Avenue, N.W 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
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5. NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: GENERAL FORUM PROGRAMS (Continued) 
s ~ponsor an d p ro3ect A i i ct v ty A . i ct1v ty Director 
National Association of I Publicizing of the Forum in NAEB's Ms. Eva Archer, Dir. Educational Broadcasters: general membership newsletter and in the Publications & Informatio 
Media Programs I April issue of Public Prograrmning. Services - NAEB I 
1 
1346 Connecticut Ave. N.W 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
nal 
I 
National Congress of Parents i Infonnat ion to 35,000 local PTA Units Dr. Robert Crum 
and Teachers: Involving i in PTA Toda:l'., and addressing the PTA annual Managing Director 
the PTA Uni ts I conference to one of the Forum topics. National Congress of PTA 
700 North Rush Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
National Conference on Social Use of the Forum topics and FQrum mate- Ms. Margaret E. Berry 
Welfare: Annual Forum rials to plan its 103rd Annual Forum. National Conference on 
Social Welfare 
22 West Gay Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
National Education Association: Feature the Forum in its publications, Ms. Janice M. Colbert 
(NEA): State and Local carry notices about the topics to be discussed, and Bicentennial Coordinator 
Educational Programs suggest to state and local chapters how they can National Education Assoc. 
participate. 1201 16th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
National Institute of Senior Publicize the Forum in its n~wsletter, and Mrs. Joyce Leanse, Dir. 
Centers: Local Center encourage Senior Center Directors to lnclude Forum National Institute of 
Projects projects as a major Center JCtivity for the life Senior Centers 
of the Forum. 1828 L Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
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1. :'-:AT IONAL ORGANIZATIONS: GENERAL FORUM PROGRAMS (Continued) 
Sponsor and Project 
Speech Communication Associa-
tion: Bicentennial Archives 
of Spoken Communication 
Activity 
A sound recording archive for the Forum 
following the nine monthly Forum topics. Private 
sector funding being sought. 
Activity Director 
Dr. William Work, Exec. Dir. 
I Speech Communication 
I Association 
I' Statler Hilton Hotel New York, New York 10001 
··------------------;-----------------------------+---------------
Toastmasters International: 
Speakers Bureaus 
U.S. Conference of Mayors: 
City Programs 
Academy Forum of the 
National Academy of 
Sciences: Open Forums 
6. INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION 
Presentation of one Forum topic each month 
in The Toastmaster, and encouraging membership to 
develop Forum speeches for Toastmasters Clubs and 
Speakers Bureaus. 
Publicizing the Forum in its newsletter, 
Bicentennial Cities, and introduction of the Forum 
at a series of regional Bicentennial Workshops. 
Series of 5 - half day public forums from the 
scientific perspective on Forum topics, with 2-
day summary forum. 
U.S. Information Agency (USIA): Distribution of the Forum Calendar to U.S. 
embassies, along with video _tapes, reading li~ts, 
and special discussion guides on Forum topics. 
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Mr. Bruce Anderson 
Toastmasters International 
2200 North Grant 
Santa Ana, Calif. 92701 
Mr. Michael DiNunzio 
U.S. Conference of Mayors 
1620 Eye Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
Dr. Robert White 
Director, Academy Forum 
National Academy of Sciences 
2101 Constitution Ave. N.W. 
Washington, D.C.20918 
Mr. Richard Wooten 
U.S. Information Agency 
1776 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20547 
7. R1EGlONAL, ·STATE:, AND COMMt:JNiITY ·PR©GR:AMS 
Sponsor and· Ptoj1ect Actfvi1ty Activ.ity Direct·or 
-t..~~~--------=-----~--~-----;--------------------------,;_----------~--~~~~~---,~~------------...:...~~-..----
Courses By Newspaper, Univer-
sity of Ca1 i fornia ·Ex tens i!on, 
S'an Diego,: 
For.um Source ·Book for 
Community Leaders. 
Georgia Cen,ter for Continuing 
Education,: 
Hani1book for 10rganizing a, 
Communi.ty Group 
Source Book for the Forum includes discus-
·Sfon, questions, idea's on speakers and panels, and 
fl!l!ms, records. and cassettes rela·ted to each 
weekly top.ic. 
I 
, i Gu·idebook for or1ganizing communUy forum 
· I pro grams • 
1 
! 
I 
Bicentennia1l In,troduction of the Fo.rum rto regions and State and1 Regional 
Commiss:i!ons: 
ltnforma1tdon Network 
S.t~te Humanilies 
•Comm·it·tees: ·Forum 
projec!ts 
B·ank of America.: 
St·imulati!ng Communit:y 
1Forums 
.sta1tes. Some active sta.t·ew:i!de Forum projec·ts: · 
tH:"Unois, North Hakota, South Dakota, Fl!or.ida, I 
1fArizona,, Ohi!o, Al!abama., New· Yo:rk,. Pennsy;!,vania,, 
1
1 
!iNeb1r.aska, ]owa, .Wa1shi-ngton, Utah,, Mont·ana1, Indi!ana~ 
i1IWisconsin, >Michigan, Georgia, and Rhode Island. 
Informat:ion to the publ :i!c .throu·gh newslet te·rs 
.andl othe·r pub1lications, p:rovi!s.ion o.f 1Forum film: 
andl lite·rat·ure to commurti1ty groups, and funding 
Foi-um p:rojiec ts. 
Provision o.f 1forum informa•ti!on 1through 1branch · i 
. 11 
11banks in €a1li.fornia .and1 other .. wester.n s,ta1tes, ·' II 
llencouragemen1t o.f communi'tywide ,projectsi, and us.e 
of bank fad.lid.es for loca1l meetings. 
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1Publisher •,s lnc,. 
•P.O. 1Box 38'1 
>Del Mar,, Cdifornia 92<H!4 
Ms. Marga re.t 1E. Ho1lt 
Georgia C6otdinator 
Ameri.can Issues Forum, 
Georgia 'Ceriter for 
Continuing 1Educatlon 
Univer-si!ty of ·Georgia 
A·thens, Geo'.['gia, 30662 
State,, t·erritorial., 
or regional! Bicentennial! 
Comm:i:ssion. 
Sita te Humanities 
Gommi,t;tee 
Mr. Duncan Knowles 
Sodal Policy 
Bank of Ameri.ca 
San F.rancisco., ·Calif. 94104 
7. REGIONAL, STATE, AND COMMUNITY PROG~MS '(Continued~ 
Sponsor and Project 
The l!Jniversity of Henver: 
Regional American Issues 
Fbr,um Program 
T1he University of South 
Dako·ta: Forum Regional 
T·eaching Guide (gradies 
4-91) 
Adu•Lt Education 
As soc ia ti on.: Community 
Lead1er,s Workshops 
Project Forwa,rd '76: 
Religious Organiza~ions 
Arner.i·can Issues For.urn• 
•Ci.ties Conuni.t·tees1: 
Ci1tiwiid'e Forums 
I 
1' 
i 
Act iv.tty 
Forum regional p.rogram 1providimg suppor,ting 
ma!terials and c·oordin·ation in ·Colorad'o, Montana 
Nor,th l>akota., South Dakota, Utah and W.yomi:ng. 
Regi·onail teaching guide coordinated with the 
Forum •topics ava:Hable for purchase by schoo'l!s,, 
libraries, and commurti ty ,groups. 
One-day Community Leaders Workshops for 
10-12 lead'ers of the local community (including 
church, liabor, busines 1s, service clubs, li1brary, 
civi:c, etc., representatives'). 13'50 workshops 
have. b.een scheduled. 
Promotion of the Forum through the re1 igious. 
media and1 provis1ion of a reader's gui!de for 
re1ligious organizations, churches, and' synagogues 
developing Forum discuss:i!on andl study groups. 
Act·ivity l>irector 
Dr. Robert E. Roeder 
Office of the Dean 
University of .Denver 
Denver, Colorado 80210 
Dr. Bruce c .. Milne, 
1Educa.tional Research and 
Service reenter 
University of South Dako:ta 
VermUlion1, So. Dakota SJ0.69 
i Mr. Charil es Wood., Exec. Dir. 
i Adul:t Educa·tion Association 
! of the H. S .• A. 
: 81!01 18th $.treet., N • .W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
or Mr •. John Nachtrieb 
Commun:i!ty Workshops Proj\ect 
Mr. Charles ·Br.ackbiH 
. Project Forwar,d:' 76 
Suite il.676 
475 Riverside 1Drive 
.New York, New Yo.rk ;10027 
Endowment sponsored urban p/rograms on Fo,rurn 
topics in 4 rne1t·ropoli tan a·reas'" Coord:ina.ted city- i 
wld1e Fo·rurn 1prog·rarns utilizing media, con tinuil)g , 
·education ,programs, supporting materia1ls, and l!ocalJ I 
Dr. J.s. Holliday 
Director, Californlai 
Historical Society 
2090 Jackson :S•treet 
dis.cussion fo.nnats. 
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San Francisco, Calif.. '94112 
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7. REGIONAL, STATE, AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS (Continued) 
Sponsor and Project 
American Issues Forum 
Cities Committees: 
Citywide Forums 
(Cont'd.) 
Activity Activity Director 
Dr. Robert Wright, Dea: 
School of Urban Affair 
Metropolitan State Coll 
Denver, Colorado 
Mr. Claud Stanush 
P.O. Box 897 
San Antonio, Texas 782S 
Dr. Stanley Katz 
The Law School 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois 6063 
-- -- --·-----.. -~---------------------------------+------------
Bicentennial Communities: 
City and Town Programs I 
Chairman, Bicentennial 
Committee (City/To~ 
--------------·----------+1------------------------------+------------
U niversity and Colleges: ' Universities and colleges--serving as resource 
Many of the nation's 5,000 "Bicentennial 
Communities" have endorsed the Forum, held 
community-wide assemblies and are now planning 
community Forum programs. 
Statewide, Regional. centers for their areas, have become focal points 
and Community Programs for developing Forum programs such as lecture 
series, interdisciplinary credit and non-credit 
courses on Forum topics, speakers bureaus, and 
town meetings. 
·----~ 
Examples of statewide Programs: 
University of Utah and Brigham Young University 
developed a series of 36 television programs 
to coincide with the Courses By Newspaper weekly 
articles. Available to institutions of higher 
learning throughout the state, and to community 
groups for use in their Forum discussions. 
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Dr. Richard Kendall 
Off ice of the Dean 
Graduate School 
University of Utah 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84. 
.. 
7. REGIONAL, STATE, AND COMMUNITY PROGRAMS (Cont'd.) 
Sponsor and Project 
University and Colleges: 
Statewide, Regional and 
Comrnunity programs 
(Cont'd.) 
United Church Board for 
Homeland Ministries, 
National Congress of PTA, 
Education Corrunission of 
the States: 
Radio Interviews and Discus· 
sion Guides for Communities 
Institute for the Study of 
Civic Values: 
Local Labor Program 
Activity 
The University of Georgia Center for 
Continuing Education coordinates the Forum in 
Gebrgia, is developfng university Forum 
programs, and has held a statewide meeting 
in cooperation with the State Bicentennial 
Comrnission and the State Humanities Committee 
t~ assist community groups. 
Examples of Regional Programs: 
University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh has developed 
weekly panel discussions for radio broadcasting, 
inviting comrnunity groups in the northeast 
region of Wisconsin to participate in the 
programs. 
Bergen County Comrnunity College has developed 
a countywide Forum program involving a wide 
range of community organizations in Forum 
activities. 
Our Heritage, Our Hopes--30 minute, taped 
radio interviews and discussion guides for com-
munity, business and Labor organizations, church 
groups, schools and student organizations. 
Provocative observations about the United States 
made by leading citizens in all fields, keyed to 
Forum Calendar. 
Forum program with Labor groups in the 
Philadelphia five-county region, including 
neighborhood and civic organization projects. 
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Activity Director 
Ms. Margaret Holt 
Center for Continuing 
Education 
University of Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 30601 
Dr. Kenneth Grieb 
University of Wisconsin 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901 
Ms. Lois Marshall 
Dean, Community Services 
Bergen Comrnunity College 
Paramus, New Jersey 07652 
Grant Spradling/Robert Ritchter 
United Church Board for 
Homeland Ministries 
287 Park Avenue South 
New York, New York 10010 
Mr. Edward Schwartz 
Institute for the Study of 
Civic Values 
330 Race Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvanial9106 
